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Important note! 
 

When this manual was printed, it 
considered the current state of 
technology. It is intended for 
technically trained persons. It was 
prepared with utmost care. 
The information, data and notes 
provided in this manual represent no 
warranted characteristics. No 
guarantee is assumed for the absence 
of mistakes, errors or the general 
suitability of the indicated application 
examples. 
 
 
Drawings and representations depict 
circuit examples and do not take into 
account specifics of any given 
application. Adherence to norms and 
guidelines (i.e. installation of additional 
fuses) is the responsibility of the 
installer and user. 
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1 About this manual  
 
This manual describes the AS-i controllere family with AS-i version 2.1 master manufactured by ifm 
electronic gmbh. It also contains information on the use of "CoDeSys for Automation Alliance" on a PC 
as configuration and programming software for the controllere. For information on the use of CoDeSys 
in general and the creation of plc projects as well as a description of the programming languages 
please see the online help provided in CoDeSys and the software manual CoDeSys 2.2. 
 
To run the system you need a 24 V and AS-i power supply as well as single or/and A/B AS-i slaves in 
addition to a controllere. If you want to use the PC for configuration and programming you need the 
software "CoDeSys for Automation Alliance", a programming cable art. no. E70320 and a PC. 
 
 

1.1 Important safety information! 

 
Specifications regarding the use of the controllere  
 
 The controllere contains one or two AS-i masters (both according to the AS-i version 2.1), a mini 

controller and an optional fieldbus connection (example Profibus DP, Ethernet, DeviceNet, or 
CANopen). 

 It controls the exchange of data to the sensor/actuator level, 
 processes the peripheral data in the integrated processor (signal preprocessing), 
 works as stand-alone controller with exchange of data to the PC (visualisation) and 
 communicates with the higher control level (in the field bus gateway mode). 
 
 
Important directions on installation, connection and maintenance:  
 

 Ensure that the device is used in a condensation-free environment, that you do not use the 
device in an excessively dust-laden environment and that it is exposed to only little shock 
and vibration. The air circulation through the vents must not be hampered. 

 
 

 Always disconnect power before the connection of the device. Then connect the terminals 
according to the terminal marking. Never connect the minus potential with the FE connection 
or with any other terminals of the device. 

 
 

 Ensure an electrically safe earth connection between the controllere FE terminal and the 
ground potential of the installation (functional ground). Also ensure correct earthing of the 
housing via the DIN rail. 
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2 The AS-i controllere family 
 

 
 
The AS-i controllere family is a further development of ifm electronic’s tried and tested AS-i controller. 
These units contain 1 or 2 AS-i masters having the AS-i Association’s advanced specification 2.1. This 
new specification brings the following features to the AS-i controllere family: 
 
 a single slave can now be replaced with a pair of A/B slaves allowing connection of up to 62 (A/B) 

slaves per master, 
 the new profiles S-7.3 and S-7.4 enable "plug and play" operation of analogue slaves  
 the introduction of periphery fault flags brings a better diagnosis of I/O modules in case of possible 

erroneous connections 
 
A detailed system diagnosis is made possible by the text/graphic display integrated in the controllere. 
The operation of the four buttons can be learned intuitively. The menus and the messages are 
displayed in two languages which facilitates use in export-oriented industries. An intelligent message 
management generates priority controlled text messages so that the most important messages appear 
first. 
 
A  1Mbyte flash memory stores the operating system, the PLC program and allows for non-volatile 
storage of data. The programs are executed in a fast 1Mbyte SRAM.  
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The serial programming interface (RS 232 C with RJ45 connector) makes for easy projecting and 
programming using a PC with a baud rate of up to 115 Kbaud.  
  
An optional Ethernet programming interface (10/100 MBaud twisted pair) facilitates fast programming 
and diagnosis as well as connection to other controllere devices.  
 
The numerous optional field bus interfaces allow connection to a superior field bus such as Profibus-
DP, DeviceNet, CANopen, Ethernet etc. for operation as a decentralised controller or gateway. 
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3 Mounting instructions 
 
A DIN rail (EN 50022) is to be used for mounting the controllere .It can be removed from the DIN rail 
without any special tools.  
 
The housing of the controllere is that of the modern 24V and AS-i power supplies made by ifm 
electronic. The  controllere having a height of  only  107mm, just as the power supplies, fits enclosures 
which have a height of 120mm. 
 

 Caution: The standard mounting position of the controllere is perpendicular in a switching 
cabinet, which allows for optimum heat transfer from the unit. This causes the 
temperature range of 0 to +60°C to be maintained when the spacing allows a good 
air flow. 

 
 
The controllere should not be mounted directly near a frequency converter! 
 
A 24 VDC (20..30V PELV) power supply, for example DN2011 from ifm electronic, is required for 
operating the controllere . The connections are at terminals  +24V and 0V (see figure on next page).  
 
Terminal FE is the functional ground (earth) of the unit!  
 

  Caution:  Remove power from the power supply before connection of the controllere !              
 
 
Note that depending on the type of controllere the current consumption from the 24VDC power supply 
can reach 500 mA.  
 
The LED '24V PWR‘  indicates the correct 24VDC power supply to the unit. 
 
At power-up the text/graphic display indicates a start screen or possible error messages of the 
connected AS-i systems. 
 
If necessary the contrast of the display can be adjusted by pressing the right button and either the       
button  (lighter) or the    button (darker) simultaneously as indicated in the figure below. 

     
 
 

more contrast 
less contrast 
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4 Setting up the AS-i System  
 

4.1 AS-i power supply 

 
A special AS-i power supply (for example AC1216) is required for operation of an AS-i system. 
This power supply delivers the energy to the yellow AS-i cable and accomplishes the data decoupling 
from the voltage regulator in the power supply. Standard switching power supplies would recognize 
the AS-i data signals as a disturbance signal and would suppress them.  
 
The AS-i + and AS-i – terminals are present twice on the AS-i power supply. This allows easy 
connection to the AS-i 1+ and AS-i 1–  terminals of controllere (or ASI 2+ and ASI 2- for the second 
AS-i master system). For the operation of a second AS-i master another AS-i power supply is required 
causing the two systems to be galvanically separated. The controllere is partially supplied with voltage 
from the AS-i system. 
 

 Caution:  Most AS-i power supplies are short-circuit protected. Nonetheless the power 
supply should always be removed from voltage before the controllere  is connected. 
In the event of a short-circuit the power supply provides the maximum 
current. 

 
 

 Important:  The AS-i system is to be operated without grounding. The AS-i + and AS-i – lines 
are to be symmetrical to the plant earth. This is accomplished by making a low 
resistance connection between the shield terminal and the plant earth. 
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controllere wiring example: Compliance with applicable standards and guidelines (e.g. additional use 
of a fuse) must be ensured by the installation personnel and/or plant operators. 
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4.2 AS-i diagnosis LEDs 

 
The three diagnosis LEDs on the front of the controllere give information concerning the state of the 
AS-i master and the connected AS-i system. The LEDs have the following meaning: 
 
 PWR/COM    On:       AS-i voltage ( Power) present and communication with at least one  

                  slave has been established 
                     Flashing:  AS-i voltage ( Power)  present  but  no slave communication established 
 P  R  O  J   On:          Projection mode active, configuration monitoring not active  

                       Flashing: Projection mode active, switch to protected mode not possible    
                         because a slave having address 0 is connected 
 CONF / PF  On:      Projected and current configuration not the same  

                    Flashing: Periphery fault on at least one of the connected slaves  
 
 

 
 
 
 

4.3 Connecting and setting up the slaves 

 
The AS-i units feature short-circuit and reverse polarity protection, nonetheless connections of for 
example control cabinet modules should be made only after power has been turned off. Many slaves 
of this type have a jumper which when connected causes the slave to be deactivated. Leave this 
jumper connected at this point. 
 
When using SmartLine modules please remove the Combicon plug connected to AS-i +/-.  
 
AS-i field modules usually consist of a lower part for connection of the yellow flat cable and an upper 
part which contains the electronics. Place the yellow cable in the lower part but do not screw the upper 
part on yet.  
 
After the voltage has been applied to both power supplies the controllere, the AS-i master and AS-i 
cable are supplied with power. The green LED 'PWR/COM‘ flashes if only the AS-i power supply and 
no slaves are connected to the system.  
 
Now slaves are to be addressed. One method to do this is by means of the buttons and the 
text/graphic display on the controllere. Choose the controller menu using the left button ('Menu') and 
select 'Slaves adr.‘ using the   button. Confirm this choice using the left button ('OK‘)  and  then 
choose ‚Easy Startup‘.  
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!   Important:  One address is non-volatilely stored in every slave. To allow the AS-i master to 

individually communicate with each slave, each address must occur in the system 
only once. 

 
 
The manufacturer delivers each AS-i slave with the address 0. When the controllere runs in the Easy 
Startup Mode, slaves are  addressed automatically in increasing order.  

 
Choose the desired master and confirm with 'OK‘. The controllere assigns the lowest free address to 
the next slave which is connected and has the address 0. 
 

!   Important:  Only connect one new slave each in the “Easy Startup” mode! 
 Then wait for the indication “Waiting for Slave 0”. Then you may connect a new 

slave with the address 0.  
 
Try this by connecting a new slave. The LED ‘PWR/COM‘ stops flashing since at least one slave has 
been detected correctly. The red lighting LED 'CONF/PF’ is still correct at this stage of system set-up. 
It indicates that the new slave has not been projected in the master yet. The text/graphic display of the 
controllere gives information as to the slave addresses which have already been assigned as well as 
the status of the system set-up.  
 
This automatic procedure can only function if each newly connected slave has the address 0! If the 
slaves have already been used in another system they probably have an address which is not 0. In 
this case the controllere does not react as expected. Remove the slave from the system and readdress 
it to 0 using one of the methods discussed below. 
  
Terminate the addressing procedure by pressing the 'ESC‘  button several times until the main menu 
is active and choose ‘QuickSetup‘.  
 
The next option in QuickSetup is 'Config all‘. Choose the desired master to which the slave is to be 
connected and confirm this choice. The red LED 'CONF/PF‘ and the orange LED 'PROJ‘ should now 
go out. The system configuration is now complete. 
  
If incorrectly addressed slaves remain, they can be addressed as follows: Remove all slaves except 
that slave which is to be readdressed. 
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Choose the option "Change Address" and the desired AS-i master in the menu "Address Slave". 
The first slave which is detected (i.e. the slave with the lowest address) is displayed. Since in this case 
only one slave is connected the indicated address can only be that of this slave. Pressing the ‘OK‘ 
button causes the first free slave address to be displayed (generally the address 0.) The desired new 
address can be chosen using the arrow buttons. The confirmation is initiated  with the ‘OK‘ button, 
after which the selected addresses are redisplayed. If this address is not correct, the addressing 
procedure can be terminated with ‘ESC‘. If the address is the one desired, press ‘OK’ and the 
addressing process will be completed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Change Address 
Easy Startup 
 

OK ESC 

Addr. slave of 
AS-i Master 1 
AS-i Master 2 

OK ESC 

Curr. slave Addr.  
AS-i Master 1 
               5 

OK ESC 

New slave Addr.  
AS-i Master 1 
               0 

OK ESC 

Change Address  
           Master 1 
Cur. slave Addr.     5 
New slave Addr. 0

OK ESC 

Addressing done  
           Master 1 
Cur. slave Addr.     5 
New slave Addr. 0

NEXT ESC 
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4.4 Display menu  

 
The four buttons of the controllere enable simple and fast working with the menu presentation in the 
display.   
 
The   and   buttons are used to select the menu or change the displayed values. Menus with more 
than three options are adapted automatically. If the menu can be selected upwards or downwards, a 
triangle is displayed in the middle. 
 
If both arrow buttons are pressed simultaneously, the displayed menu switches between German and 
English texts. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

The two outer keys are function keys, that is their meaning is displayed in the bottom line of the 
display by two inverted texts.  
 

 
 

The individual number of the displayed menu is displayed in the middle of the last line in the display. A 
flashing exclamation mark under this menu number signals an active error message in one of the 
connected AS-i systems. To see these messages leave the main menu (number 1) by pressing ESC. 
 

  

ASI1: AS-i master 1 
Slv22: AS-i slave 22 

E11: error code 

1/7: first of 7 messages 

Both keys 
simultaneously: 
GermanEnglish 
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The most important messages have a higher display priority, it is however possible to scroll through 
the list by pressing the arrow keys. All possible AS-i error messages are listed in the annex. 
 
When selecting Password in the System Setup menu operation can be restricted or released. When 
delivered, the device is in the user mode. By entering an invalid password (e.g. 1000) all menu items 
will be blocked, the settings can be changed. By entering the password ‘CE01’ the user mode is 
enabled again. The password is stored non-volatilely by the System-Setup/Save System menu item. 
 
System errors pertaining to controllere are displayed in a different way. They are immediately 
displayed when they occur and must be confirmed by pressing the right key. All possible system error 
messages are listed in the annex. 
 
 

 
 
 

F10: system error number 
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4.4.1 Menu structure 

 
Start display (AS-i Error Diagnostic) 
press ‚Menu‘ button  

 Slave Lists: check the addresses of connected AS-i slaves 
- See list of detected AS-i slaves (LDS) 
- See list of projected AS-i slaves (LPS) 
- See list of activated AS-i slaves (LAS) 
- See list of periphery faults on AS-i slaves (LPF) 

 Slave addresses: programming of the addresses of the connected AS-i slaves 
- Readdress AS-i slaves connected to controllere 
- Address new AS-i slaves to the next free address automatically (Easy Startup) 

 Quick Setup: everything needed for basic configuration 
- Teach in the current AS-i configuration (Config all) 
- Setup the field bus connection (optional) 

 System Setup: setup the controllere device 
- Save the current system settings 

- Setup the baud rate of the serial programming port 
- Setup the IP address of the Ethernet programming port (optional) 

- Enter the new password to disable or enable the menu functions 
- Update the firmware of the controllere (requires special software) 

 System Info: device information  
- See the hardware and firmware version numbers of this controllere 
- See the serial number of this controllere 

 PLC Setup: the use of the integrated PLC is optional 
- Activate or deactivate gateway mode (no PLC used) 
- Set the PLC in controllere into RUN or STOP mode (if used) 

 PLC information:  Information about the programmed plc project (if used) 
- plc project name, version, date and author 

 Master Setup: information on AS-i master system 
- Teach in the current AS-i configuration (Config all) 
- Change to projecting mode: Configure the AS-i system  
- Change to protected mode: normal operation (master checks configuration) 
- Enable automatic AS-i slave addressing in protected mode 
- Disable AS-i reset when activating protected mode 
- See the counter of config errors in the connected AS-i systems 
- Reset the counter of config errors 
- See the rating of faulty AS-i telegrams in the connected AS-i systems 

 Slave Info: detailed information about the connected AS-i slave  
- See the digital or analogue I/Os of the connected AS-i slaves 
- See the parameters of the connected AS-i slaves 
- See the I/O  and ID codes of the connected AS-i slaves 
- See the telegram errors related to the connected AS-i slaves 

 Field bus Setup: the different field bus interfaces are optional 
- Setup the node address of the controllere in the high level field bus 
- Setup other settings if necessary in the used high level field bus 
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5 controllere and CoDeSys for Automation Alliance 
 

5.1 Setup CoDeSys   

 
The AS-i configuration of controllere can be modified or checked very easily using the CAA (CoDeSys 
for Automation Alliance) software (see also www.automation-alliance.com). In addition the controllere 
plc can be programmed using this software. 
 

 
 
The Automation Alliance allows systems made by different manufacturers to be programmed using the 
same programming software.  
 
Please install CoDeSys programming system on the installation CD (CD (ifm electronic order no. 
AC 0326) as described in the software manual enclosed to this CD. 
 
If the PC already has CAA installed, the user needs only to install the target for the controllere . A 
target is a driver written for a specific unit which informs CoDeSys of settings concerning this unit. 
After this when a new project is created controllere is contained in the list of target units.  
 
A new target is installed using the program "Install Target". 
 
The following contains a step-by-step description indicating how a new project is installed:  
 
Step 0: 
Install CoDeSys for Automation Alliance according to the programming manual.  
 
Step 1: 
Call CoDeSys and open a new project . 
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Step 2:  
Use the option target settings and choose controllere as indicated in the figure below.   

 
 
Step 3:  
Accept the system settings as shown in the figure below. 

 
 
 
Step 4:  
Using  Online / Communication Parameters select the option "New" and define the channel driver to 
be ‘Serial (RS232)’  as indicated below. 
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Step 5:  
Select the correct COM port in the window Communication Parameters, change the baud rate to  
115200 baud and verify the entries with OK. 
 

 
 

5.2 AS-i Configuration  

 
 
As mentioned it is very easy to display and configure the AS-i system using the CoDeSys PLC 
configuration. 
 
Connect the serial interface (COM1 or COM2) of your PC to the controllere using the programming 
cable  (ifm electronic order no. E70320). 

Call the PLC configuration using the   button and go online by means of the  button. As 
indicated in the figure below the current AS-i configuration can now be monitored. 
 

 
 
The left part shows the hardware configuration tree of the controllere with one AS-i master. A second 
AS-i master can also be added to the configuration.  
 

A  mouse click to the  +   in front of the AS-i master causes all connected or 
projected slaves to be displayed. 
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5.3 General AS-i system structure  
 
 

 
 
An AS-i system always has an AS-i power supply, a master and up to 62 slaves . The master window 
enables the diagnostic function of the master and shows the state of the power supply. 
 

 
 ASI Power off or flashing:   

check power supply or connection to controllere , short circuit on 
yellow cable. 

 

 
 Auto. adress. possible on:   

one slave (and only one) is missing and automatic addressing is 
enabled. 

 

 
 Slave 0 detected on:   

a slave with the address 0 is connected and should be 
readdressed; the readdressing of other slaves is only possible 
when this slave 0 has another address or has been removed 
from the system; the projection mode cannot be left, the P R O J 
LED on the controllere  is flashing. 

 

 
 Periphery Fault on:   

a periphery fault has occurred at one of the connected slaves. 
 

 
 Config. different on:  

incorrect projection for at least one connected slave or a 
projected slave is missing. 

 

 
 Protected mode on: 

At least one slave is connected. 
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 Configuration mode   
All detected slaves participate in the data exchange actively, their 
outputs can be set. The configuration is not monitored and the 
automatic addressing is deactivated. 

 
 Autofree Address:    

If exactly one slave fails, the master automatically readdresses 
one new slave (address 0) to the address of the failed slave if the 
slaves have the same slave profile. This function is disabled in 
the projection mode. 

 
 Mode change without Reset    

The change from the projection mode into the protected mode 
does not reset the outputs of the connected slaves. 

 

5.4 Acquire, process and produce digital data 

 
In this chapter the following applications are described: 
 
 creation of a new project and projection of the connected AS-i system 
 programming a project with access to binary data of AS-i slaves 
 adaptation of parameters in connected AS-i slaves 
 creation of a universal function block with access to binary AS-i data 
 

5.4.1 A new AS-i project  

 
A CoDeSys project contains all information on the configuration of an installation controlled by the 
controllere as well as the source texts of the programming modules and the visualisations except for 
the images used there (bitmaps or tif files). 
 

In CoDeSys a new project is created by clicking on  or by selecting "File new" in the menu. Now 
the target system controllere must be selected. 
 

 
 
The displayed configuration window can be confirmed without modifications by pressing "OK". 
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The main program is always called PLC_PRG and must be contained in every project. All the other 
program modules required in the project must be called directly or indirectly from PLC_PRG. 
 

 
 
In our first project the main program PLC_PRG is created in function block diagram. 

 
 
 

5.4.2 Binary inputs/outputs  

 

The controller configuration is called by clicking on  in the symbol bar. In the case of a new project 
this configuration pertains only to the first AS-i master.  
 

 
 
In the offline configuration the AS-i system can already be configured without existing hardware. First 
of all add a 4 input/4 output module to the master using the context menu. The context menu is 
opened by clicking on the AS-i master entry in the configuration tree with the right mouse button. In 
the context menu select "Append Subelement/4In/4Out Module...". 
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After selection of the slave address 1 another element is added in the configuration tree. By selecting 
this module entry, all projected information on this slave is displayed in the right part of the window. 
 

 
 

By clicking on   in the symbol bar when the window controller configuration has been selected, the 
PC logs into the controllere  via the programming cable, compares the AS-i projection created offline 
with that already stored in the controllere and asks for equalisation of projection if the two projections 
are not the same. 
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Since we have already made an offline projection, it is to be loaded into the controllere , in most cases 
however the projection currently used in the controllere is used.  
 

 
 
A red exclamation mark on the slave symbol in the configuration tree signals a configuration error with 
regard to the respective slave. This means that the slave is either not connected or not addressed 
correctly or it has not yet been projected correctly. In our example the slave has already been 
addressed and is connected correctly. In case of further questions, please see the preceding 
paragraph.  
 
A complete list of the connected AS-i slaves including the slave type (AS-i profile: I/O configuration 
and ID codes) is stored in the AS-i master.  To enter the new slave in this projection, activate the 
projection mode if it is not yet activated, which can be seen by the AS-i master symbol in the controller 
configuration being highlighted in turquoise or by the lighted "PROJ" LED on the controllere. Activate 
the projection mode by clicking on the respective check box in the controller configuration. 
 

  
 
After clicking on "Project all" in the AS-i master window and by leaving the projection mode then, the 
configuration of the system has been completed. 
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The online mode can now be left by clicking on  . The changed configuration can now be stored in 
the controllere if you answer the question whether the changes are to be stored by yes when logging 
out. If you want to store the changes later together with the plc program still to be created, answer the 
question by No. 
 

 
 
The binary inputs and outputs of the slave can be integrated into your plc program in two different 
ways. First of all please take the addresses from the controller configuration or from the descriptions in 
the annex to this manual. 
 

 
 
One option is direct entry of the addresses in the plc program, the other option is to use symbolic 
names with address allocation. In general the use of symbolic names is recommended since this 
facilitates the adaptation to changed I/O configurations. 
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5.4.3 AS-i parameters  

 
Various AS-i slaves use parameters stored in the AS-i master to set options and special functions. In 
most cases these slaves types are system solutions which combine different input and output 
functions for specific functions in one unit or intelligent actuators or sensors such as the OC5227 
photocell. This is an optical diffuse reflection sensor with background suppression and integrated AS-i 
slave.  
 
The OC5227 uses two of the max. four parameter bits which are available for a slave  
 P0 not used 
 P1 light-on/dark-on mode 
 P2 not used 
 P3 memory function 
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If P1 is TRUE the data bit D0 changes to TRUE when the sensor detects one object. 

 

 
 
If P1 is FALSE the data bit D0 changes to TRUE when the sensor detects no object. 
 

 
 

 
As is shown in the figures above, the parameters can be modified by clicking on the respective bit in 
the controller configuration. If this setting is to be stored non volatilely, the projected parameters also 
have to be changed and these new settings have to be saved by generating a boot project. 
 

 
 
The parameters are stored by answering yes to the safety query when logging out.  
 

 
 

ON: object detected 
OFF: no object 

P1 = FALSE 
dark-on mode 

P1 = TRUE 
light-on mode 

OFF: object detected 
ON: no object 
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The library ecoasi21.lib enables access to the parameters of the slave from the plc program. 

 
 
Write access to the current and projected parameters of the AS-i slaves is also possible via function 
blocks of the library ecoasi21.lib. However, the following has to be considered: 
 
 Writing of parameters is only possible for one of the connected slaves per AS-i cycle (command 

based, not cyclic). Thus the module Set_current_parameter should be started by a rising edge of 
the variable "Start" only once when a parameter has been changed. 

 After activation by a rising edge of the variable "Start" the POU must remain active until the output 
"Response" changes to TRUE. 

 The output "ReflectedParameter" shows the parameter the slave returned as response to the 
parameter call by the AS-i master. In this case the AS-i specification allows the return of a value 
which differs from the value transmitted.  

 The image of the values of the current parameters in the controllere must be refreshed after a 
modification.  This is done by the function call "Refresh_current_parameter" with a rising edge of 
the variable "Start". 
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5.4.4 Function modules  

 
AS-i slaves are mounted at the machine where the sensors and actuators are also mounted 
(decentralised mounting). This especially applies to slaves integrating sensors and actuators directly 
in one housing, thus being a system solution.  The modular design of the AS-i slaves enables the 
design and preassembly of machine modules including their electrical equipment. The final assembly 
of the electrical equipment is then made by connecting the AS-i cable and the energy supply of the 
actuators. 
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The conveying system shown above illustrates the modular principle clearly. Each track element, each 
track switch and the operating panels are equipped and prewired with one or several AS-i slaves.  
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This modular design can be reflected in the application software which is run in the controllere. The 
physical inputs and outputs in the sections are implemented in these program modules. To do so, 
software function modules are programmed for the mechanical modules and tested accordingly. The 
linking of these modules as well as the parameter setting is made by inputs and outputs. These 
function modules can now be stored in a user library and be used in different projects.  
 
The updating of these modules only requires that the software library be edited. The integration of the 
changed modules into the different projects is simply made by translating the projects again with the 
new library and by loading them into the controllere. 
 
As an example of such a software module a function block for a slave with 8 illuminated push-buttons 
(ifm electronic order no. AC2350) is described here. This AS-i slave consists of 8 illuminated push-
buttons integrated in a mounting plate or a diecast housing and is completed by a slave circuit board.  
 

 
 

The function block has the name EAO_8IO. It receives the master and slave number of the AS-i slave 
as inputs. One byte with the signal states of the LED elements and a release signal are required as 
data input. The output of the module, one byte, contains the 8 signal states of the push-buttons in the 
unit. 
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Since this AS-i slave also has only 4 inputs and 4 outputs, the data must be transmitted via a special 
protocol mechanism. Two data bits each represent one address 0 to 3.  
 
Slave inputs:                                             multiplexed inputs: 
  
Data position 
D3 D2   D1 D0 
 a    b      0   0     
  |__|____________________________________________________ 
 c    d      0   1   
  |__|________________________________________________     |    | 
 e    f      1   0   
  |__|___________________________________________     |    |    |    | 
 g   h      1   1   
  |__|______________________________________     |    |    |    |    |    | 
       
                                                                              g    h   e   f   c   d   a   b   

 
The slave determines where the input data belongs or which output data are to be transmitted. 
 
The function block EAO_8IO makes use internally of the functions and function blocks contained in the 
library ecoasi21.lib allowing for variable slave addresses. 
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5.5 Acquire, process and produce analogue data  
 
The following points are discussed in this chapter: 
 
 Creation of a program by means of the programming language SFC (sequential function chart) 
 Evaluation of the values of analogue slaves  
  

5.5.1 Sequential function chart (SFC) 

 
Task: 
 
A filling system is to be automated. A representation of the system as well as the process operations 
and a block diagram of the control system are given below. 
 

 
Picture of the system 

 
 

 
Process operations 
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Block diagram of the control system 

 
Description of the solution:  
 
As can be seen from the description above, the process to be automated is of a sequential nature. 
The process control system is therefore very easy to implement using the programming language SFC 
(sequential function chart) 
 
Description of the basic structure: 
 
The basic structure of the language is graphic and consists of two elements: 
 
 action  
 transition 
 
 

 
Basic structure sequential function chart 
 

The figure above indicates that action 1 is to be carried out until transition12 = TRUE, then action2 
becomes active. It remains active until transition23 = TRUE etc. Thus the language is very well suited 
for controlling sequential processes.  
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Part of the program in sequential function chart 
 
A part of the program ‘ProcessControl’ is given above. The process can be described as follows: 
 
 action Init is active until Start conditions are met 

 
 action ToFillStation is active until switch S3 is damped 

 
 action StopAtFillStation is active until switch S4 is damped 

 
 
Notes on the use of this example 
 
The project discussed here (FilPlant.pro) is to be found on the CD and can be used to learn and 
practice the handling of the sequential function chart.  
 
This project can either run in the controllere or on a PC (simulation mode). If the controllere is used, 
additional hardware (analogue modules) is required which will be discussed later. This is why running 
the project in simulation mode is described first. 
 
Sequence management: 
 
To understand the sequence management please do the following steps:  
 
 Start CoDeSys and call the project "FilPlant.Pro". Activate the simulation mode and switch 

CoDeSys to the Run mode 
 Display the visualisation image "FillPlantVis" and the module "ProcessControl" at the same time 

(option "Windows/Tile vertical"). 
 Start the process by pressing T1 
 
The sequential process is carried out and can be watched on the screen as described below.  
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 „ Init“ : Click T1 to start 
 

                
         „ToFillStation“ action  
 

                
„FillForm“ action  
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         „ToIOStation“ action  
 
A more detailed study of the processes (on the screen or by means of the figures given above) has 
the following results: 
 
 Click on the start button T1 -> mould moves to the filling station (motor M1 is running) 
 mould reaches filling station (S3/S4 damped) -> mould stops (motor M1 is not running) 
 All motor starts and stops are generated by a frequency converter ramp (f=0... 20Hz. or 20 ... 

0Hz.)   
 tank temperature >= 250°C -> mould is filled (valve Y1 open) 
 mass of mould + material >= 53.9 kg -> (valve Y1 closed) 
 mould temperature <=242°C -> mould moves to I/O station (motor M1 running) 
 mould reaches I/O station (S1/S2 damped) -> mould stops (motor M1 is not running) 
 After reset the process can be repeated 
 
Actions and transitions 
 
As already mentioned the basic structure of the sequential function chart consists of the two elements 
actions and transitions.  
 

  
 
Part of the component "ProcessControl" with expanded transition (Start) and action (ToIOStation) 
 
 
 
 
The figure above shows the following: 
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 transitions or actions which are complex are marked with a black triangle and can be expanded by 

a double click (e.g. "Start" and "ToIOStation").  
 Transition "Start" becomes TRUE when the mould is in the I/O station (S1 = TRUE) and the 

process is to begin (T1 = TRUE). 
 When transition "Start" = TRUE, the action "ToIOStation" becomes active. 
 The action "ToFillStation" has the effect that the variables MR and H1 become TRUE (frequency 

converter - release for right motor and operation lamp lights). Moreover StartValueRamp and 
EndValueRamp have the values 0 and 20 Hz. (frequency converter increases the motor speed in 
steps until a value corresponding to 20 Hz is reached.)  

 The action " ToFillStation " remains active until the transition "S3" becomes TRUE and then the 
action StopAtFillStation becomes active.  

 

 Note: The values of MR, StartValueRamp etc. keep the value they received by the 
action ToFillStation until a change by another action takes place. This has 
general validity, i.e. what you turn on by an action remains even if this action 
is no longer active. The consequences of the action can only be deactivated 
by another action.  

 
 

We recommend to study the module "ProcessControl" with the method described above and thus get 
sound knowledge of the way sequential function chart works. 

5.5.2 Analogue slaves  

 
The evaluation of analogue slaves is described in this section. The filling station is explained as an 
example of the use of analogue slaves.  
 
Task: 
 

 
 
          Part of the plant image with controllere and analogue modules 
 
Consider the figure above consisting of a part of the plant with controllere and analogue modules. The 
following tasks can be seen: 
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 measurement of the material mass in the form 
 setting the motor speed by a ramp-shaped voltage at the frequency converter 
 measurement of the material temperature in the tank and in the form 
 
The following analogue modules are used for these tasks: 
 
 mass measurement    analogue input module AC2617 
 motor speed setting     analogue output module AC2619 
 temperature measurement                            PT100 module AC2620 
 

5.5.3 Transmission of analogue signals 

 
The three analogue slaves function according to profile 7.3 which is automatically processed by the 
controllere. Most importantly this procedure consists of:  
 

 detecting the slave type (analogue input or output as well as current, voltage or temperature 
measurement) 

 analogue signal transfer by dividing the signal into data triples which are transferred between 
master and slave in several AS-i cycles. 

 
For a detailed description of the analogue signal processing according to profile 7.3 please see the 
documentation of AS-International. 
    
As far as the user is concerned it is only necessary to select a symbolic name for the corresponding 
physical name of the analogue slave. The data transmission (for example an analogue signal) then 
takes place as shown in the diagram below.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       Block diagram of the analogue signal transmission 
 
 
  
Transmission of the analogue signals (example): 
 
As discussed above, the following four analogue signals are to be transferred: 
 
 one analogue input and 
 one analogue output as well as 
 two temperatures, 

 Controllere 

Symbolic name  

Symbolic name  

Physical name  

Physical name  

Analogue Input  Slave 

Analogue Output   
Slave 
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Type Function Symb. name Address Phys. name 

AI (AC2617) mass measurement MassUnscaled 1 %IW21.1.0 
AO(AC2619) FC voltage MotorSpeed 2 %QW21.2.0 

PT100 (AC2620) tank temp. meas. TankTemp 3 %IW21.3.0 
 form temp. meas. FormTemp 3 %IW21.3.1 
 
AI = analogue input, AO = analogue output, FC = frequency converter 
 
The signal transmission takes place using the following steps:  
 
 Connect the analogue slaves to AS-i and to the corresponding sensors and actuators 
 Address the slaves as described above 
 Call CoDeSys and create a new project 

 

 
 
 
 Select Target Settings 
 

 
 
 A window similar to that below is displayed. Confirm these settings by OK. 
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 Add new POU (PLC_PRG) 
 

 
 
 Confirm these settings by OK.  The following window is displayed: 
 

 
 
 Enter TRUE as shown in the next figure. 
 

 
 
 Call PLC Configuration 
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 Go online without project    
 
 
 

 
 
 Load from controller 
 

 
 
 
 
 Call hardware configuration /master tree 
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 Call slave tree and Project all 
 

 
 
 Enter slave type (click on slave and use pull-down menu as described below) 
 

 
 
 Results of the type entry are shown below 
 

 
 
 Enter slave name 
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 Go offline to enter slave channel number (click on   icon) 
 
 Open channel tree (here for slave3), click on channel and enter channel name 
 

 
 
 The variables are now globally defined! 
 

 
 

 Go online again (click on   icon) to set slave parameter values 
 Set slave parameters (Current/Projected) according to the data sheet (example for slave 3: 

current/projected parameters = 9) 
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 Check channel values (example slave 3 AC2620: PT100) 
(It is assumed that: the controllere is in the Run mode and PT100 sensors are connected to 
channels 1 and 2) 

 

 
 
 The temperature values for channels 1 and 2 are 22.8°C and 350.7°C (temperatures are 

transferred and displayed in tenths of degree C) 
 Store project configuration on hard disk 
 

 
 
 Store project configuration in the controllere 

       To do so go offline (click on   icon) and confirm with Yes. 
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 A message as shown below is displayed. The project configuration is stored in the 

controllere. 
 

                                    
 

5.5.4 Processing of analogue signals 

 
Although the filling station is again taken as an example the given procedure applies to analogue 
signal processing in general. 
  
Calibration (scaling) of the signals 
 

 Note: Variables which have been globally defined by the entry of a channel name (e.g. 
TankTemp) must not be defined again in the called module. 

 
 
Measurement of the mass: 
 
The system for the measurement of the mass is shown in the block diagram below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Block diagram mass measurement 
 

MassUnscaled 
= 0...10000U = 0...10V 

Scale Mass AC2617 Zahl/Gewicht 

Controllere 

MassUnscaled/Mass 
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The function block ‘MassScalor’ is to be programmed. The functioning can be displayed graphically 
(Mass as a function of MassUnscaled) as shown below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Mass as a function of the measurement 
 
The following equation results from the graphic representation: 
 
 
 
 
 
This relationship is programmed as a function ("MassScalor") by means of CoDeSys. The function and 
its call are given below.  
 

 
 
Function "MassScalor“ 
 
  
 
 

 
 
 Call of function "MassScalor" 
 
 

125.0 

MassUnscaled 

Mass 
[Kg] 

10000.0 

Mass = (125.0/10000.0)*MassUnscaled 
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Speed setting 
 
The system for setting the speed is shown in the block diagram below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Block diagram speed setting 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Output Number as function of Preset Frequency 
 
The following equation results from the graphic representation: 
 
 
 
 
 
This relationship is programmed as a function ("MotorSpeedScalor") by means of CoDeSys. The 
function and its call are given below. 
 
 
 

 
 

The function "MotorSpeedScalor" 

Output Number 
= 0...10000 Controllere 

Preset 
Frequency/ 

Output Number 

U = 0...10V 

AC2619 Frequency 
Converter

M 

10000.0 

Preset Frequency

Output 
Number 

50.0 

Output Number = (10000.0/50.0)*Preset Frequency 
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 Important note:  To transfer a signal by means of an analogue output slave, the 
value TRUE must be transferred to the Valid bit of the respective 
channel. The Valid bits are entered into the fifth word of the slave. 

 
 
In this example the following applies:   
 master =1, slave address = 2 -> channel 5 has address %QW21.2.4 
 channel 5 has the symbolic name MotorSpeedControlWord 
 Valid bit is the bit 0 -> address of the Valid bit = MotorSpeedControlWord.0 
 
The fifth word of slave 2 was globally defined (see below). Moreover the value TRUE is transferred to 
bit 0 of this word as shown in the call (network 1 of PLC_PRG below). 
 

 
Global definition of the fifth word of slave 2 
 

 
 
Transmission of TRUE to the Valid bit and call of the function "MotorSpeedScalor" 
 
 
Measurement material temperature 
 
The system for the temperature measurement is shown in the block diagram below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Controllere 

Tenths°C/ °C AC2620 

Tank 
Temp. 

Form 
Temp. 

PT100 

PT100 

Block diagram temperature measurement
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Temperature [°C]  as function of temperature [°C/10] 
 
The following equation results from the graphic representation: 
 
 
 
 
 
This relationship is programmed as a function ("TemperatureScalor") by means of CoDeSys. The input 
temperature is application specific. In the call the temperature TankTemp was used. 
 

 Note:  The variable was globally defined in the channel name entry and must not be 
defined again in the calling module. 

 
 

 
The function "TemperaturScalor" 
 
 
 

 
Call the function "TemperaturScalor" 

 

300 

Temperature [°C/10]

Temperature 
[°C] 

3000 

Temperature [°C] = (Temperature [°C/10])/10.0 
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Use of the signals within the project: 
 
The analogue signals are used to realize a given control system. The block diagram of the system 
shows how to use these signals. 
 
The input signals on the mass and temperature measurement are used to form the transitions 
(stepping signals) as can be seen from the module "ProcessControl".  
 
The output signal is used for the frequency converter. A ramp-shaped function of time was required to 
implement a soft starting and stopping of the conveyor belt. This function is shown below (see figure 
"Frequency as a function of time").  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Analogue signal flow (controllere and analogue slave) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Frequency as time function 
 
The following equations result from the graphic representation above: 
 
 
                             (I)   tStart  t  (tstart + T)                      f =  (20/T)* t 
 
                            (II)  (tstart  + T + TConveyorRun ) < t   tstop     f =   20 
 
                            (III)    tstop < t  (tstop + T)                     f =  20  - (20/T)* (t - tstop) 
 
 
Range (II) depends on TConveyorRun and is determined by the module "ProcessControl". The 
relationships of the ranges (I) and (III) are created in the modules "RampGenerator" and 
"MotorControl". These modules as well as their calls are listed below.  
 

t

f Output 
Number

f

Controllere AC2619 

U 

Output Number 

TConveyorRun

T T
t = tStart t = tStop 

t  
[Sec.] 

f 
[Hz] 20 
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Function_Block "RampGenerator“ 
 

 
Program "ProcessControl" and its call via module PLC_PRG 
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5.6 Data management 

 
The controllere consists of different units: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The host manages the data transfer between all the other units. It uses 1Mbyte non volatile flash 

memory and 1Mbyte volatile RAM memory. The system configuration including AS-i 
configurations, real-time operating system, the PLC program and the remanent markers are stored 
in the flash memory. The operating system and the PLC program code are executed in the RAM 
memory. 

 The AS-i masters  have separate processors and handle the AS-i protocol and the data transfer 
to the host. The analogue protocol is also executed by this unit. 

 The optional field bus interface works independently and exchanges data with the host through a 
dual port RAM. 

 The RS 232 C programming port supports baud rates up to 115200 baud and is used by the 
CoDeSys software. 

 The optional Ethernet programming port provides a 100 base TX Ethernet port for 
programming, debugging and data exchange. 

 The PLC contains run time software in the host system which calls the user program cyclically. 
This user program is designed and debugged with the CoDeSys software. 

 

5.6.1 Online Changes 

 
In order to minimize the transferred data to the controllere, CoDeSys sends only changed POUs. This 
accelerates the programming in case of program changes during commissioning. "Online Changes" 
also means that the plc program is not interrupted in case of program changes but continues 
processing with the changed new project without resetting the outputs. 
 

 Caution:  The change between the old and the new PLC program can take about 100ms. So 
the outputs will stay in their current state during this time. The PLC data are not 
initialized after these program changes. 

 

Host 
AS-i master 2 

AS-i master 1 
 

Display 

Field bus interface 

RS 232 C programming port 

Ethernet programming port 

 
PLC 

RAM memory 

Flash memory 
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5.6.2 Boot project 

 
The project downloaded into controllere and also the AS-i configuration are stored only in the volatile 
SRAM. This will be lost when the controllere is no longer supplied with 24 V.  
 
If an AS-i system is configured and the PLC program is tested it must be stored non-volatilely in the 
flash memory. This is done by creating a boot project with ‚Online/Create Bootproject‘. Then the 
project code and the AS-i configuration are stored in the flash memory.  
 
If the controllere is connected to 24V supply voltage, the bootloader copies the firmware into the RAM 
and starts it. The firmware copies the boot project into the RAM and sends the AS-i configuration to 
the AS-i masters. Then the AS-i masters initialize the AS-i slaves, start the data transfer and the user 
program is called cyclically. 
 

 Caution:  The flashing process for the creation of a boot project can take some seconds 
(usually 5 to 20 seconds)! So the outputs will stay in their current state during 
this time if the program is not stopped before! If motion or other time-critical 
processes are controlled, the system must be in a safe state before creating a boot 
project or storing the AS-i configuration! 

 
 
When the 24 V supply voltage of the controllere is switched on, the operating system copies the stored 
programs and data into the SRAM and executes them there (boot process). The AS-i configuration is 
then transmitted to the AS-i masters. The AS-i masters initialise the AS-i slaves and start the data 
transfer. 

5.6.3 Remanent PLC data 

 
The retain variables are located (like all data) in the volatile RAM and they are not copied into the flash 
memory automatically! The ecoasi.lib library includes a function to copy 1KWord retain variables into 
the flash memory. 
 
The maximum number of write cycles in a flash memory is limited and so it should not be done 
cyclically! For this reason retain variables should only be used for static information like recipes or 
preset times! 
At power on, the retain variables stored last are restored. 
 
In order to store dynamic values like counters please use the remanent marker words MW0..MW79. 
These 80 words are automatically stored at power down and restored again at power up. The markers 
in MW80...MW127 are not remanent! 
 
 
 
 

5.7 System variables 

 
System variables can be accessed indirectly by a special pointer table located at the base address 
0xFFB00. 
Another possibility is to include the library ecoasi21.lib in your project.  
 
The easiest way to use these system calls is the integration of the provided libraries ecoasi20.lib or 
ecoasi21.lib into your project. The library ecoasi20.lib contains functions which are to a large extent 
compatible with the AS-i version 2.0 functions for the AS-i controller family. Functions in the library 
ecoasi21.lib are adapted to the new AS-i 2.1 version and thus support the extended addressing mode, 
periphery fault information and the extended ID codes in a simple way. 
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5.7.1 Pointer table  

 
The AS-i data of the controllere are contained in several data fields which are described in the 
following paragraphs. Each of these fields can be addressed via a 32 bit pointer and can be accessed 
by the user program. The list of pointers has the base address 0xFFB00.  
 
No Address 

offset 
Name No of  

words 
Remark 

Master no. 1: 
0 0x0 pstM1_CmdResp 18 Command channel input 
1 0x4 pstM1_CmdOut 18 Command channel output 
2 0x8 pstM1_StateFlags 2 Master state flags  
3 0xC pstM1_SvPRJPara 16 Image of projected slave parameters 
4 0x10 pvM1_Reserved[0x0] 0 For later usage 
5 0x14 pvM1_Reserved[0x1] 0 For later usage 
6 0x18 pvM1_Reserved[0x2] 0 For later usage 
7 0x1C pvM1_Reserved[0x3] 0 For later usage 
8 0x20 pvM1_Reserved[0x4] 0 For later usage 
9 0x24 pstM1_SvInCyc 16 Digital slave inputs 
10 0x28 pstM1_FbInCyc 16 Digital field bus inputs 
11 0x2C pstM1_AngInPar 155 Analogue slave inputs 
12 0x30 pwM1_AngInSer 2 Analogue slave inputs, serialized 
13 0x34 pstM1_SvCDI0_31 32 Slaves 0..31 (A), current CDI data 
14 0x38 pstM1_SvCDI1b_31b 32 Slaves 1B...31B, current CDI data 
15 0x3C pstM1_SvParaImage 16 Image of slave parameters 
16 0x40 pstM1_LiLAS 4 Slave list LAS 
17 0x44 pstM1_LiLDS 4 Slave list LDS 
18 0x48 pstM1_LiLPF 4 Slave list LPF 
19 0x4C pstM1_LiLPS 4 Slave list LPS 
20 0x50 pstM1_SvPRJ0_31 32 Slaves 0...31 (A), image projected 

CDI data 
21 0x54 pstM1_SvPRJ1b_31b 32 Slaves 1B...31B, image projected 

CDI data 
22 0x58 pstM1_SvRefPara 16 Reflected  slave parameters 
23 0x5C pstM1_SvERRCtr1_62 62 Slave error counter 
24 0x60 pwM1_CFG_ERR_CTR 1 Config error counter, master 
25 0x64 pwM1_ASI_CYL_CTR 1 AS-i cycle counter 
26 0x68 pstM1_SvOutCyc 16 Digital slave outputs 
27 0x6C pstM1_FbOutCyc 32 Digital field bus outputs 
28 0x70 pstM1_AngOutPar 155 Analogue slave outputs 
29 0x74 pwM1_AngOutSer 2 Analogue slave outputs, serialized 
30 0x78 pstM1_OutSvPRJ0_31 32 Slaves 0...31(A), output of projected 

CDI data 
31 0x7C pstM1_OutSvPRJ1b_31b 32 Slaves 1B...31B, output of projected 

CDI data 
32 0x80 pstM1_OutPrjSvPara 16 Output of the proj. slave parameters 
33 
... 
39 

0x84 
... 
0x9C 

pvM1_Unused[0..6] 0 For later usage  
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No Address 

offset 
Name No of  

words 
Remark 

Master no. 2: 
40 0xA0 pstM2_CmdResp 18 Command channel input 
41 0xA4 pstM2_CmdOut 18 Command channel output 
42 0xA8 pstM2_StateFlags 2 Master state flags  
43 0xAC pstM2_SvPRJPara 16 Image of projected slave parameters 
44 0xB0 pvM2_Reserved[0x0] 0 For later usage 
45 0xB4 pvM2_Reserved[0x1] 0 For later usage 
46 0xB8 pvM2_Reserved[0x2] 0 For later usage 
47 0xBC pvM2_Reserved[0x3] 0 For later usage 
48 0xC0 pvM2_Reserved[0x4] 0 For later usage 
49 0xC4 pstM2_SvInCyc 16 Digital slave inputs 
50 0xC8 pstM2_FbInCyc 16 Digital field bus inputs 
51 0xCC pstM2_AngInPar 155 Analogue slave inputs 
52 0xD0 pwM2_AngInSer 2 Analogue slave inputs, serialized 
53 0xD4 pstM2_SvCDI0_31 32 Slaves 0...31(A), current CDI data 
54 0xD8 pstM2_SvCDI1b_31b 32 Slaves 1B...31B, current CDI data 
55 0xDC pstM2_SvParaImage 16 Image of slave parameters 
56 0xE0 pstM2_LiLAS 4 Slave list LAS 
57 0xE4 pstM2_LiLDS 4 Slave list LDS 
58 0xE8 pstM2_LiLPF 4 Slave list LPF 
59 0xEC pstM2_LiLPS 4 Slave list LPS 
60 0xF0 pstM2_SvPRJ0_31 32 Slaves 0..31(A), image of projected 

CDI data 
61 0xF4 pstM2_SvPRJ1b_31b 32 Slaves 1B...31B, image of projected 

CDI data 
62 0xF8 pstM2_SvRefPara 16 Reflected  slave parameters 
63 0xFC pstM2_SvERRCtr1_62 62 Slave error counter 
64 0x100 pwM2_CFG_ERR_CTR 1 Config error counter, master 
65 0x104 pwM2_ASI_CYL_CTR 1 AS-i cycle counter,  
66 0x108 pstM2_SvOutCyc 16 Digital slave outputs 
67 0x10C pstM2_FbOutCyc 16 Digital field bus outputs 
68 0x110 pstM2_AngOutPar 155 Analogue slave outputs 
69 0x114 pwM2_AngOutSer 2 Analogue slave outputs, serialized 
70 0x118 pstM2_OutSvPRJ0_31 32 Slaves 0...31(A), output of projected 

CDI data 
71 0x11C pstM2_OutSvPRJ1b_31b 32 Slaves 1B...31B, output of projected 

CDI data 
72 0x120 pstM2_OutPrjSvPara 16 Output of projected slave 

parameters 
73 
... 
79 

0x124 
... 
0x13C 

pvM1_Unused[0..6] 0 For later usage 

80 
... 
111 

0x140 
... 
0x1BC 

pvReserved[0x20] 0 For later usage 
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5.7.2 Field definitions for direct data access 

 
Master flags:  
 

Word Bit Meaning 

0 0 No Offline Phase 

0 1 Auto Address enable 

0 2..7 Reserved 

0 8 HW error 

0 9 SW error 

0 10 Hardware watchdog 

0 11 Transmission noise 

0 12 Conf. miss. 

0 13 MFd error 

0 14 Ready 1 

0 15 Ready 2 

1 0 AS-i configuration is OK 

1 1 Slave 0 detected 

1 2 Automatic addressing enabled  

1 3 Automatic addressing activated 

1 4 Configuration mode active 

1 5 Normal operation mode active 

1 6 AS-i power fail 

1 7 Offline ready 

1 8 Phy. Flt. OK 

1 9 Auto addr. enable 

1 10 Data exchange active 

1 11 Master watchdog 

1 12..15 Reserved 
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Fields with digital I/O elements:  
 

Word offset Bit 12-15 Bit 8-11 Bit 4-7 Bit 0-3 
0 reserved  slave 2a reserved  slave 1a 
1 reserved  slave 4a reserved  slave 3a 
2 reserved  slave 6a reserved  slave 5a 
3 reserved  slave 8a reserved  slave 7a 
4 reserved  slave 10a reserved  slave 9a 
5 reserved  slave 12a reserved  slave 11a 
6 reserved  slave 14a reserved  slave 13a 
7 reserved  slave 16a reserved  slave 15a 
8 reserved  slave 18a reserved  slave 17a 
9 reserved  slave 20a reserved  slave 19a 
10 reserved  slave 22a reserved  slave 21a 
11 reserved  slave 24a reserved  slave 23a 
12 reserved  slave 26a reserved  slave 25a 
13 reserved  slave 28a reserved  slave 27a 
14 reserved  slave 30a reserved  slave 29a 
15 reserved  reserved reserved  slave 31a 
16 reserved  slave 2b reserved  slave 1b 
17 reserved  slave 4b reserved  slave 3b 
18 reserved  slave 6b reserved  slave 5b 
19 reserved  slave 8b reserved  slave 7b 
20 reserved  slave 10b reserved  slave 9b 
21 reserved  slave 12b reserved  slave 11b 
22 reserved  slave 14b reserved  slave 13b 
23 reserved  slave 16b reserved  slave 15b 
24 reserved  slave 18b reserved  slave 17b 
25 reserved  slave 20b reserved  slave 19b 
26 reserved  slave 22b reserved  slave 21b 
27 reserved  slave 24b reserved  slave 23b 
28 reserved  slave 26b reserved  slave 25b 
29 reserved  slave 28b reserved  slave 27b 
30 reserved  slave 30b reserved  slave 29b 
31 reserved  reserved reserved  slave 31b 

 
Fields with field bus I/O elements: 
 

Word offset Bit 12-15 Bit 8-11 Bit 4-7 Bit 0-3 
0 slave 2a  slave 3a state DP  slave 1a 
1  slave 6a  slave 7a  slave 4a  slave 5a 
2  slave 10a  slave 11a  slave 8a  slave 9a 
3  slave 14a  slave 15a  slave 12a  slave 13a 
4  slave 18a  slave 19a  slave 16a  slave 17a 
5  slave 22a  slave 23a  slave 20a  slave 21a 
6  slave 26a  slave 27a  slave 24a  slave 25a 
7  slave 30a  slave 31a  slave 28a  slave 29a 
8  slave 2b  slave 3b reserved  slave 1b 
9  slave 6b  slave 7b  slave 4b  slave 5b 
10  slave 10b  slave 11b  slave 8b  slave 9b 
11  slave 14b  slave 15b  slave 12b  slave 13b 
12  slave 18b  slave 19b  slave 16b  slave 17b 
13  slave 22b  slave 23b  slave 20b  slave 21b 
14  slave 26b  slave 27b  slave 24b  slave 25b 
15  slave 30b  slave 31b  slave 28b  slave 29b 
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Fields with current and projected configuration elements (CDI):  
 

Word offset Bit 12-15 Bit 8-11 Bit 4-7 Bit 0-3 

0 XID2 Code S 0 * XID1 Code S 0 * ID Code S 0 * IO Code S 0 * 

1 XID2 Code S 1 XID1 Code S 1 ID Code S 1 IO Code S 1 

2 XID2 Code S 2 XID1 Code S 2 ID Code S 2 IO Code S 2 

3 XID2 Code S 3 XID1 Code S 3 ID Code S 3 IO Code S 3 

4 XID2 Code S 4 XID1 Code S 4 ID Code S 4 IO Code S 4 

5 XID2 Code S 5 XID1 Code S 5 ID Code S 5 IO Code S 5 

6 XID2 Code S 6 XID1 Code S 6 ID Code S 6 IO Code S 6 

7 XID2 Code S 7 XID1 Code S 7 ID Code S 7 IO Code S 7 

8 XID2 Code S 8 XID1 Code S 8 ID Code S 8 IO Code S 8 

9 XID2 Code S 9 XID1 Code S 9 ID Code S 9 IO Code S 9 

10 XID2 Code S 10 XID1 Code S 10 ID Code S 10 IO Code S 10 

11 XID2 Code S 11 XID1 Code S 11 ID Code S 11 IO Code S 11 

12 XID2 Code S 12 XID1 Code S 12 ID Code S 12 IO Code S 12 

13 XID2 Code S 13 XID1 Code S 13 ID Code S 13 IO Code S 13 

14 XID2 Code S 14 XID1 Code S 14 ID Code S 14 IO Code S 14 

15 XID2 Code S 15 XID1 Code S 15 ID Code S 15 IO Code S 15 

16 XID2 Code S 16 XID1 Code S 16 ID Code S 16 IO Code S 16 

17 XID2 Code S 17 XID1 Code S 17 ID Code S 17 IO Code S 17 

18 XID2 Code S 18 XID1 Code S 18 ID Code S 18 IO Code S 18 

19 XID2 Code S 19 XID1 Code S 19 ID Code S 19 IO Code S 19 

20 XID2 Code S 20 XID1 Code S 20 ID Code S 20 IO Code S 20 

21 XID2 Code S 21 XID1 Code S 21 ID Code S 21 IO Code S 21 

22 XID2 Code S 22 XID1 Code S 22 ID Code S  22 IO Code S  22 

23 XID2 Code S 23 XID1 Code S 23 ID Code S 23 IO Code S 23 

24 XID2 Code S 24 XID1 Code S 24 ID Code S 24 IO Code S 24 

25 XID2 Code S 25 XID1 Code S 25 ID Code S 25 IO Code S 25 

26 XID2 Code S 26 XID1 Code S 26 ID Code S 26 IO Code S 26 

27 XID2 Code S 27 XID1 Code S 27 ID Code S 27 IO Code S 27 

28 XID2 Code S 28 XID1 Code S 28 ID Code S 28 IO Code S 28 

29 XID2 Code S 29 XID1 Code S 29 ID Code S 29 IO Code S 29 

30 XID2 Code S 30 XID1 Code S 30 ID Code S 30 IO Code S 30 

31 XID2 Code S 31 XID1 Code S 31 ID Code S 31 IO Code S 31 

 

Remark:  

 Type a and b slaves have the same structure  

 CID2 code: extended ID code 2, third figure in the slave profile (for AS-i version 2.0 slaves = Fhex) 

 XID1 code: extended ID code 1 (for AS-i version 2.0 slaves = Fhex), can be changed by the user 

 ID code: ID code, second figure in the slave profile 

 IO code: I/O configuration, first figure in the slave profile 

 

(*)   ->  Slave 0b does not exist, so the values are set to 0 by default 
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Fields with current and projected parameter elements:  
 

Word offset Bit 12-15 Bit 8-11 Bit 4-7 Bit 0-3 

0 Parameter S 4a Parameter S 3a Parameter S 2a Parameter S 1a 

1 Parameter S 8a Parameter S 7a Parameter S 6a Parameter S 5a 

2 Parameter S 12a Parameter S 11a Parameter S 10a Parameter S 9a 

3 Parameter S 16a Parameter S 15a Parameter S 14a Parameter S 13a 

4 Parameter S 20a Parameter S 19a Parameter S 18a Parameter S 17a 

5 Parameter S 24a Parameter S 23a Parameter S 22a Parameter S 21a 

6 Parameter S 28a Parameter S 27a Parameter S 26a Parameter S 25a 

7 Parameter S 1b Parameter S 31a Parameter S 30a Parameter S 29a 

8 Parameter S 5b Parameter S 4b Parameter S 3b Parameter S 2b 

9 Parameter S 9b Parameter S 8b Parameter S 7b Parameter S 6b 

10 Parameter S 13b Parameter S 12b Parameter S 11b Parameter S 10b 

11 Parameter S 17b Parameter S 16b Parameter S 15b Parameter S 14b 

12 Parameter S 21b Parameter S 20b Parameter S 19b Parameter S 18b 

13 Parameter S 25b Parameter S 24b Parameter S 23b Parameter S 22b 

14 Parameter S 29b Parameter S 28b Parameter S 27b Parameter S 26b 

15 reserved Parameter S 31b Parameter S 30b 

 (  MIF 6/12, MOF 6 ) 

 
Fields with slave lists: 
 

Word 
offset 

Slave 

0 15a 14a 13a 12a 11a 10a 9a 8a 7a 6a 5a 4a 3a 2a 1a 0 * 

1 31a 30a 29a 28a 27a 26a 25a 24a 23a 22a 21a 20a 19a 18a 17a 16a

2 15b 14b 13b 12b 11b 10b 9b 8b 7b 6b 5b 4b 3b 2b 1b res 

3 31b 30b 29b 28b 27b 26b 25b 24b 23b 22b 21b 20b 19b 18b 17b 16b

 (  MIF 7 ) 

(*)   ->   LAS and LPS have no slave 0, so the values are set to 0 by default. 
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Fields with slave error counter elements: 
 

Word No Error counter of  

0  slave 1/1a 

1  slave 2/2a 

2  slave 3/3a 

3  slave 4/4a 

4  slave 5/5a 

5  slave 6/6a 

... ... 

28 slave 29/29a 

29 slave 30/30a 

30 slave 31/31a 

31 slave 1b 

32 slave 2b 

33 slave 3b 

34 slave 4b 

... ... 

57 slave 27b 

58 slave 28b 

59 slave 29b 

60 slave 30b 

61 slave 31b 

 (  MIF 13/14 ) 
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Fields with analogue I/O elements: 
 

Word No 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
0 Input/Output data channel 0, slave 1 

1 Input/Output data channel 1, slave 1 

2 Input/Output data channel 2, slave 1 

3 Input/Output data channel 3, slave 1 

4 reserved TV OV O3 V3 O2 V2 O1 V1 O0 V0

5 Input/Output data channel 0,  slave 2 

6 Input/Output data channel 1,  slave 2 

7 Input/Output data channel 2,  slave 2 

8 Input/Output data channel 3,  slave 2 

9 reserved TV OV O3 V3 O2 V2 O1 V1 O0 V0

.. .. 

150 Input/Output data channel 0, slave 31 

151 Input/Output data channel 1, slave 31 

152 Input/Output data channel 2, slave 31 

153 Input/Output data channel 3, slave 31 

154 reserved TV OV O3 V3 O2 V2 O1 V1 O0 V0

 
Inputs and outputs are stored in different data fields.  

  
 

Remarks 
 
V:  Analogue value of the data channel is valid. 
 Remark: For analogue output slaves the valid flag must be set to TRUE for a correct 
transmission of the data to the slave.  
 
O:  Overflow Flag of the analogue value . ( Only valid for analogue input slaves ) 
 
TV:  Transfer Valid Flag: 1=Transfer OK 
  0= Transmission error occurred -> analogue value not valid 
 
OV: Output Valid Flag: 1=slave requests new output data within next 3 seconds . 
  0=More than 3.5s have passed since last data transfer. 
 Remark: OV is used for analogue output slaves only.  
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5.7.3 Command channel description 

 
General structure: 
 
CmdOut channel: 

Word No 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
0  Echo byte request* Request output*/ State input*  
1 command code 

2-16 data 

17 reserved 

18 reserved 

 
CmdResp channel: 

Word No 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
0  Echo byte response* State input* 
1 command code 

2-16 data 

17 reserved 

18 reserved 

 
Two command buffers exist, one "CmdOut" for command requests from host to the RTS 
and one "CmdResp" for the command results from RTS to the host.  
The handshake between the host and the RTS could be done with the "CmdOutput" channel, field 
"state/request".  
 
(*) ->  When the host has entered a request in the command channel, the RTS will write  
 "_PC_CMD_ACKN" to the command and response buffer. Now the command will be  
 processed. After the result is available, the operating system answers with a value greater than  
 "_PC_CMD_ACKN". In this case the " Echo byte request " is also copied into the " Echo byte 

response ".  
 ( This enables the user program to recognise the answer even if the command code has not 

changed since the last command. )  

 

Valid states of " Request output / State input " : 

Hex 
code 

Symbolic name Description 

0x65 _PC_CMD_REQ Command request from host 
   
0x6A _PC_CMD_ACKN Command read and started by RTS 
0x6B _PC_CMD_ERROR Command result error, command specific error code 
0x6C _PC_CMD_TIMEOUT Timeout occurred in command execution  
0x6D _PC_CMD_IDLE Command channel in virgin state ( Only for test purposes )
0x6E _PC_CMD_INVALID Unknown command, execution rejected 
0x6F _PC_CMD_READY  Command executed, data in answer buffer valid 

 
Remark: A value greater than _PC_CMD_ACKN in the status input indicates that the  
 command has been executed by the RTS. 
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The following procedure is required for a command call: 

 
User program Operating system 

state ==_PC_CMD_READY ?  
no   -> wait  
yes ->  write command data into "CmdOut" data 
field 
 set request field to _PC_CMD_REQ  
 

- set status input to _PC_CMD_ACKN, 
- start command 
- write command data into "CmdResp" 
- write command code into "CmdResp"   
After complete execution, _PC_CMD_READY 
is written into state field 

state > _PC_CMD_ACKN    
no   ->  wait  
yes -> read out result of CmdResp    
 
 

"CmdResp" output format in case of  _PC_CMD_ERROR  

 
Word No 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 Bits 0-7 

0 Echo byte _PC_CMD_ERROR 
1  command code 
2 undefined command-specific error code 

3-18 undefined 
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Command 0x01:  Write Parameter: 
  

Word No 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
0 Echo byte state / request 

1  0x0001 

2 reserved Sel A4 A3 A2 A1 A0

3 reserved P3 P2 P1 P0

4-18 reserved 

 
Sel: 0=A-slave, 1=B-slave 
A4..A0 = slave address 0..31 
P3..P0 = Parameter value to be output 
 
Command response in case of _PC_CMD_READY: 

Word No 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 Bits 0-7 
0 Echo byte _PC_CMD_READY 
1  0x0001 
2 reserved P3 P2 P1 P0

3-16 reserved 

17-18 reserved 

P0-P3: Parameter value read back 
 
Possible error codes in case of _PC_CMD_ERROR: 

State Meaning 

1 NOK: No slave response or master is in offline mode  

10 NA: Slave not in LAS 

11 ID: Parameter not valid (>0x7 for ID = 0xA), or address invalid 

20 IC: Master not in operation mode "NORM" (COM LED off) 

 
 
Command 0x04: Write LPS: 
 

Word No 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
0 Echo byte state / request 

1  0x0004 

2 15a 14a 13a 12a 11a 10a 9a 8a 7a 6a 5a 4a 3a 2a 1a 0 * 

3 31a 30a 29a 28a 27a 26a 25a 24a 23a 22a 21a 20a 19a 18a 17a 16a

4 15b 14b 13b 12b 11b 10b 9b 8b 7b 6b 5b 4b 3b 2b 1b res 

5 31b 30b 29b 28b 27b 26b 25b 24b 23b 22b 21b 20b 19b 18b 17b 16b

6-16 reserved 

17-18 reserved 

 
Possible error codes in case of _PC_CMD_ERROR: 

State Meaning 

0x16 IC: Master not in Configuration Mode 
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Command 0x05: Set Operating Mode: 
 

Word No 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
0 Echo byte state / request 
1  0x0005 
2 reserved M 

3-16 reserved 

17-18 reserved 

 M=0: Set Protected Mode M=1: Set Configuration Mode 
 
Remark:  On change from state "Configuration Mode" to "Protected mode" the master normally 

includes the "Offline phase", which will reset all connected slaves and their outputs for 
some seconds.  

 If the master flag " NoOfflinePhase " is set, the "Offline phase" and thus the reset is not  
 executed by the master. 
 The state of this flag can be changed with command 0x1C (see below). 
 
Possible error codes in case of _PC_CMD_ERROR: 

State Meaning 

0x3 SD0: slave with address 0 found 

 
 
Command 0x06: Change Slave Address: 
 

Word No 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
0 Echo byte state / request 

1  0x0006 

2 reserved Sel old slave address 
<S_Addr1> 

3 reserved Sel new slave address 
<S_Addr2> 

4-16 reserved 

17-18 reserved 

For slave ID==A  : Sel -> 0=A-slave/Standard slave,  1=B-slave ,  
For slave ID!=A   : Sel -> 0=Standard slave/ A-slave, 1= not allowed ! 
 
Possible error codes in case of _PC_CMD_ERROR: 

State Meaning 

0x1 NOK: Master changed in offline mode while command was executed 

0x2 SND: Slave with old address not found (Slave Not Detected) 

0x3 SD0: Slave with address 0 found 

0x4 SD2: Slave with new address found 

0x5 DE: Error on deletion of old address  

0x6 RE: Error while reading extended ID Code 1  

0x7 SE: Error while writing the new address or extended ID Code 1  

0x8 AT: New address temporarily stored  

0x9 ET: Extended ID Code 1 temporarily stored 

0xB ID: Invalid address or slave with address 0 requested 

0x14 IC: Master not in operation mode "Protected" 
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Command 0x09: Write Extended ID code 1: 
 

Word No 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
0 Echo byte state / request 

1  0x0009 

2 reserved Sel A4 A3 A2 A1 A0

3 reserved D3 D2 D1 D0
4-18 reserved 

 
Sel:  0=A-slave, 1=B-slave 
A4..A0: Slave address 0..31 
D3-D0:  Extended ID code 1 
 
Possible error codes in case of _PC_CMD_ERROR: 

State Meaning 

1 NOK: Master changed in "offline mode" while command was executed 

2 SND: Slave with old address not found 

7 SE: Error on writing the new address or extended ID code 1 

9 ET: Extended ID code 1 temporarily stored 

11 ID: Invalid address or slave with address 0  

 
 
Command 0x1C: Changing the "No Offline Phase" flags: 
 

Word no. 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
0 Echo byte state/request 
1 0x001C 
2 reserved M 

3-18 reserved 

 
 M = 0: Resetting the " No Offline Phase " flag (preset!): 
 M = 0: Setting the " No Offline Phase " flag: 
 
Note:  During the change to the protected mode the master normally passes the "Offline Phase" in 

which all connected slaves (and thus all outputs) are reset for some seconds. 
 If the master flag " No Offline Phase " is set the "Offline phase" and thus the reset is not 

executed. 
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5.7.4 Access to digital slave I/Os 

 
Digital slave I/Os can be accessed in 3 different ways: 
1. Access with addresses: 

binary Single- or A-slaves: 
 

 all 4 bits in a byte:  %QB1.22 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 one single bit:  %IX2.24.3 
 
 
 
 
 
 

binary B-slaves: 
 

 all 4 bits in a byte:  %IB11.22 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 one single bit:  %IX12.24.3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Function calls (see ecoasi21.lib): 

 

master number: 1 or 2 
slave number: 1 .. 31 

master number: 1 or 2 
slave number: 1 .. 31 

bit number: 0 .. 3 

master number + 10 

master number + 10 
slave number: 1 .. 31 

slave number: 1 .. 31 

bit number: 0 .. 3 
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3. Indexed data access by the use of pointer reference: 
 

 
 
 

5.7.5 Access to AS-i slave parameters 

 
The access to the slave parameters is not trivial, so please use the function calls in ecoasi21.lib.: 
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5.7.6 AS-i slave lists 

 
In the function calls of ecoasi21.lib you can access the slave lists as follows: 
 

 
 
Another possibility is the access with pointers: 
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5.7.7 AS-i slave configuration 

 
It is possible to use POUs located in the library ecoasi21.lib to reconfigure an AS-i system, to address 
slaves or to check the configuration: 
 

 
 

 
For further information concerning POUs of this type please see the enclosed list. 
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6 Field bus configuration 

6.1 Profibus DP 

 
The controllere AC1305/AC1306 is a modular Profibus DP slave. To set up the Profibus DP slave 
address select the menu "field bus setup" in the controllere display. The new address is stored non-
volatilely in the device. 
 

 Profibus DP controllere of the hardware variant A (4 fieldbus LEDs) 
      
With the devices of variant A (identified by the 4 fieldbus LEDs above the Profibus DP plug) the 
Profibus DP data management is handled by a special driver in the user program. If this driver is not 
executed in the user project, the Profibus DP communication stops. As a standard this user project is 
running in the state set at the factory for these Profibus DP controllere devices.  
 
To avoid unintentional erasing of this project, the project blocks the flash operation for the generation 
of a boot project in the controllere types AC1305 and AC1306 of the hardware variant A!  
 
The CD contains a project FreeFlash.PRO which can undo this write protection. Load the project into 
the controllere, start it without generating a boot project and switch off the controllere for a short time 
 
If you intend to continue using the Profibus DP interface in the devices of the hardware variant A, you 
have to cyclically call the module DPMain from the library ProfiusProj23.LIB in your user project. The 
flag word MW0 or the flag byte MB0 must not be used in the project since it is used in the Profibus 
driver to store the Profibus address. In order to prevent direct setting of the outputs by the Profibus 
driver, the global boolean variable gateway has to be set to FALSE. The data from module 9 (more 
information about the modules will follow in the other sections) are to be read in a globally defined 
array (inArr: ARRAY[0..255] OF BYTE). The data from module 8 are also stored in a globally defined 
array (outArr : ARRAY[0..255] OF BYTE). 
 
 
 
 

Variant A 
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 Profibus DP controllere of the hardware variant B (4 fieldbus LEDs) 
 
With the devices of the hardware variant B (identified by the red fieldbus LEDs below the Profibus 
DP plug) the Profibus DP data management is handled in the operating system (firmware) of the 
device. The special driver in the user program is not necessary there. The data from module 9 (more 
information about the modules will follow in the other sections) are to be read under the addresses 
%IB0.0 to %IB0.127. The data for module 8 are stored under the addresses %QB0.0 to %QB0.127. 
 

IEC-addresses discription DP module 
%IB1.1 ... %IB1.31 master1, slave1A ... 31A, digital inputs 1 input 
%IB2.1 ... %IB2.31 master2, slave1A ... 31A, digital inputs 2 input 
%IB11.1 ... %IB11.31 master1, slave1B ... 31B, digital inputs 3 input  
%IB12.1 ... %IB12.31 master2, slave1B ... 31B, digital inputs 4 input 
%IW21.1.x ... %IW21.31.x master1, slave1 ... 31, analogue inputs  5 and 10 
%IW22.1.x ... %IW22.31.x master2, slave1 ... 31, analogue inputs 5 and 10 
%IW0.0 ... %IW0.63 DP outputs for preprocessing 9 
%IB0.128 ... %IB0.143 DP outputs for master1, slave1A..31A, digital outputs 1 output 
%IB0.144 ... %IB0.159 DP outputs for master1, slave1B..31B, digital outputs 3 output 
%IB0.160 ... %IB0.175 DP outputs for master2, slave1A..31A, digital outputs 2 output 
%IB0.176 ... %IB0.191 DP outputs for master2, slave1B..31B, digital outputs 4 output 
%IW0.96 ... %IW0.219 DP outputs for master1, slave1 ... 31, analogue outputs 11 
%IW0.224 ... %IW0.347 DP outputs for master2, slave1 ... 31, analogue outputs 11 
%IB0.704 ... %IB0.719 DP parameter for master1, slave1A ... 31A, parameter data DP param.
%IB0.720 ... %IB0.735 DP parameter for master1, slave1B ... 31B, parameter data DP param.
%IB0.736 ... %IB0.751 DP parameter for master2, slave1A ... 31A, parameter data DP param.
%IB0.752 ... %IB0.767 DP parameter for master2, slave1B ... 31B, parameter data DP param.
%QB1.1 ... %QB1.31 master1, slave1A ... 31A, digital outputs - 
%QB2.1 ... %QB2.31 master2, slave1A ... 31A, digital outputs - 
%QB11.1 ... %QB11.31 master1, slave1B ... 31B, digital outputs - 
%QIB12.1 ... %QB12.31 master2, slave1B ... 31B, digital outputs - 
%QW21.1.x ... 
%QW21.31.x 

master1, slave1 ... 31, analogue outputs - 

%QW22.1.x ... 
%QW22.31.x 

master2, slave1 ... 31, analogue outputs - 

%QW0.0 ... %QW0.63 preprocessing outputs for DP data 8 
Important: all outputs will be reset in STOP mode! (Analogue = 0, Digital = FALSE) 
 
Plc projects which were created for the devices of the variant A with ProfibusProj23.lib can be 
adapted to variant B by replacing them using the library ProfibusProj24ax.lib in the project. This 
library recognises the hardware variant and adapts the driver. 
 
Used as Profibus participants both hardware variants behave in the same way. 
 

Variant B 
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In the programming software for the Profibus DP master system the data of the controllere or of the 
connected AS-i systems to be transferred can be defined by indicating the length of up to 11 modules. 
 
The GSD file on the CD contains different possible definitions (indicated lengths) for each of the 11 
modules. You can find the GSD file in the hardware catalogue of the Profibus configuration software in 
the folder Gateway.  
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6.1.1 Definition of the Profibus DP module  

 
The texts of the different options of the modules always start with the module number. All options in 
the module list of the hardware catalogue starting with 1: are thus options of the first module in the 
device definition. 
 
The first module for example defines the number of binary I/O data bytes of single or A slaves of AS-i 
master 1 in the controllere which are to be transferred to the Profibus master via Profibus DP.  
 
The maximum data length of all 11 modules must not exceed 156 input bytes and 156 output bytes. 
 
For the advanced Profibus DP user it is also possible to use other length codes than those given as 
long as the respective maximum lengths of the modules are not exceeded. 
 
 

 
 
Module1: 
 
Content:  binary inputs and outputs of single or A slaves of AS-i master 1 
Length: 0..16 bytes  I/O (=0 if not used) 
 
Byte no. Bits 4..7 Bits 0..3 
1 Flags master 1 slave1(a) 
2 slave2(a) slave3(a) 
.. 
15 slave28(a) slave29(a) 
16 slave30(a) slave31(a) 

 
The flags in the first input byte contain status information of the AS-i master 1: 
 
Bit7 Bit6 Bit5 Bit4 
plc running in 
controllere 

Configuration error in 
AS-i system 

No AS-i slave detected Periphery faults 

 
The flags in the first output byte contain control information of the AS-i master 1: 
 
bit7 bit6 bit5 bit4 
Reserved Reserved Reset the stored diagnostic 

data 
Activate transfer of the stored 
diagnostic data 
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If bit 4 of the control information is TRUE, the controllere transmits the stored periphery faults and 
configuration errors in the device-specific diagnosis. The flags remain TRUE even if the fault or error is 
no longer present. Bit 5 in the control information resets this information. 
 
 

Module 2: 
 
Content:  binary inputs and outputs of single or A slaves of AS-i master 2 
Length: 0..16 bytes  I/O (=0 if not used) 
 
Byte no. Bits 4..7 Bits 0..3 
1 Flags master 2 slave1 (a) 
2 slave2 (a) slave3 (a) 
.. 
15 slave28 (a) slave29 (a) 
16 slave30 (a) slave31 (a) 

 
The flags in the first input byte contain status information, the flags in the first output byte 
control information of the AS-i master 2. For information on this see module 1. 

 
Module 3: 
 
Content:  binary inputs and outputs of B slaves of AS-i master 1 
Length: 0..16 bytes  I/O (=0 if not used) 
 
Byte no. Bits 4..7 Bits 0..3 
1 Flags master 1 slave1b 
2 slave2b slave3b 
.. 
15 slave28b slave29b 
16 slave30b slave31b 

  
The flags in the first input byte contain status information, the flags in the first output byte control 
information of the AS-i master 2. For information on this see module 1. 
 

Module 4: 
 
Content:  binary inputs and outputs of B slaves of AS-i master 2 
Length: 0..16 bytes  I/O (=0 if not used) 
 
Byte no. Bits 4..7 Bits 0..3 
1 Flags master 2 slave1b 
2 slave2b slave3b 
.. 
15 slave28b slave29b 
16 slave30b slave31b 

 
The flags in the first input byte contain status information, the flags in the first output byte control 
information of the AS-i master 2. For information on this see module 1. 
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Module 5: 
 
Content:  multiplexed analogue inputs of AS-i masters 1 and 2 
Length: 2 word consistent I/O (=0 if not used) 
 
DP master request: 
  1st word: MMXSSSSS 000000CC 
   MM:= 2 bit master number 1..2; 
   X:= 0=A/Single, 1=B-slave; 
   SSSSS:= 5 bit slave number 1..31 
   CC:= 2 bit channel no. 0..3 
   to calculate: (slave no.) + (master no. * 64) + (32 if B-slave)  
  2nd word: not used 
 
Controllere response: 
  1st word: MMXSSSSS EEEE00CC (copy of request) 
   EEEE:= 4 bit error no. of response: 0=OK, 1=not valid,  
   2=Overflow, 4=no active analogue slave. 
  2nd word: analogue value, INTEGER 
 

Module 6: 
 
 
Note: If the analogue outputs are also driven by module 10 the output values of module 6 are 
overwritten by the values of module 10. 
 
 
Content:  multiplexed analogue outputs of AS-i masters 1 and 2 
Length: 2 word consistent I/O (=0 if not used) 
 
DP master request: 
  1st word: MMXSSSSS 000000CC  
   MM:= 2 bit master number 1..2; 
   X:= 0=A/Single, 1=B-slave; 
   SSSSS:= 5 bit slave number 1..31 
   CC:= 2 bit channel no. 0..3 
   to calculate: (slave no.) + (master no. * 64) + (32 if B-slave)  
  2nd word: analogue value, INTEGER 
 
Controllere response: 
  1st word: MMXSSSSS EEEE00CC (copy of request) 

   EEEE:= 4 bit error no. of response: 0=OK, 1= invalid,  
   2=Overflow, 4=no active analogue slave. 

  2nd word: analogue value, INTEGER (copy of request) 
 
 

Module 7: 
 
Content:  command channel 
Length: 4 byte consistent I/O (=0 if not used) 
 
DP master request: 
  1st byte command no. 
  2nd byte: MMXSSSSS  (as far as necessary; see table below) 
   MM:= 2 bit master number 1..2; 
   X:= 0=A/Single, 1=B-slave; 
   SSSSS:= 5 bit slave number 1..31 
   to calculate: (slave no.) + (master no. * 64) + (32 if B-slave)  
  3rd to 4th byte: data; see table below 
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Controllere response: 
  1st byte: MMXSSSSS  (copy of request) 
  3rd to 4th byte: data; see table below 
 
Command 
no. 

Description Byte 2 Byte 3 Byte 4 

1 Get master flags MM000000 0 - 
 Response: MM000000 master flags 
2 Set operating mode MM000000 0 = Protected mode 

1 = Config mode 
- 

 Response: MM000000 0 = Protected mode 
1 = Config mode 

- 

3 Get curr.slave config MMXSSSSS - - 
 Response: MMXSSSSS Act. CDI  
4 Get proj. slave conf. MMXSSSSS - - 
 Response: MMXSSSSS Proj. CDI  
5 Proj. slave config MMXSSSSS Proj. CDI  
 Response: MMXSSSSS Proj. CDI  
6 Get slave param. MMXSSSSS - - 
 Response: MMXSSSSS Proj. parameter Act. parameter 
7 Proj. slave param. MMXSSSSS Proj. parameter - 
 Response: MMXSSSSS Proj. parameter - 
8 Get LAS MMXSSSSS - - 
 Response: MMXSSSSS LAS 0..15 or 16..31 or 0..15b or 16b..31b 
9 Get LDS MMXSSSSS - - 
 Response: MMXSSSSS LDS 0..15 or 16..31 or 0..15b or 16b..31b 
10 Get LPF MMXSSSSS - - 
 Response: MMXSSSSS LPF 0..15 or 16..31 or 0..15b or 16b..31b 
11 Get LPS MMXSSSSS - - 
 Response: MMXSSSSS LPS 0..15 or 16..31 or 0..15b or 16b..31b 
12 Reserved - - 
13 Get err. counter MMXSSSSS - - 
 Response: MMXSSSSS Error counter 
14 Get conf. err. cntr MM000000 - - 
 Response: MM000000 Error counter 
15 Get AS-i cycle cntr MM000000 - - 
 Response: MM000000 Error counter 
16 Set slave param. MMXSSSSS Parameter - 
 Response: MMXSSSSS Reflected 

parameters 
- 

17,18 Reserved - - - 
19 Config all MM000000 - - 
 Response: MM000000 State - 
20 Reserved - - - 
21 Store configuration into flash MM000000 - - 
 Response: MM000000 State - 
22 Reset err. counter MMXSSSSS - - 
 Response: MMXSSSSS Error counter 
23 Address slave MMXSSSSS 00XSSSSS - 
   Response: MMXSSSSS - - 
62 Continuous Command mode  

 
0 0 = Read mode 

1 = Change mode 
0 = Deactivated 
1 = Activated 

 answer: 0 0 = Read mode 
1 = Change mode 

0 = Deactivated 
1 = Activated  

63 Null command without function - - - 
 answer: - - - 
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Note: Two bits of the Command response byte indicate the state of the command channel:  
D7 = 1 -> Error during command processing 
D7 = 0 -> No error 
D6 = 1 -> Command being processed,channel busy. 
D6 = 0 -> Command processed,response buffer valid. 
 
The commands are normally executed only if the command byte (first byte) is changed! For 
continuous execution of the same command please switch into 'Continuous command mode' first! This 
can be done with command No. 62.  
 

 
Examples (values given in hexadecimal form) 
 
Example command 1, read master flags: 
DP master request: 
  1st byte: 16#01 (command number) 
  2nd byte: 16#40  (AS-i master 1) 
  3rd byte: 16#00 (not used) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
 
DP- Gateway response: 
  1st byte: 16#01 (copy of request) 
  2nd byte: 16#40 (copy of request) 
  3rd -4th byte: Data ; see table below 
 
Master-Flags:  

Byte Bit Meaning of Bit = TRUE 

3 0 the periphery of connected AS-i slaves is OK ( no Peripheral Fault) 

3 1 the automatic addressing is enabled 

3 2 the data transfer to at least 1 slave is active 

3 3..7 reserved 

4 0 the AS-i configuration is OK 

4 1 one Slave 0 detected 

4 2 the automatic addressing is enabled 

4 3 the automatic addressing is active 

4 4 the config mode is active 

4 5 the normal operation is active 

4 6 an AS-i voltage error has occured 

4 7 the offline phase is active 
 

 
Example Command 2, change operation mode 
DP master request: 
  1st byte: 16#02  (command number) 
  2nd byte: 16#40  (AS-i master 1) 
  3rd byte: 16#01 (projection mode) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
 
DP-Gateway response: 
  1st byte: 16#02 (copy of request) 
  2nd byte: 16#40 (copy of request) 
  3rd byte: 16#01 (projection mode now active) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
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Example command 3: read current slave configuration: 
DP master request: 
  1st byte: 16#03  (command number) 
2nd byte: 16#47  (AS-i master 1, slave No. 7) (AS-i master 1, slave no. 7) 
  3rd byte: 16#00 (not used) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
 
DP-Gateway response: 
  1st byte: 16#03 (copy of request) 
  2nd byte: 16#47  (copy of request) 
  3rd byte: 16#EF (extended ID Code 2 = 16#E, extended ID Code 1 = 16#F) 
4th byte: 16#03 (ID Code = 16#0, IO configuration = 16#3) 
  (corresponds to slave profile S 3.0.E, a 2I/2O module with periphery fault detection) 
 

 
Example command 4: read projected slave configuration: 
DP master request: 
  1st byte: 16#04  (command number) 
2nd byte: 16#50  (AS-i master 1, slave no.  16) (AS-i master 1, slave no.  16) 
 
  3rd byte: 16#00 (not used) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
 
DP-Gateway response: 
  1st byte: 16#04 (copy of request) 
  2nd byte: 16#50  (copy of request) 
  3rd byte: 16#EF (extended ID Code 2 = 16#E, extended ID Code 1 = 16#F) 
4th byte: 16#37 (ID Code = 16#3, IO configuration = 16#7) 
  (corresponds to slave profile S 7.3.E, 4I analogue-module) 

 
Example command 5: project slave configuration: 
DP master request: 
  1st byte: 16#05  (command number) 
  2nd byte: 16#81 (AS-i master 2, slave no.  1) 
  3rd byte: 16#6F (extended ID Code 2 = 16#6, extended ID Code 1 = 16#F) 
  4th byte: 16#37 (ID Code = 16#3, IO- configuration = 16#7) 
(corresponds to slave profile S 7.3.6, 4O analogue-module) 
 
DP-Gateway response: 
  1st byte: 16#05 (copy of request) 
  2nd byte: 16#81 (copy of request) 
  3rd byte: 16#6F (copy of request) 
  4th byte: 16#37 (copy of request) 

 
Example command 6, read slave parameters: 
DP master request: 
  1st byte: 16#06 (command number) 
  2nd byte: 16#42 (AS-i master 1, slave no. 2) 
  3rd byte: 16#00 (not used) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
 
DP-Gateway response: 
  1st byte: 16#06 (copy of request) 
  2nd byte: 16#42  (copy of request) 
  3rd byte: 16#03 (projected parameters = 16#3) 
  4th byte: 16#0F (current parameters = 16#F)  
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Example command 7, project slave parameters: 
 
 
Note: The projected parameters can only be changed if the AS-i master is in config mode! Please 
refer to command 2. 
 
 
DP master request: 
  1st byte: 16#07 (command number) 
2nd byte: 16#42 (AS-i master 1, slave no. 2) 

  3rd byte: 16#0F (set projected parameters to 16#F) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
 
DP-Gateway response: 
  1st byte: 16#07 (copy of request) 
  2nd byte: 16#42 (copy of request) 
  3rd byte: 16#0F (copy of request) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 

 
Example command 8, read LAS(List of Active slaves: 
DP master request: 
  1st byte: 16#08  (command number) 
  2nd byte: 16#42  (AS-i master 1, slave no. 2, corresponds to slaves 1...15 = group 1) 
  3rd byte: 16#00 (not used) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
 
DP-Gateway response: 
  1st byte: 16#08 (copy of request) 
  2nd byte: 16#42  (copy of request) 
  3rd byte: 16#02 (slaves 8..15, that means slave 9 is activated) 
  4th byte: 16#04 (slaves 1..7, that means slave 2 is activated) 
 
The answer returns the slave list to which the requested slave belongs. 
 
Group 
 

slave 

 Byte 3 Byte 4 

1 15a 14a 13a 12a 11a 10a 9a 8a 7a 6a 5a 4a 3a 2a 1a 0 * 

2 31a 30a 29a 28a 27a 26a 25a 24a 23a 22a 21a 20a 19a 18a 17a 16a

3 15b 14b 13b 12b 11b 10b 9b 8b 7b 6b 5b 4b 3b 2b 1b res 

4 31b 30b 29b 28b 27b 26b 25b 24b 23b 22b 21b 20b 19b 18b 17b 16b

  

(*)   ->   LAS and LPS do not contain slave 0, therefore these values are set to 0 by default.  
 
 
Example command 9, read LDS(List of Detected slaves): 
DP master request: 
  1st byte: 16#09  (command number) 
  2nd byte: 16#50  (AS-i master 1, slave no. 16, corresponds to slaves 16...31 = group 
2) 
  3rd byte: 16#00 (not used) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
 
DP-Gateway response: 
  1st byte: 16#09 (copy of request) 
  2nd byte: 16#50  (copy of request) 
  3rd byte: 16#02 (slaves 24..31, that means slave 25 is detected) 
  4th byte: 16#04 (slaves 16...23, that means slave 18 is detected) 
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Example command 10, read LPF (List of Periphery Faults): 
DP master request: 
  1st byte: 16#0A  (command number) 
  2nd byte: 16#51  (AS-i master 1, slave no. 17, corresponds to slaves 16...31 = group 
2) 
  3rd byte: 16#00 (not used) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
 
DP-Gateway response: 
  1st byte: 16#0A (copy of request) 
  2nd byte: 16#51  (copy of request) 
  3rd byte: 16#02 (slaves 24..31, that means slave 25 has detected an external 
    peripheral fault) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (slaves 16...23 have detected no periphery error)  
 
Example command 11, read LPS (List of Projected slaves): 
DP master request: 
  1st byte: 16#0B  (command number) 
  2nd byte: 16#61 (AS-i master 1, slave no. 1B, (corresponds to slaves 1B...15B =  
    group 3) 
  3rd byte: 16#00 (not used) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
 
DP-Gateway response: 
  1st byte: 16#0B (copy of request) 
  2nd byte: 16#61  (copy of request) 
  3rd byte: 16#02 (slaves 8B..15B, that means slave 9B is projected) 
  4th byte: 16#04 (slaves 1B...7B, that means slave 2B is projected) 
 
Example command 13, read error counter: 
DP master request: 
  1st byte: 16#0D  (command number) 
  2nd byte: 16#41  (AS-i master 1, slave no. 1) 
  3rd byte: 16#00 (not used) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
 
DP-Gateway response: 
  1st byte: 16#0D (copy of request) 
  2nd byte: 16#41  (copy of request) 
  3rd byte: 16#14 (20 erroneous telegrams have been sent since the start of current 
data  
    transfer with slave 1)  
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
 
Example command 14, read configuration error counter: 
DP master request: 
  1st byte: 16#0E  (command number) 
  2nd byte: 16#40  (AS-i master 1) 
  3rd byte: 16#00 (not used) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
 
DP-Gateway response: 
  1st byte: 16#0E (copy of request) 
  2nd byte: 16#40  (copy of request) 
  3rd byte: 16# (3 configuration errors have occurred since master 1 started current data 
    transfer)  
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
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Example command 15, read AS-i cycle counter: 
DP master request: 
  1st byte: 16#0F  (command number) 
  2nd byte: 16#40  (AS-i master 1) 
  3rd byte: 16#00 (not used) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
 
DP-Gateway response: 
  1st byte: 16#0F (copy of request) 
  2nd byte: 16#40 (copy of request) 
  3rd byte: 16#04 (16#04CA equal to decimal 1226 ...)  
  4th byte: 16#CA (... at present master 1 is carrying out 1226 cycles per minute) 
 
Example command 16, change current slave parameters: 
DP master request: 
  1st byte: 16#10  (command number) 
  2nd byte: 16#42 (AS-i master 1, slave no. 2) 
  3rd byte: 16#0F (set current parameters to 16#F) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
 
DP-Gateway response: 
  1st byte: 16#10 (copy of request) 
  2nd byte: 16#42 (copy of request) 
  3rd byte: 16#0F (returned parameter values of slave 2, not necessarily equal to those 
     which were sent!) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
 
Example command 19, project all: 
DP master request: 
  1st byte: 16#13  (command number) 
  2nd byte: 16#40 (AS-i master 1) 
  3rd byte: 16#00 (not used) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
 
DP-Gateway response: 

1. Byte: 16#13 (during  the process = 16#53, afterwards  = 16#13, and equal  
    to 16#93 at occurrence of an error for example slave 0 present!) 
  2nd byte: 16#40 (copy of request) 
  3rd byte: 16#80 (projecting finished) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
 
 
Example command 21, non-volatile storage of configuration in flash: 
DP master request: 
  1st byte: 16#15  (command number) 
  2nd byte: 16#40 (AS-i master 1) 
  3rd byte: 16#00 (not used) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
 
DP-Gateway response: 
  1st byte: 16#15 (copy of request) 
  2nd byte: 16#40 (copy of request) 
  3rd byte: 16#00 (not used) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
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Example command 22, reset of slave error counter and configuration error counter: 
DP master request: 
  1st byte: 16#16  (command number) 
  2nd byte: 16#40 (AS-i master 1) 
  3rd byte: 16#00 (not used) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
 
DP-Gateway response: 
  1st byte: 16#16 (copy of request) 
  2nd byte: 16#40 (copy of request) 
  3rd byte: 16#00 (not used) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
 
Example command 23, Address slave (only units of version B): 
DP master request: 
  1st byte: 16#17  (command number) 
  2nd byte: 16#42 (AS-i master 1, slave  no 2: address is to be changed) 
  3rd byte: 16#07 (new slave address is 7) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
 
DP-Gateway response: 
  1st byte: 16#17 (during  the process = 16#57, afterwards  = 16#17, and equal to  
     16#97 at occurrence of an error for example projection mode not active or  
     slave 0 present!) 
  2nd byte: 16#42 (copy of request) 
  3rd byte: 16#07 (copy of request) 
  4th byte: 16#00 (not used) 
 
Example command 62, Continuous command mode: 
DP Master Request: 
  1. Byte: 16#3E  (command number) 
  2. Byte: 16#00  
  3. Byte: 16#01 ( = 1 changes the status, = 0 reads current status) 
  4. Byte: 16#01 ( = 1 activates the continuous command mode, i.e. commands are  
    continuously executed and not only in response to a change in the  
    command number; = 0 deactivates the  continuous command mode,  
    i.e. commands only executed in response to a change in the  
    command number.) 
DP-Gateway Response: 
  1. Byte: 16#3E (during the process =  16#7E, after completion =  16#3E, 
    = 16#BE in case of error) 
  2. Byte: 16#00  
  3. Byte: 16#01 (Copy of request) 
  4. Byte: 16#01 (Copy of request) 
 
Example command 63, Null command without function: 
DP Master Request: 
  1. Byte: 16#3F (command number) 
  2. Byte: 16#00 (not used) 
  3. Byte: 16#00 (not used) 
  4. Byte: 16#00 (not used) 
 
DP-Gateway Response: 
  1. Byte: 16#3F  
  2. Byte: 16#00 (Copy of request) 
  3. Byte: 16#00 (Copy of request) 
  4. Byte: 16#00 (Copy of request) 
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Module 8: 
 
Content:  data transfer field from PLC system in controllere to Profibus DP master system 
Length: 0..64 words input (=0 if not used) 
 
 

Module 9: 
 
Content:  data transfer field from Profibus DP master system to PLC system in controllere 

Length: 0..64 words output (=0 if not used) 
 
 

Module 10: 
 
Content:  parallel analogue inputs of up to 15 AS-i slaves, 4 words per AS-i slave, 

slave no. to be defined in Profibus DP parameter 
Length: 0..60 words input (=0 if not used) 
 

 
Module 11: 
 
Content:  parallel analogue outputs of up to 15 AS-i slaves, 4 words per AS-i slave, 

slave no. to be defined in Profibus DP parameter 
Length: 0..60 words output (=0 if not used) 
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6.1.2 Device-specific Profibus DP parameters: 

 
In order to define the addresses of the parallel analogue input and output slaves and to define 
parameters of the connected AS-i slaves, up to 100 byte device-specific parameters have to be set: 
 
Device-specific Profibus DP parameters (example):  
Byte 1..4:  16#80, 16#00, 16#00, 16#00, (fixed device parameter) 
Byte 5:   16#AE, (fixed value: start of analogue input addresses) 
Byte 6..20:  16#42, 16#44, 16#45, 16#48, 16#50,... (slaves 2,4,5,8,16, ... of master 1) 
Byte 21:  16#AA, (fixed value: start of analogue output addresses) 
Byte 22..36:  16#41, 16#43, ... (slaves 1, 3, ... of master 1) 
Byte 37: 16#2F (Bit 5 = 1 enables extended diagnostics of the AS-i systems via Profibus DP) 
Byte 37: 16#1F (Bit 4 = 1 enables AS-i parameter download) 
Byte 37..100:  16#1F, 16#FF, ... (predefined parameters of AS-i slaves) 
 
slave addresses in Profibus parameter bytes 6..20 and 21..36: MMXSSSSS   
  MM:= 2 bit master number 1..2; 
  X:= 0=A/Single, 1=B-slave; 
  SSSSS:= 5 bit slave number 1..31 
  to calculate: (slave no.) + (master no. * 64) + (32 if B-slave)  
 
Examples:  16#43 : master 1, slave 3(A) 
  16#85 : master 2, slave 5(A) 
  16#61 : master 1, slave 1B  
  16#5C: master 1, slave28(A)  
 
In the GSD file definitions have been created to make the parameter setting comfortable (if supported 
by the configuration tool of the Profibus DP master): 
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If this parameter ('Extended Profibus Diag.', byte 37 bit 5 TRUE) is changed to Enabled the AS-i DP- 
Gateway transfers the extended diagnosis data as described below. These data generate a DP 
diagnosis request in case of an error in the AS-i DP- Gateway. It is therefore necessary when using a 
Siemens PLC to program the block OB82 to detect this condition otherwise the PLC will be caused to 
stop. If this parameter is Disabled (preset value) the AS-i DP- Gateway transmits only the standard 
diagnosis. In this case an AS-i error has no direct effect on the Profibus DP system, however  bits 4..7 
of the first byte (from standard diagnosis) or the command channel are to be monitored via the PLC. 
 

 
 
 
 

6.1.3 AS-i diagnostics: 

 
The AS-i master status information in the first byte of the digital inputs of the single /A slave data (byte 
0, bit 4..7) contains the master flags of the respective AS-i system: 
 
Bit7 Bit6 Bit5 Bit4 
PLC running in 
controllere 

configuration error in 
AS-i system 

no AS-i slave detected periphery fault 

 
The AS-i master control information in the first byte of the digital outputs of the single/A slave data 
(byte 0, bit 4..7) controls the stored diagnostic information:  
 
bit7 bit6 bit5 bit4 
reserved reserved reset the stored diagnostic 

data 
activate transfer of the stored 
diagnostic data 

 
If bits 4 and 5 of the control information are unswitched (default condition) the extended diagnosis 
contains the current system state. Should a short disturbance be detected, the AS-i DP- Gateway can 
be instructed by means of bit 4 to store this error condition. This storage can be deleted using bit 5 or 
by switching off the AS-i DP-Gateway. If bit 4 is TRUE and a configuration error takes place the 
corresponding bit in the extended device diagnosis remains TRUE even after the slave is correctly 
detected. 
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If as discussed above the parameter 'Extended Profibus Diag.'  (byte 37 bit 5 TRUE) is set to Disabled 
(default condition) the AS-i DP- Gateway transmits no extended unit specific diagnostic data, only 
diagnostic data which every Profibus DP slave is required to transmit(first 6 bytes). This is generally 
known as standard diagnostic. In some applications jitter in the Profibus DP cycle time which takes 
place with diagnosis calls can not be tolerated. In this case system diagnosis can be realised via the 
I/O data(module 4) even though this causes the regular DP-cycle time to be increased. 
 
The device-specific Profibus DP diagnostics are activated by the Profibus DP parameter byte 37 bit 5 
being set and contains the following status information: 
 

Byte Contents  
0 station status 1 
1 station status 2 
2 station status 3 
3 station number DP master 
4 manufacturer ID (high byte)  0x04 
5 manufacturer ID (low byte )  0xD8 

standard 
diagnostic 

6 length of external diagnostics (0x3A) 
7 Status type: status manufacturer specific 
8 Slot number (0x04) 
9 0 

Header of 
extended 
diagnostic 

10, 11 master flags  
12..19 LDS: list of detected slaves 
20..27 Config Error  
28..35 LPF: list of periphery faults  

Diagnostic  
AS-i master 1 
A and B-slaves 

36, 37 master flags  
38..45 LDS: list of detected slaves 
46..53 Config Error  
54..61 LPF: list of periphery faults  

Diagnostic  
AS-i master 2 
A and B-slaves 

 
 
The AS-i DP- Gateway generates 68 Byte diagnostic data when diagnosis is activated even if a unit 
containing only one master (AC1325) is used! 
 
 
Format of 1st byte of the master flags: 
 

Bit7 Bit6 Bit5 Bit4 Bit3 Bit2 Bit1 Bit0 
CTRL Cerr Offl PF APF Sl0 ProjM WdRS232 

 
CTRL:  Controllere PLC in RUN mode 
Cerr:  AS-i configuration error  
Offl:  AS-i master offline (no AS-i slave detected) 
PF:  AS-i periphery fault 
APF:  AS-i power failure 
Sl0:  AS-i slave with addr. 0 detected 
ProjM:  AS-i master in configuration mode 
WdRS232: watchdog alarm on RS232C port of controllere  
 
Format of slave lists: 
 

Bit7 Bit6 Bit5 Bit4 Bit3 Bit2 Bit1 Bit0 
7(A) 6(A) 5(A) 4(A) 3(A) 2(A) 1(A) 0 
15(A) 14(A) 13(A) 12(A) 11(A) 10(A) 9(A) 8(A) 
23(A) 22(A) 21(A) 20(A) 19(A) 18(A) 17(A) 16(A) 
31(A) 30(A) 29(A) 28(A) 27(A) 26(A) 25(A) 24(A) 
7B 6B 5B 4B 3B 2B 1B not used 
15B 14B 13B 12B 11B 10B 9B 8B 
23B 22B 21B 20B 19B 18B 17B 16B 
31B 30B 29B 28B 27B 26B 25B 24B 
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6.2 DeviceNet  

 
The AS-interface DeviceNet controllere is designed according to the ODVA specification for 
communication adapters (profile no. 12). The AS-i / DeviceNet Gateway is a group 2 only server in the 
DeviceNet.  
 
The following types of communication are supported. 
 Explicit 
 Polled I/O 
 Bit strobed I/O 
 Change of state / Cyclic I/O 
  
The configuration steps for a DeviceNet controllere in the DeviceNet system are explained in the 
following chapter. 
 

6.2.1 Integration of the EDS file into the configuration software 

 
Via RS.NetWorx for DeviceNet  Tools  EDS Wizard  
the files 
 
AS-i DeviceNet controllere. EDS     
AS-i DeviceNet controllere. ICO 
 
are to be integrated into the hardware. 

 

 

6.2.2 Connection of the hardware 

 
Connect the controllere  according to the wiring diagram to the DeviceNet. If the controller is the first or 
last unit in the DeviceNet the terminating resistor of 120 Ohm has to be used.  
 
Wiring diagram: 
 

Terminal Signal Function Colour 
1 V - DeviceNet Power black   
2 CAN_L Signal low blue    
3 Shield Shield  
4 CAN_H Signal high white   
5 V + DeviceNet Power red     

 

6.2.3 Configuration of the DeviceNet units in the RS network for DeviceNet 

 
 Selection of scanner  
 Selection of controllere  
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6.2.4 Setting of the controllere input and output lengths in the scanner 

 
Setting of the controllere input and output lengths can be done in two ways. 
 

1. Setting of the module lengths via the display 
2. Setting of the module lengths via the DeviceNet parameters 

 
Note: Configuration via the DeviceNet scanner depends on the configuration software used, for  
Allen-Bradley’s “RS NetWorx for DeviceNet“ it is thus only possible starting with version 4.01. 
 
Module lengths: 
 
The modules contain the information (data) which is transmitted from the AS-interface to the 
DeviceNet. The DeviceNet controllere features 18 modules. 
 
 

Module 1 digital inputs; master 1A 
 
module 1  0..16 bytes   binary input data master 1A 
 
 number of AS-i slave address 
    bytes 

1 0 1 

2 2 3 

   

   

   

15 28 29 

16 30 31 
 
Length 0 means that no data are transmitted. 
 
Example: = In order to transmit the binary input data of the AS-i slaves 1 – 3, the module length has to 
be set to 2. 
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Module 2 digital outputs; master 1A 
 
module 2  0..16 bytes    binary output data master 1A 
 
   number of AS-i slave address 
    bytes 

1 0 1 
2 2 3 
   
   
   
15 28 29 
16 30 31 

 
Length 0 means that no data are transmitted. 
 
Example: 
In order to transmit the binary output data of the AS-i slaves 1 - 31 the module length has to be set to 
16. 
 
Note: The number of bytes to be transmitted depends on the highest AS-i slave address and not on 
the number of existing slaves.  
 

Module 3 digital inputs master 2A 
Module 4 digital outputs master 2A 
Module 5 digital inputs master 1B 
Module 6 digital outputs master 1B 
Module 7 digital inputs master 2B 
Module 8 digital outputs master 2B 
 
The setting and the assignment of data in the DeviceNet master are equal to the settings of module 1 
and module 2. 
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Module 9 analogue multiplexed input 
 
The data of 15 analogue slaves can be directly read or written with the modules 14 – 17. 
 
If there are more than 15 analogue input slaves the analogue data can be made available to the 
controller via this multiplexed channel. 
 
 
module 9  0..1   0 deactivated/disconnected 
 

1 activated 
 
If module 9 is activated (value = 1), then plc  controllere  

 
   15   14   13   12  11  10   9     8     7    6     5     4    3    2     1    0 

  0      0 0 0 0 0 0   

   
  master          slave address               channel 

 
   

value 16 bits 

 
 
Example: master 1 slave 1 channel 0 

 

 

     0  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  1        0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 

   

value 16 bits 

 
 
 

Module 10   analogue multiplexed output 
 
The data of 15 analogue output slaves can be directly written. If there are more than 15 slaves the 
analogue data can be written via this multiplexed channel. 
 
module 10    0..1   0 deactivated / switched off 
 

1 activated 
 
If module 10 is activated (value = 1), then plc  controllere 

  
  15   14   13  12   11  10    9     8    7    6     5     4     3    2     1    0 

0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

     
master          slave 18          channel 0 

 

analogue output value 

 
 

word 1 

word 2 

word 1 

word 2 

word 1 

word 2 
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Module 11   command channel 
 
module 10    0..1   0 deactivated / switched off 
 

1 activated 
 
DP master request: 
 
  1st byte:  command no. 
  2nd byte:  MMXSSSSS (see table below) 
     MM: = 2-bit master number 1..2; 
     X: = 0=A/single-, 1=B-slave  
     SSSSS:= 5-bit slave number 1..31 
  3rd and 4th byte: see table on page 5 
controllere response: 
  1st byte: MMXSSSSS  (copy of request) 
  3rd and 4th byte: data, see table below 
 
Com.  
no. 

Description Byte 2 Byte 3 Byte 4 

1 read master flags MM000000 0..1 (word offset) - 
   response: MM000000 master flags 
2 change operating mode MM000000 0=protected mode 

1=projection mode 
- 

   response: MM000000 0=protected mode 
1=projection mode 

- 

3 read current slave configuration MMXSSSSS - - 
   response: MMXSSSSS current CDI  
4 read projected slave 

configuration 
MMXSSSSS - - 

   response:  MMXSSSSS projected CDI  
5 project slave configuration MMXSSSSS projected CDI  
   response:  MMXSSSSS projected CDI  
6 read slave parameters MMXSSSSS - - 
   response:  MMXSSSSS projected parameters   current parameters  
7 project slave parameters MMXSSSSS projected parameters   - 
   response:  MMXSSSSS projected parameters   - 
8 read LAS  MMXSSSSS - - 
   response:  MMXSSSSS LAS 0..15 or 16..31 or 0..15b or 16b..31b 
9 read LDS  MMXSSSSS - - 
   response: MMXSSSSS LDS 0..15 or 16..31 or 0..15b or 16b..31b 
10 read LPF  MMXSSSSS - - 
   response:  MMXSSSSS LPF 0..15 or 16..31 or 0..15b or 16b..31b 
11 read LPS MMXSSSSS - - 
   response:  MMXSSSSS LPS 0..15 or 16..31 or 0..15b or 16b..31b 
12 reserved  - - 
13 read error counter MMXSSSSS - - 
   response:  MMXSSSSS error counter  
14 read configuration error counter  MM000000 - - 
 response: MM000000 error counter  
15 read AS-i cycle counter MM000000 - - 
   response:  MM000000 error counter  
16 change current slave parameters MMXSSSSS parameters   - 
   response:  MMXSSSSS reflected parameters - 
17, 18 reserved  - - - 
19 project all  MM000000 - - 
   response:  MM000000 status    - 
20 reserved  - - - 
21 save configuration in flash  MM000000 - - 
   response:  MM000000 status    - 
22 reset error counter MMXSSSSS - - 
   response:  MMXSSSSS error counter 
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Module 12   PLC IN 
 
Data transfer between DN master system and the plc functionality in the controllere 

 
module 12  0..127 bytes   0 = deactivated – no data exchange 
 
Access in the user program of the controllere is given via the variables DNINDATA  0  to 
DNINDATA  127  
 
Example: 
  DNINDATA  0    -   testin 
 
The contents of the first byte from the plc area which has been configured in the controller (AB) are 
transferred to the variable testin in the DN controllere. 
 
 

Module 13   PLC OUT 
 

Data transfer between DN master system and the plc functionality in the controllere 
 
module 13  0..127     0 =deactivated – no data exchange 
 

Access in the user program of the controllere is given via the variables DNOUTDATA  0  to DNOUTDATA  
127 . 

 
Example: 
  testout  DNOUTDATA  0  
 
The contents of the variable testout are transferred to the first byte of the controller which has been 

configured for the plc area of the controllere. 
 
 

Module 14   analogue input master 1 
 
Analogue inputs of the AS-interface slaves with the addresses 1 – 15. 
 
module 14  number 0..15 slaves  0 = no slave 
 
In the configuration (display or DN parameters) the number of AS-i slaves is indicated. The slaves 

obligatorily have to be started from the address 1 and have to be addressed consecutively. 
 
Example: 
  The number is set to 5 
   thus the AS-i analogue inputs 1 – 5 are selected. 
 
For each AS-i slave 4 words are reserved in the controller. 
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Module 15   analogue output master 1 
 
Analogue outputs of the AS-interface slaves with the addresses 16..31. 
 
module 15  number 0..15 slaves  0 = no slave 
During configuration (display or DN parameters) the number of AS-i slaves is indicated. The AS-i analogue 

output slaves obligatorily have to be started from the address 16 and have to be addressed 
consecutively. 

 
 
 
Example: 
  The number is set to 4 
   thus the analogue output slaves 16 - 19 are selected.  
 
For each AS-i slave 4 words are reserved in the controller.  
 
 

Module 16   analogue input master 2 
 
Analogue inputs of the AS-interface slaves with the addresses 1 – 15. 
 
module 16  number 0..15 slaves  0 = no slave 
 
In the configuration (display or DN parameters) the number of AS-i slaves is indicated. The slaves 

obligatorily have to be started from the address 1 and have to be addressed consecutively. 
 
Example: 
  The number is set to 4 
   thus the AS-i analogue inputs 1 – 4 are selected. 
 
For each slave 4 words are reserved in the controller. 
 
 

Module 17   analogue output master 2 
 
Analogue outputs of the AS-interface slaves with the addresses 16..31. 
 
module 17  number 0..15 slaves  0 = no slave 
 
In the configuration (display or DN parameters) the number of AS-i slaves is indicated. The AS-i analogue 

output slaves obligatorily have to be started from the address 16 and have to be addressed 
consecutively. 

 
Example: 
  The number is set to 4 
   thus the AS-i analogue output slaves 16 – 19 are selected. 
 
For each slave 4 words are reserved in the controller. 
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Module 18   diagnosis 
 
Diagnostic information from the AS-i masters to the DN master system. 
 
module 18  0..2   0  deactivated 
 
With the settings in the module 18 diagnosis in master 1 or master 1 + master 2 can be selected.  
 
The information contains for each master  
 
1 word master flag 
 
    15                                            7         6          5          4         3         2          1          0 

  CTRL Cerr OFFl PF APF SI0 ProjM WdRS232 

 
CTRL:  Controllere plc in RUN mode 
Cerr:  AS-i configuration fault 
Offl:  AS-i master offline (no AS-i slave detected) 
PF:  AS-i peripheral fault 
APF:  AS-i voltage fault 
SI0:  AS-i slave with address 0 detected 
ProjM:   AS-i master in projection mode 
WdRS232: Watchdog activated at the RS232C interface of the controllere 
 
4 words  configuration error 
 
        15                          1          0 

15A  1A 0 

31A  17A 16A 

15B  1B free 

31B  17B 16B 

 
 
4 words  peripheral fault indication 
 
        15                1           0 

15A  1A 0 

31A  17A 16A 

15B  1B free 

31B  17B 16B 

 
 
4 words  list of projected slaves 
 
        15       1 0 

15A  1A 0 

31A  17A 16A 

15B  1B free 

31B  17B 16B 

 
 
The total length of the input data of the modules 1 – 18 and the total length of the output data of the modules 

1 – 18 have to be configured in the DN master system.  
 

1 

2 

3 

4 

1 

2 

3 

4 

1 

2 

3 

4 

A 1 at the 
corresponding position 
of the AS-i slave 
means that this slave 
has caused a 
configuration error. 
 configuration error

A 1 at the 
corresponding position 
of the AS-i slave 
means that this slave 
has caused a 
peripheral fault. 
 peripheral fault 

A 1 at the 
corresponding position 
of the AS-i slave 
means that this slave 
is projected. 
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6.2.5 Setting of the module lengths via the DN parameters 

 
1st The DeviceNet node address and the baud rate have to be set in the controllere display 

fieldbus setup. 
 
2nd Controller (plc) in program mode 
 
3rd Integration of AS-i DeviceNet controllere  
 
4th A double click on “slave” opens the “Properties” window, the module lengths can then be set 

under “Parameters”. Download to device. Close window. 
 
5th Open scanner, add controllere to “Scanlist”, set input and output lengths under “Edit I/O 

Parameters”. Load parameters into the controller with “Download to Scanner”.  
 
6th Select “ADR” 
 
7th Select “ADR Setup”. Apply the lengths settings of the controllere with “Load Device 

Configuration“ and load settings into the controller with “Download to Scanner“. 
 
8th Controller in run mode 
 
9th Open window “DeviceNet Controllere“, “Monitor“ allows monitoring of the set values. 
 
 

 

6.2.6 Setting of module lengths via the controllere display 

 
1. The DeviceNet node address and the baud rate have to be set in the controllere display fieldbus 

setup. 
 
2. Controller (plc) in program mode 
 
3. Integrate AS-i DeviceNet controllere 
 
4. The modules 1 – 18 are set according to the AS-i configuration via the display. 
 
5. Open scanner, add controllere to “Scanlist” and set the input and output lengths via “Edit I/O 

Parameters“. Load the parameters into the controller via “Download to Scanner“. 
 
6. Controller in run mode 
 
7. Open window “DeviceNet Controllere”, the “Monitor” function allows monitoring of all set values. 
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6.2.7 Example configuration  

 
The AS-i DeviceNet controllere has the device node address 6 and the DeviceNet baud rate is set to 
500kBaud. 
The digital AS-i slaves 30, 31 and analogue I/O slaves with the addresses 1 and 2 or 16 and 17 are 
projected at the controllere master1. 
The digital AS-i slaves 28 and 29 are connected to the controllere master2. 
Only the diagnosis of AS-i master 1 is activated.  
Step by step configuration 
 
1. The DeviceNet node address and the baud rate have to be set in the controllere display fieldbus 

setup. 
 
2. Controller (plc) in program mode 
 
3. Integrate AS-i DeviceNet controllere 
 
 

 
 
 
4. A double click on “slave“ opens the “Properties” window, then the module lengths can be set 

under “Parameters“. Download to device. Close window. 
 

The lengths are to be set according to the AS-i configuration. 
 
Module 1 digital inputs master 1A: = 16 
Module 2 digital outputs master 1A: = 16 
Module 3 digital inputs master 2A: = 16 
Module 4 digital outputs master 2A: = 16 
 
Module 14 analogue input master1: = 2 
Module 15 analogue output master1: = 2 
 
Module 18 diagnosis: = 1  
 
The length of unused modules has to be set to 0. 
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5. Open scanner, add controllere to “Scanlist” and set the input and output lengths via “Edit I/O 
Parameters“. Load the parameters into the controller via “Download to Scanner“. 
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6. Select “ADR” 
 
 
7. Select “ADR Setup”. Apply the length settings of the controllere via “Load Device Configuration” 

and download into the controller via “Download to Scanner“. 
 

 
 
8. Controller in run mode 
 
9. Open the window “DeviceNet Controllere”, the “Monitor“ function allows monitoring of the set 

values. 
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6.3 CANopen  

 
The CANopen communication model describes the various communication objects and services as 
well as their available variants for message transmission. 
The communication model supports the transfer of synchronous and asynchronous messages. 
 
The functions of the AS-interface CANopen Gateway AC1311/12 support the message objects 
 process data objects (PDOs) 
 service data objects (SDOs) 
 
The process data objects of the AS-i inputs: 
 

Input data Object Object 
subindex 

Input data bytes 1-128 2000h 1-128 
Input data bytes 129-256 2001h 1-128 
Input data bytes 257-384 2002h 1-128 
Input data bytes 385- 512 2003h 1-128 

 
The process data objects of the AS-i outputs: 
 

Output data Object Object 
subindex 

Output data bytes 1-128 2100h 1-128 
Output data bytes 129-256 2101h 1-128 
Output data bytes 257-384 2102h 1-128 
Output data bytes 385- 512 2103h 1-128 

 
 
The preset fast process data objects of the AS-i inputs: 
 

PDO mapping Default COB ID Object Object subindex 
TPDO1 384 + node ID 2000h 1 -8 
TPDO2 640 + node ID 2000h 9-16 
TPDO3 448 + node ID 2000h 17-24 
TPDO4 704 + node ID 2000h 25-32 
TPDO5 960 + node ID 2000h 33-40 
TPDO6 1088 + node ID 2000h 41-48 
TPDO7 1216 + node ID 2000h 49-56 
TPDO8 1344 + node ID 2000h 57-64 

 
The preset fast process data objects of the AS-i outputs: 
 

PDO mapping Default COB ID Object Object subindex 
RPDO1 512 + node ID 2100h 1 -8 
RPDO2 768 + node ID 2100h 9-16 
RPDO3 576 + node ID 2100h 17-24 
RPDO4 832 + node ID 2100h 25-32 
RPDO5 896 + node ID 2100h 33-40 
RPDO6 1024+ node ID 2100h 41-48 
RPDO7 1152+ node ID 2100h 49-56 
RPDO8 1280 + node ID 2100h 57-64 

 
Attention: Only if the CANopen node ID is smaller than 64 do the PDOs 3-8 have the preset COBID, 
otherwise they have to be configured. 
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The AS-i input and output data are set to the predefined PDO by the factory, i.e. they are very flexible 
in the configuration. 
 
The AS-interface CANopen controllere is designed according to the CANopen communication profile 
(DS301) and it is a slave in the CANopen network.  
 
 The following communication types are supported: 
 communication master-slave  
 communication slave - slave 
 
The following chapter explains the configuration interface for a CANopen controllere in the CANopen 
system. 
 

6.3.1 Operation as CANopen node 

 
The CANopen node address is set via the display as will be shown later on.  
The following table shows the CANopen baud rates supported by the controller: 
 

Supported baud rates 
10 Kbits/s 
20 Kbits/s 
50 Kbits/s 
125 Kbits/s 
250 Kbits/s 
500 Kbits/s 
800 Kbits/s 

1 Mbit/s 
 
 
The CANopen status LEDs 
 
     CANopen node status LEDs                                               CANopen network status LED 
  
     reserved                                                                              CANopen voltage LED            
                                                                                       
 
 
 
The CANopen node status LEDs 
 

Colour Frequenc
y 

Description 

Green 1 Hz Pre-operational 
Green 2 Hz Prepared 
Green Lights Operational 
Red 1 Hz Initialization error 

 
 
The CANopen network status LEDs 
 

Colour Frequenc
y 

Description 

Green 1 Hz Bus off 
Green Lights Online, connection OK 
Red 1 Hz Other faults 
Off - No voltage or node has not 

been initialized 
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The CANopen voltage LED 
 

Colour Frequenc
y 

Description 

Green Lights Supply voltage on 
Off - Supply voltage off 

 
 
 

6.3.2 Integration of the EDS file into the configuration software 

 
Depending on the system software used the files 
 
  AS-i CANopen controllere. EDS     
  AS-i CANopen controllere. ICO 
 
are to be integrated into the hardware configuration.                                
 

 
   CANopen controller configuration CoDeSys 2.3 
 

6.3.3 Hardware connection 

 
Connect the controllere according to the wiring diagram to the CANopen, if the controller is the first or 
the last device in CANopen, the 120 ohm terminating resistor has to be used. 
 
Wiring diagram: 
 

Terminal Signal Function 
1 V - CANopen power 
2 CAN_L Signal low 
3 Shield Shield 
4 CAN_H Signal high 
5 V + CANopen power 
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6.3.4 Setting the input and output lengths of the controllere 

 
Setting of the input and output lengths of the controllere module is made via the display. 
 
 

Module lengths: 
 
The modules include the information (data) transferred from the AS-Interface to CANopen. The 
CANopen controllere provides 18 modules: 
 
 

Module 1 digital inputs; master 1A 
 
module 1  0..16 bytes   binary input data master 1A 
 
   Amount   AS-i slave address 
    bytes 

1 0 1 

2 2 3 

   

   

   

15 28 29 

16 30 31 
 
Length 0 means that no data are transmitted. 
 
The status information in the first byte for slave 0 contains: 
 
        Bit 7       Bit 6        Bit 5    Bit 4 

ontroller 
running 

Configuration error 
 

No AS-i slave 
detected 

Periphery faults 

 
 
If the contents of all 31 slaves are to be transferred, the data length has to be set to 16 bytes; the 
controllere splits this information into two transmit PDOs. 
 
Example: In order to transmit the binary input data of the AS-i slaves 1 – 3 the module length has to 
be set to 2. Then only 2 bytes of a transmit PDO are used.  
 
 

Module 2 digital outputs; master 1A 
 
Module 2  0..16 bytes   binary output data master 1A 
 
   Amount    AS-i slave address 
    bytes 

1 0 1 
2 2 3 
   
   
   
15 28 29 
16 30 31 
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Length 0 means that no data are transmitted. 
 
If the contents of all 16 slaves are to be transferred, the data length has to be set to 8 bytes; the 
controllere splits this information into two receive PDOs. 
 
Example: 
In order to transmit the binary output data of the AS-i slaves 1 -31 the module length has to be set to 
16. 
 
N.B.: The number of bytes to be transmitted depends on the highest AS-i slave address and not on 
the number of the existing slaves. 
 

Module 3 digital inputs master 2A 

Module 4 digital outputs master 2A 

Module 5 digital inputs master 1B 

Module 6 digital outputs master 1B 

Module 7 digital inputs master 2B 

Module 8 digital outputs master 2B 
 
 

Module 9 analogue multiplexed input 
 
The data of 15 analogue slaves can be directly read or written with the modules 14 – 17. 
 
If there are more than 15 analogue input slaves the analogue data can be made available to the 
controller via this multiple channel.  
 
 
Module 9  0..1   0 deactivated/switched off 
 

2 activated 
 
If module 9 is activated (value = 1), then plc  controllere  

 
   15   14   13   12  11  10   9     8     7    6     5     4    3    2     1    0 

  0      0 0 0 0 0 0   

   
   master          slave address               channel 
 

   

value 16 bits 

 
Example: master 1 slave 1 channel 0 

 

 

     0  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  1        0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 

   

value 16 bits 

 
 
 

word 1 

word 2 

word 1 

word 2 
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Module 10   analogue multiplexed output 
 
The data of 15 analogue output slaves can be directly written. If there are more than 15 slaves the 
analogue data can be written via this multiplexed channel. 
 
Module 10    0..1   0 deactivated/switched off 
 

2 activated 
 
If module 10 is activated (value = 1), then plc  controllere  

  
  15   14   13  12   11  10    9     8    7    6     5     4     3    2     1    0 

0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

     
master          slave 18          channel 0 

 

analogue output value 

 
 
 
 
 

Module 11   command channel 
 
Module 10    0..1   0 deactivated/switched off 
 

1 activated 
 
CANopen master request: 
 
  1st byte: Com no. 
  2nd byte: MM0SSSSS (see table below) 
    MM: = 2-bit master number 1..2; 
    X: = 0=A/single, 1=B-slave  
    SSSSS:= 5-bit slave number 1..31 
  3rd-4th byte: see table on page 5 
 

word 1 

word 2 
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Controllere response: 
  1st byte: MMXSSSSS  (copy of request) 
  3rd-4th byte: data, see table below 
 
Com 
no. 

Description Byte 2 Byte 3 Byte 4 

1 Read master flags MM000000 0..1 (word offset) - 
   Response: MM000000 master flags 
2 Change operating mode MM000000 0=protected mode 

1=projection mode 
- 

   Response: MM000000 0=protected mode 
1=projection mode 

- 

3 Read current slave 
configuration 

MMXSSSSS - - 

   Response: MMXSSSSS Current CDI 
4 Read projected slave 

configuration 
MMXSSSSS - - 

   Response: MMXSSSSS Projected CDI  
5 Project slave configuration MMXSSSSS Projected CDI  
   Response: MMXSSSSS Projected CDI  
6 Read slave parameters MMXSSSSS - - 
   Response: MMXSSSSS Projected parameters Current 

parameters 
7 Project slave parameters MMXSSSSS Projected parameters - 
   Response: MMXSSSSS Projected parameters - 
8 ReadLAS MMXSSSSS - - 
   Response: MMXSSSSS LAS 0..15 or 16..31 or 0..15b or 16b..31b 
9 Read LDS MMXSSSSS - - 
   Response: MMXSSSSS LDS 0..15 or 16..31 or 0..15b or 16b..31b 
10 Read LPF MMXSSSSS - - 
   Response: MMXSSSSS LPF 0..15 or 16..31 or 0..15b or 16b..31b 
11 Read LPS MMXSSSSS - - 
   Response: MMXSSSSS LPS 0..15 or 16..31 or 0..15b or 16b..31b 
12 Reserved - - 
13 Read error counter MMXSSSSS - - 
   Response: MMXSSSSS Error counter 
14 Read configuration error 

counter 
MM000000 - - 

 Response: MM000000 Error counter 
15 Read AS-i cycle counter MM000000 - - 
   Response: MM000000 Error counter 
16 Change current slave 

parameters 
MMXSSSSS Parameters - 

   Response: MMXSSSSS Reflected parameters - 
17, 
18 

Reserved - - - 

19 Project all MM000000 - - 
   Response: MM000000 Status - 
20 Reserved - - - 
21 Save configuration in flash MM000000 - - 
   Response: MM000000 Status - 
22 Reset error counter MMXSSSSS - - 
   Response: MMXSSSSS Error counter 
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Module 12   PLC IN 
 
Data transfer between the CANopen master system and the plc functionality in the controllere 

 
Module 12  0..127 bytes   0 = deactivated – no data exchange 
 
Access in the user program of the controllere is made via the variable COINDATA  0  to 
COINDATA  127 . 
 
Example: 
  COINDATA  0    -   testin 
 
The contents of the first byte from the plc area which has been configured in the controller are 
transferred to the variable testin in the CANopen controllere. 
 
 

Module 13   PLC OUT 
 

Data transfer between the plc functionality in the controllere and the CANopen master system. 
 
Module 13 . 0..127     0 = deactivated – no data exchange 
 

Access in the user program of the controllere is given via the variables COOUTDATA  0  to COOUTDATA  
127 . 

 
Example: 
  testout  COOUTDATA  0  
 
The contents of the variable testout passes into the first byte of the controller which was configured for the 

PLC area of the controllere. 
 
 

Module 14   analogue input master 1 
 
Analogue inputs of the AS-interface slaves with the addresses 1 – 15. 
 
Module 14  number 0..15 slaves  0 = no slave 
 
In the configuration (display main menu) the number of AS-i slaves is indicated. The slaves obligatorily have 

to be started from address 1 and have to be addressed consecutively. 
 
Example: 
  The number is set to 5 
   thus the AS-i analogue inputs 1 – 5 are selected. 
 
For each AS-i slave 4 words (1 PDO) are reserved in the controller. 
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Module 15   analogue output master 1 
 
Analogue outputs of the AS-interface slaves with the addresses 16..31. 
 
Module 15  number 0..15 slaves  0 = no slave 
In the configuration (display main menu) the number of AS-i slaves is indicated. The AS-i analogue output 

slaves obligatorily have to be started from address 16 and have to be addressed consecutively. 
 
 
 
Example: 
  The number is set to 4 
   thus the AS-i analogue output slaves 16 – 19 are selected. 
 
For each AS-i slave 4 words (1 PDO) are reserved in the controller. 
 
 

Module 16   analogue input master 2 
 
Analogue inputs of the AS-interface slaves with the addresses 1 – 15. 
 
Module 16  number 0..15 slaves  0 = no slave 
 
In the configuration (display main menu) the number of AS-i slaves is indicated. The slaves obligatorily have 

to be started from address 1 and have to be addressed consecutively. 
 
Example: 
  The number is set to 4 
   thus the AS-i analogue inputs 1 – 4 are selected. 
 
For each AS-i slave 4 words (1 PDO) are reserved in the controller. 
 
 

Module 17   analogue output master 2 
 
Analogue outputs of the AS-interface slaves with the addresses 16..31. 
 
Module 17  number 0..15 slaves  0 = no slave 
 
In the configuration (display main menu) the number of AS-i slaves is indicated. The AS-i analogue output 

slaves obligatorily have to be started from address 16 and have to be addressed consecutively. 
 
Example: 
  The number is set to 4 
   thus the AS-i analogue output slaves 16 – 19 are selected. 
 
For each AS-i slave 4 words (1 PDO) are reserved in the controller. 
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Module 18   Diagnosis 
 
Diagnostic information from the AS-i masters to the DN master system 
 
Module 18  0..2   0  deactivated 
 
With the settings in module 18 diagnosis in master 1 or master 1 + master 2 can be selected.  
 
The following information is contained for each master: 
 
1 word  master flag 
 
    15                                            7         6          5          4         3         2          1          0 

  CTRL Cerr OFFl PF APF SI0 ProjM WdRS232 

 
CTRL:  controllere plc in RUN mode 
Cerr:  AS-i configuration error 
Offl:  AS-i master offline (no AS-i slave detected) 
PF:  AS-i periphery fault 
APF:  AS-i voltage fault 
SI0:  AS-i slave with address 0 detected 
ProjM:   AS-i master in projection mode 
WdRS232: watchdog triggered on RS-232C interface of the controllere 
 
4 words  Configuration error 

 
 
        15                1          0 

15A  1A 0 

31A  17A 16A 

15B  1B free 

31B  17B 16B 

 
 
4 words  Periphery fault indication 
 
        15                 1           0 

15A  1A 0 

31A  17A 16A 

15B  1B free 

31B  17B 16B 

 
 
4 words  List of projected slaves 
 
        15       1 0 

15A  1A 0 

31A  17A 16A 

15B  1B free 

31B  17B 16B 

 
 

1 

2 

3 

4 

A 1 at the 
corresponding position 
of the AS-i slave 
means that this slave 
has caused a 
configuration error. 
 configuration error

A 1 at the 
corresponding position 
of the AS-i slave 
means that this slave 
has caused a 
periphery fault. 
 periphery fault

A 1 at the 
corresponding position 
of the AS-i slave 
means that this slave 
is projected. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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6.3.5 Setting the module lengths via the controllere display 

 
8. The CANopen node address and the baud rate have to be set in the controllere display fieldbus 

setup. 
 
9. The modules 1 – 18 are set according to the AS-i configuration via the display. 
 
10. These settings are permanently stored by exiting the menu function fieldbus setup. 
 
 

6.3.6 Example configuration: 

 
The AS-i CANopen controllere has the device node address 3 and the CANopen baud rate is set to 
300 kBaud. 
The digital AS-i slaves 3, 4 and analogue input/output slaves with the address 1 and 2 or 16 and 17 
are projected at the controllere master 1. 
The digital AS-i slaves 1, 2 are connected to the controllere master 2. 
 
Step by step configuration 
 
The CANopen node address and the baud rate have to be set in the controllere display fieldbus 
setup. 
The lengths are to be set according to the AS-i configuration. 
 
Module 1 digital inputs master 1A: = 8 TPDO 1 COB-ID 387 
Module 2 digital outputs master 1A:  = 8 RPDO 1  COB-ID 515 
Module 3 digital inputs master 2A: = 8 TPDO 2  COB-ID 643 
Module 4 digital outputs master 2A:  = 8 RPDO 2  COB-ID 771 
 
 
Module 14 analogue input master 1: = 2   TPDO 3 COB-ID 451 

TPDO 4 COB-ID 707 
Module 15 analogue output master 1: = 2  RPDO 3 COB-ID 579 

RPDO 4 COB-ID 835 
 
The length of the unused modules has to be set to 0. 
 
The data length of the digital inputs / outputs is 8 bytes each to create a PDO for each module. It is, of 
course, also possible to reduce the data length to represent the digital data from master 1 and master 
2 in one receive and transmit PDO each. 
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6.4 Ethernet 

 
The AS-interface Ethernet controllers AC 1309 and AC1310 integrate a 100 Mbit/10Mbit Ethernet 
interface. Connection to Ethernet is made via the standard RJ45 Ethernet port.  
 
The Ethernet connection is made via an independent logical unit with a 66 MHz CPU with 8 MB RAM 
and 2 MB flash memory. A 1.4 MB flash memory is available to store user data. 
 
The data are exchanged between the Ethernet CPU and the plc function in the controllere using a 
transfer memory with a maximum capacity of 512-byte inputs and outputs each. 
 
The following communication options are supported: 
 
 Fieldbus protocol Modbus/TCP 
 Transparent mailbox socket interface 
 FTP server 
 Telnet server 
 HTTP server 
 Email client (SMTP) 
 IP access control 
 
The configuration steps to integrate an Ethernet controllere into a Modbus/TCP network, sending 
emails with the controllere and use of the controllere as webserver on an intranet are explained in the 
following chapters. 
 
 

6.4.1 Hardware connection 

 
The controllere is connected to the RJ45 port left of the terminal block using a suitable twisted-pair 
Ethernet patch cable to an Ethernet switch, hub or router.  
 

 
 

Example application: Controllere as control unit and data server of light and air-conditioning 
 technology in a network with 3 PC workstations 

 

AS-Interface 

Ethernet 
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For direct connection to a PC please use a crossover cable with crossed data wires. This cable only 
enables a point-to-point connection.  
 

 
Example application: Controllere as data server for visualisation on a PC implemented by means of 

 an OPC server software and Modbus TCP on an Ethernet point-to-point 
connection 

 
A cable of category 5 or higher is needed for a 100 Mbit Ethernet interface. The allowed Ethernet 
cable length to the PC, switch, hub or router is maximum 100 m. 
 
 

6.4.2 Basic configuration of the Ethernet interface 

 
Using the Ethernet controllere requires a CoDeSys user program which initialises the Ethernet 
interface, provides data, controls and monitors the communication.  
 
The controllere contains the factory-loaded project ETStart9.pro. It is available on the CoDeSys CD 
AC0326 in source text and can be used for configuration and data provision for the Ethernet interface. 
First start CoDeSys and open the project 'ETStart9.pro'. Go online and open the visualisation window 
'IPConfig'. 
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'IPConfig' visualisation window in the project ETStart9.pro to configure the Ethernet settings 
 
The visualisation window 'IPConfig' is used for the basic configuration of the Ethernet interface of the 
controllere. Please ensure that the project 'ETSart9.pro' is running in the device. To check this see the 
menu point 'PLC Info‘. The LED 'PLC RUN‘ must light. 
 
The input fields are strings and must be put in single inverted commas. If they are missing, the input 
cannot be finished. By pressing the Esc button the input can be aborted, the old input is then restored. 
 
If an input field is changed, the LED in the 'Store Config' button changes from green to yellow. A click 
on this button starts storing. As long as storing is not yet finished, a red LED is indicated. If all data are 
saved, the LED is green. 
 
Every controllere has its individual Ethernet address called MAC-ID or node number. It cannot be 
changed.  
 
The MAC-ID can now be assigned an IP address ( IP = Internet Protocol) which clearly identifies the 
device on the intranet/internet. Contact the system administrator of the network to select the address. 
 
The IP address consists of a net ID and host ID. Depending on the network class the net ID is 8, 16 or 
24 bits long. For a class C network the net ID is for example 24 bits long and the host ID 8 bits. A 
class C network is a small local network with up to 255 participants. 
 
Example: The IP address 192.168.0.2 writes the net ID 192.168.0 which specifies the subnet and the 
host ID 2 which corresponds to the device number in the subnet to a class C network device.  
 
To identify all possible devices in the same subnet the controllere needs the subnet mask. In the 
example above the subnet mask is 255.255.255.0. 
 
With the subnet mask the controllere can find out whether the receiver of a data package belongs to 
the same subnet and can thus be directly addressed. If this is not so, it sends the data package to the 
device whose address was defined as standard gateway (gateway address). In general, this is a 
router which can establish a telephone network connection to another network. 
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Using symbolic names (DNS = Domain Name System) instead of the IP addresses is also possible. 
To do so, the IP address of at least one name server must be indicated (DNS1 address, DNS2 
address). The name of the controllere (hostname) and the group name (domain name) can also be 
indicated. On an intranet these names can be freely selected, on the internet the names of the top 
level domains (e.g. .de, .net or .com) are assigned and the second level domain names (e.g. ifm-
electronic.com) are managed by authorised institutions. 
 
The SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) controls the sending of emails.  The controllere sends its 
emails to the device with the IP address specified as SMTP server (SMTP address). It places the 
email in the receiver's inbox until it is retrieved. If the SMTP server requires password authentication, 
this can also be defined (SMTP username / SMTP password). 
 

  With the activation of the administrator mode ( ), password protection for 
the FTP access to the data system in the controllere is deactivated!  Do no use this option in 
normal mode as with this setting the whole file system is open to any network participant. 

 
 
 
 

6.4.3 Data structures 

 
The project 'ETStart9.pro' provides the AS-i system data to the Ethernet interface in 14 modules. The 
lengths and basic addresses of these modules in the transfer memory to the Ethernet interface are set 
in the visualisation window 'DataConfig'. 
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'DataConfig' visualisation window in the project ETStart9.pro to configure the data fields 
 
Fields highlighted in white can be edited. After finishing the inputs the grey fields are calculated by 
clicking on 'Calculate'. If the inputs are correct, click on 'Store' to activate and save them. 
 
If an input field is changed, the LED in the 'Store' button changes from green to yellow. Clicking on this 
button starts storing. As long as storing is not yet finished, a red LED is indicated. If all data are saved, 
the LED is green. 
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A click on 'Store' also creates the file 'DataCfg.cfg' in the root directory of the Ethernet interface. This 
text file is a list of the set modules and the address offsets for Modbus/TCP in hexadecimal 
representation (numbers with starting 0x represent hexadecimal values, e.g. 0x10=16 decimal). 
 

 
; Configuration of Data Mapping in Dual Port RAM of Ethernet Interface card 
; read only: Changes will be overwritten by "Store" button in  
; CodeSys visualisation (DataConfig) 
 
 
[Digital IO´s] 
Module1:  0x0002  0x0402 ; digital inputs, outputs master1 A- and single- 
slaves  
Module2:  0x0012  0x0412 ; digital inputs, outputs master2 A- and single- 
slaves  
Module3:  0x0022  0x0422 ; digital inputs, outputs master1 B- slaves  
Module4:   0x0032  0x0432 ; digital inputs, outputs master2 B- slaves  
 
[Multiplex] 
Module5:      ; multiplexed analogue inputs 
Module6:      ; multiplexed analogue outputs 
Module7:      ; command channel 
 
[PLC_Data] 
Module8:    ; PLC_Input  
Module9:    ; PLC_Output 
 
[Analogue Data] 
Module10:   ; analogue input master1 
Module11:    ; analogue output master1 
Module12:    ; analogue input master2 
Module13:    ; analogue output master2 
 
[Diagnostic] 
Module14:  0x012C  ; AS-i Diagnostic 
 
;end 
 

 
Example of the file 'DataCfg.cfg' 

 
The modules include the information (data) transferred to the Ethernet interface by the AS-interface. 
The calculated addresses represent the basic address of the module in the Ethernet area. Integration 
of the data from these modules into a website or email or data addressing via Modbus/TCP will be 
explained in the next chapter. 
 
The Ethernet controllere provides 14 modules: 
 

Module 1: 
 
Contents:  Binary inputs and outputs of single or A slaves of the AS-i master 1 
Length: 0..16-byte I/O (= 0 if not used) 
 
Byte no. Bits 7..4 Bits 3..0 
1 flags master 1 slave1(a) 
2 slave2(a) slave3(a) 
.. 
15 slave28(a) slave29(a) 
16 slave30(a) slave31(a) 

 
The flags in the first input byte contain status information of the AS-i master 1: 
 
Bit7 Bit6 Bit5 Bit4 
plc is running in the 
controllere 

configuration error in 
the AS-i circuit 

no AS-i slave detected periphery fault 
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The flags in the first output byte contain control information of the AS-i master 1: 
 
bit7 bit6 bit5 Bit4 
reserved reserved reset of the stored diagnostic 

data  
activate transfer of the stored 
diagnostic data  

 
If bit 4 of the control information is TRUE, the controllere transmits the stored periphery faults and 
configuration errors in the device-specific diagnosis. The flags remain TRUE even if the fault is no 
longer present. Bit 5 in the control information resets this information. 
 

Module 2: 
 
Contents:  Binary inputs and outputs of single or A slaves of the AS-i master 2 
Length: 0..16-byte I/O (= 0 if not used) 
 
Byte no. Bits 7..4 Bits 3..0 
1 flags master 2 slave1 (a) 
2 slave2 (a) slave3 (a) 
.. 
15 slave28 (a) slave29 (a) 
16 slave30 (a) slave31 (a) 

 
The flags in the first input byte contain status information, the flags in the first output byte control 
information of the AS-i master 2. For information on this see module 1. 
 
 

Module 3: 
 
Contents:  Binary inputs and outputs of B slaves of the AS-i master 1 
Length: 0..16-byte I/O (= 0 if not used) 
 
Byte no. Bits 7..4 Bits 3..0 
1 flags master 1 slave1b 
2 slave2b slave3b 
.. 
15 slave28b slave29b 
16 slave30b slave31b 

 
The flags in the first input byte contain status information, the flags in the first output byte control 
information of the AS-i master 1. For information on this see module 1. 
 

Module 4: 
 
Contents:  Binary inputs and outputs of B slaves of the AS-i master 2 
Length: 0..16-byte I/O (= 0 if not used) 
 
Byte no. Bits 7..4 Bits 3..0 
1 flags master 2 slave1b 
2 slave2b slave3b 
.. 
15 slave28b slave29b 
16 slave30b slave31b 

 
The flags in the first input byte contain status information, the flags in the first output byte control 
information of the AS-i master 2. For information on this see module 1. 
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Module 5: 
 
Contents:  Multiplexed analogue inputs of the AS-i masters 1 and 2 
Length: 2-word consistent I/O (= 0 if not used) 
 
Data request: 
  1st word:  
Bit: 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

 MM X SSSSS 0 0 0 0 0 0 CC 
   MM: = 2-bit master number 1..2 
   X: = 0 = A or single slave, 1 = B slave 
   SSSSS: = 5-bit slave number 1..31 
   CC: = 2-bit channel no. 0..3 
   Calculation of the most significant byte: 
   (slave no.) + (master no. * 64) + (32 in case of a B slave)  
  2nd word: not used  
 
Controllere response: 
  1st word (copy of the request) 
Bit: 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

 MM X SSSSS EEEE 0 0 CC 
   EEEE: = 4-bit error no. of the response: 0=OK, 1= not valid 
   2 = overflow, 4 = no active analogue slave 
  2nd word: analogue value, INTEGER 
 

Module 6: 
 
 
Note: If the analogue outputs are also driven by module 12 or module 13 the output values of module 
6 are overwritten by the values of these modules. 
 
 
Contents:  Multiplexed analogue outputs of the AS-i masters 1 and 2 
Length: 2-word consistent I/O (= 0 if not used) 
 
Data request: 
  1st word:  
Bit: 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

 MM X SSSSS 0 0 0 V 0 0 CC 
   MM: = 2-bit master number 1..2 
   X: = 0 = A/single, 1 = B slave 
   SSSSS: = 5-bit slave number 1..31 
   V: = 1 bit  TRUE = switch off channel (AS-i master transmission 'invalid')  
   CC: = 2-bit channel no. 0..3 
   Calculation: (slave no.) + (master no. * 64) + (32 in case of B slave)  
  2nd word: analogue value, INTEGER 
 
Controllere response: 
  1st word: (copy of the request) 
Bit: 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

 MM X SSSSS EEEE 0 0 CC 
   EEEE: = 4-bit error no. of the response: 0 = OK, 1 = invalid 
   2 = overflow, 4 = no active analogue slave  

  2nd word: analogue value, INTEGER (copy of the request) 
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Module 7: 
 
Contents: command channel 
Length: 4-byte consistent I/O (= 0 if not used) 
 
Data request: 
  1st byte: command no., see table below 
  2nd byte: address (if necessary, see table below) 
 
 
Bit: 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

 MM X SSSSS 
   MM: = 2-bit master number 1..2 
   X: = 0 = A/single 1 = B slave 
   SSSSS: = 5-bit slave number 1..31 
   Calculation: (slave no.) + (master no. * 64) + (32 in case of B slave)  
  3rd and 4th bytes: data, see table below  
 
Controllere response: 
  1st byte: command no.(copy of the request) 
  2nd byte: address (copy of the request) 
Bit: 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

 MM X SSSSS 
  3rd and 4th bytes: data; see table below 
 
 
 
Note: For further information about the use of the commands in the list below please refer to the 
examples shown in the Profibus DP chapter of this manual. 
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Description Byte 1 

com.-
no. 

Byte 2 
address 

Byte 3 Byte 4 

Read master flags 1 MM000000 0..1 (word offset) - 
  Response: 1 MM000000 master flags 
Change operating mode  2 MM000000 0 = protected mode  

1 = proj. mode  
- 

  Response: 2 MM000000 0 = protected mode  
1 = proj. mode  

- 

Read current slave configuration  3 MMXSSSSS - - 
  Response: 3 MMXSSSSS current configuration 
Read projected slave 
configuration  

4 MMXSSSSS - - 

  Response: 4 MMXSSSSS proj. configuration 
Project slave configuration  5 MMXSSSSS proj. configuration 
  Response: 5 MMXSSSSS proj. configuration 
Read slave parameter  6 MMXSSSSS - - 
  Response: 6 MMXSSSSS proj. parameter current parameter 
Project slave parameter  7 MMXSSSSS proj. parameter - 
  Response: 7 MMXSSSSS proj. parameter - 
Read LAS  8 MMXSSSSS - - 
  Response: 8 MMXSSSSS LAS 0..15 or 16..31 or 0..15b or 16b..31b 
Read LDS  9 MMXSSSSS - - 
  Response: 9 MMXSSSSS LDS 0..15 or 16..31 or 0..15b or 16b..31b 
Read LPF  10 MMXSSSSS - - 
  Response: 10 MMXSSSSS LPF 0..15 or 16..31 or 0..15b or 16b..31b 
Read LPS  11 MMXSSSSS - - 
  Response: 11 MMXSSSSS LPS 0..15 or 16..31 or 0..15b or 16b..31b 
Read error counter 13 MMXSSSSS - - 
  Response: 13 MMXSSSSS error counter  
Read configuration error counter 14 MM000000 - - 
  Response: 14 MM000000 error counter  
Read AS-i cycle counter  15 MM000000 - - 
  Response: 15 MM000000 error counter  
Change current slave parameters  16 MMXSSSSS parameters - 
  Response: 16 MMXSSSSS reflected parameters  - 
Project all  19 MM000000 - - 
  Response: 19 MM000000 status - 
Save configuration in flash  21 MM000000 - - 
  Response: 21 MM000000 status - 
Reset error counter  22 MMXSSSSS - - 
  Response: 22 MMXSSSSS error counter  
 

Module 8: 
 
Contents: Field for the data transmission between the Ethernet system and the plc functionality 

 in the controllere 
Length: 0..64-word inputs (= 0 if not used) 
 

Module 9: 
 
Contents: Field for the data transmission between the plc functionality in the controllere and the 

 Ethernet system  
Length: 0..64-word outputs (= 0 if not used) 
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Module 10: 
 
Contents: Parallel analogue inputs of up to 31 AS-i slaves of master 1, 4 words per AS-i slave, 

 with the slave no. of the first slave to be transmitted and the quantity of the slaves 
 being specified 

Length: 0..124-word inputs (= 0 if not used) 
 
 

Module 11: 
 
Contents: Parallel analogue inputs of up to 31 AS-i slaves of master 2, 4 words per AS-i slave, 

 with the slave no. of the first slave to be transmitted and the quantity of the slaves 
 being specified 

Length: 0..124-word inputs (= 0 if not used) 
 
 

Module 12: 
 
Contents:  Parallel analogue outputs of up to 31 AS-i slaves of master 1, 4 words per AS-i slave, 

 with the slave no. of the first slave to be transmitted and the quantity of the slaves 
 being specified 

Length: 0..124-word outputs (= 0 if not used) 
 
 

Module 13: 
 
Contents: Parallel analogue outputs of up to 31 AS-i slaves of master 2, 4 words per AS-i slave, 

 with the slave no. of the first slave to be transmitted and the quantity of the slaves 
 being specified 

Length: 0..124-word outputs (= 0 if not used) 
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Module 14: 
 
Contents: Diagnostic data (see below) 
Length: 0 or 26 words (= 0 if not used) 
 

Words Contents  
1 master flags  

2..5 LDS: list of the detected slaves  
6..9 configuration error  

10..13 LPF: list of the periphery faults  

Diagnosis  
AS-i master 1 
A and B slaves 

14 master flags  
15..18 LDS: list of the detected slaves  
19..22 configuration error  
23..26 LPF: list of the periphery faults  

Diagnosis 
AS-i master 2 
A and B slaves 

 
Format of the first byte of the master flags: 
 

Bit15-8 Bit7 Bit6 Bit5 Bit4 Bit3 Bit2 Bit1 Bit0 
reserved CTRL Cerr Offl PF APF Sl0 ProjM WdRS232 

 
CTRL:  controllere plc in the RUN mode 
Cerr:  AS-i configuration error  
Offl:  AS-i master offline (no AS-i slave detected) 
PF:  AS-i periphery fault  
APF:  AS-i voltage fault  
Sl0:  AS-i slave with address 0 detected  
ProjM:  AS-i master in the projection mode  
WdRS232: watchdog triggered at the RS232C interface of the controllere  
 
Format of the slave lists: 
 
Bit  15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Word                 
1 15 

(A) 
14 
(A) 

13 
(A) 

12 
(A) 

11 
(A) 

10 
(A) 

9 
(A) 

8 
(A) 

7 
(A) 

6 
(A) 

5 
(A) 

4 
(A) 

3 
(A) 

2 
(A) 

1 
(A) 

0 

2 31 
(A) 

30 
(A) 

29 
(A) 

28 
(A) 

27 
(A) 

26 
(A) 

25 
(A) 

24 
(A) 

23 
(A) 

22 
(A) 

21 
(A) 

20 
(A) 

19 
(A) 

18 
(A) 

17 
(A) 

16 
(A) 

3 15B 14B 13B 12B 11B 10B 9B 8B 7B 6B 5B 4B 3B 2B 1B free
4 31B 30B 29B 28B 27B 26B 25B 24B 23B 22B 21B 20B 19B 18B 17B 16B

 
 

Configuration error: 
A 1 at the corresponding position of the AS-i slave means that this slave has caused a 
configuration error. 

 
Periphery fault indication: 

A 1 at the corresponding position of the AS-i slave means that a fault in the connected 
periphery occurred at this slave. 

 
List of the projected slaves: 

A 1 at the corresponding position of the AS-i slave means that this slave is projected. 
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6.4.4 Operation as Modbus/TCP server 

 
The controllere can be operated as Modbus/TCP server thus making the AS-i data accessible to a 
Modbus/TCP client in the network. 
 
The controllere operates as Modbus/TCP server according to the Modbus/TCP specification 1.0. All 
class 0 and class 1 commands as well as some class 2 commands have been implemented. Up to 8 
connections can be opened simultaneously. 

 
Function code Function name Class Data type Data size 

1 Read coils 1 Inputs/outputs Bit 
2 Read input discretes 1 Inputs/outputs Bit 
3 Read multiple registers 0 Inputs/outputs Word 
4 Read input registers 1 Inputs/outputs Word 
5 Write coil 1 Outputs Bit 
6 Write single register 1 Outputs Word 
7 Read exception status 1 - - 
15 Force multiple coils 2 Outputs Bit 
16 Force multiple registers 0 Outputs Word 
22 Mask write register 2 Outputs Word 
23 Read/write registers 2 Inputs/outputs Word 

 
 
The data the controllere is to make available to the Modbus/TCP client are configured in the project 
'ETStart9.pro' as already described in the visualisation window 'DataConfig'.  
 
In the visualisation window 'DataConfig' the basic addresses of the individual modules are calculated 
with a click on 'Calculate'.  
 
These data fields can then be addressed as follows in the Modbus client (numbers with appended) 
small h stand for hexadecimal values, e.g.: 10h = 16 decimal): 
 
Modbus/TCP inputs: 

 
Word 
addr. 

Bit address 

000h 000Fh 000Eh 000Dh 000Ch 000Bh 000Ah 0009h 0008h 0007h 0006h 0005h 0004h 0003h 0002h 0001h 0000h 

001h 001Fh 001Eh 001Dh 001Ch 001Bh 001Ah 0019h 0018h 0017h 0016h 0015h 0014h 0013h 0012h 0011h 0010h 

... ... 
1FFh 1FFFh 1FFEh 1FFDh 1FFCh 1FFBh 1FFAh 1FF9h 1FF8h 1FF7h 1FF6h 1FF5h 1FF4h 1FF3h 1FF2h 1FF1h 1FF0h 

 
Modbus/TCP outputs: 

 
Word 
addr. 

Bit address  

400h 400Fh 400Eh 400Dh 400Ch 400Bh 400Ah 4009h 4008h 4007h 4006h 4005h 4004h 4003h 4002h 4001h 4000h 

401h 401Fh 401Eh 401Dh 401Ch 401Bh 401Ah 4019h 4018h 4017h 4016h 4015h 4014h 4013h 4012h 4011h 4010h 

... ... 
5FFh 5FFFh 5FFEh 5FFDh 5FFCh 5FFBh 5FFAh 5FF9h 5FF8h 5FF7h 5FF6h 5FF5h 5FF4h 5FF3h 5FF2h 5FF1h 5FF0h 

 
For the address conversion note that the Modbus/TCP uses word addresses, the configuration table, 
however, byte addresses. 
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The conversion is shown in the following example. 
 
Example configuration: 

 

 
 
In the configuration shown above the modules 1 to 4 are used in their full length. This means that all inputs 

and outputs of the single or A slaves as well as the B slaves of both AS-i masters in the controllere can 
be transferred via the Modbus/TCP. 

 
The Modbus/TCP word address 002h contains the first two bytes of the digital inputs of the AS-i master 1 

(bytes 002h and 003h), i.e. the inputs of the slaves 1 to 3 and four status flags of the master. The 
inputs of the slaves 4 – 7 of the AS-i master 1 are stored in the word 004h (addresses are always byte 
addresses). 

 
The input data of the slaves 1-3 of the second AS-i master are available at the Modbus/TCP address 012h. 
 
A 'write single register' at the Modbus/TCP address 404h controls bytes 3 and 4 of the digital outputs of the 

AS-i master 1, i.e. the outputs of the slaves 4 to 7. 
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6.4.5 File system 

 
The Ethernet interface of the controllere has a memory area with a hierarchical directory structure. 
There files can be stored up to a total volume of 1.4 Mbytes and grouped in directories. 
 
The file system has two safety levels. Depending on these safety levels different users can be given 
different access options to directories and files. 
 
The file system can be accessed via the Ethernet interface using FTP (File Transfer Protocol), Telnet 
or HTTP.  
 
The file system differentiates between capital and small letters. This means for example that Test.TXT 
and Test.txt are two different files! 
 
Filenames can have a length of max. 48 characters. The permissible length of pathnames including 
filenames is 256 characters. 
 
The file size is only limited by the memory capacity of 1.4 Mbytes. 
 
The Ethernet interface used is an Anybus-S pcb type ABS-EIT-2 from HMS Industrial Networks 
GmbH. A detailed description of all functions and the control from the controllere plc via the mailbox 
interface can be downloaded from the HMS website www.hms-netoworks.com. 
 
The structures and procedures that are important for interface handling are described below. Further 
information is given in the above-mentioned documentation. But basic knowledge of Ethernet, TCP/IP, 
FTP, Telnet, email server and Modbus/TCP is required to use the corresponding services. For 
information on this topic, a wide selection of specialised books is available in bookshops. 
 

6.4.5.1 Protection  

 
The file system has two protection modes: administrator mode and normal mode.  
 
The administrator mode allows access to the whole file system via the network services FTP and 
Telnet. At the factory the controllere is set to active administrator mode. 
 

 This password protection does not refer to access to HTML sites with a browser but only to the FTP or 
Telnet access to the file system! 

 

 
In open networks with several users the administrator mode should always be password-protected. 
This is done by adding a directory named '\pswd' to the root directory in the file system of the 
controllere and a password file 'ad_pswd.cfg' stored there which defines the username and the 
administrator's password. 
 
To be able to give other users access to part of the file system in normal mode a subdirectory '\user' 
can be created which represents the root directory in normal mode. 
 
The FTP access as administrator must be forced in the browser if no password has been defined for 
normal mode.  
 
Example: ftp://admin@169.254.0.9 with 'admin' having been entered as username for the administrator 

in the file 'ad_pswd.cfg' and '169.254.0.9' being the IP address of the controllere 

http://www.hms-netoworks.com/�
ftp://admin@169.254.0.9/�
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  With the activation of the administrator mode ( ) in the project ETStart9.pro 
password protection for the FTP access to the file system in the controllere is deactivated!  
Do no use this option in normal mode as with this setting the whole file system is open to any 
network participant. 

 
 

6.4.5.2 Structure 

 
Root for administrator mode:  ethcfg.cfg (Ethernet settings, IP ...) 
 |    ip_accs.cfg (IP addresses of permitted clients)  
 |    telwel.cfg (Telnet welcome message) 
 |    onoffln.cfg (ON/OFF-line configuration) 
 | 
 |_____ \pswd:   ad_pswd.cfg (administrator password file) 
 | 
 |_____ \email:   email_1.cfg (email files defined by administrator)  
 |    ... 
 |    email_10.cfg 
 | 
 |_____ \user:     (root for normal users) 
  | 
  |___ \pswd:  sys_pswd.cfg (normal mode password file) 
  | 
  |___ \email:  email_1.cfg (email files defined by user)  
     ... 
     mail_10.cfg 
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6.4.5.3 Configuration files 

 
'ethcfg.cfg' 
The network settings are saved in this file. Most of these settings can be set in the visualisation 
window 'IPConfig‘ in the project 'ETStart9.pro': 
 
        Example file: 
 IP address of the controllere  

 
 Subnet mask 

 
 Gateway address of the standard gateway  

 
 IP address of the SMTP server 

 
 Dynamic host configuration protocol 

Automatic dynamic allocation of IP addresses 
from an address pool by an address server 
ON  - activated 
OFF  - deactivated  
 

 Ethernet baud rate 
Auto - automatic detection  
100  - set to 100 Mbits  
10  - set to 10 Mbits  
 

 Duplex data communication  
Auto - automatic detection  
Full - set to full-duplex  
Half - set to half-duplex  
 

[IP address] 
10.10.12.212 
 
[Subnet mask] 
255.255.255.0 
 
[Gateway address] 
0.0.0.0 
 
[SMTP address] 
0.0.0.0 
 
[DHCP/BOOTP] 
OFF 
 
[Speed] 
Auto 
 
[Duplex] 
Auto 
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'ip_accs.cfg' 
In this file the supported web services can be released for individual IP participants or participant 
groups.  An asterisk (*) can be used as placeholder (wildcard) for groups of IP addresses. The 
following inputs can be made: 
 
        Example file: 
 [Web]  

 
 [FTP] 

 
 [Telnet]  

 
 [Modbus/TCP]  

 
 [All] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
'onoffln.cfg' 
In the default setting the ON/Off-line functionality is triggered by the Ethernet connection. But this can 
be modified by settings in this file. 
 
        Example file: 
 [ ON/OFF-line trigger]   

Online triggered by : 
Link  - Ethernet connection 
Modbus - Modbus connection 
 

 [Timeout]  Offline after timeout (in multiples of 
100 ms) 
 

 [Commands]  List of the Modbus commands 
which must be received during timeout to remain 
online. With 'ALL' triggering is carried out for all 
commands. 
 

 
'ad_pswd.cfg‘ and ‚sys_pswd.cfg' 
The usernames and the corresponding passwords are stored in password files. Access from a web 
browser to these files is blocked. 
 
        Example file: 
 If the colon is missing, the password is identical to 

the username. 
 
 
 
 
'telwel.cfg' 
This file generates a new welcome message for Telnet accesses. It should contain a corresponding 
ASCII text.  
 
Email files 'email_1.cfg' ..., 'email_10.cfg' 
These files contain predefined email messages together with the information about the addressee and 
the type of sending.  Further information is given in the section on sending of emails. 
 

[Web] 
10.10.*.* 
 
[FTP] 
10.10.12.* 
10.10.13.* 
 
[Telnet] 
10.10.12.* 
 
[All] 
10.10.12.10 
 

[ON/OFF-line trigger] 
Modbus 
 
[Timeout] 
10 
 
[Commands] 
3, 16, 23 

Egon: password 
Hugo: test 
Gast 
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6.4.6 Operation as webserver 

 
The controllere can be operated as webserver on an intranet. To do so, HTTP pages are stored in the 
file system which can then be called and shown by any browser. The special feature about these 
websites, however, is that values and states of the controllere plc can be displayed and changed in the 
browser.  
 
To store, move or delete files in the file system of the controllere FTP services or the Telnet server can 
be used. 
 
 

6.4.6.1 FTP server 

 
The Windows Explorer™ of a PC networked with the controllere enables processing of the file system, 
creation and deletion of directories or files. 
 
To do so, enter 'FTP://<IP address>’ in the address line of the Explorer™, <IP address> must be 
replaced by the IP address set in the controllere. 
 
The Explorer™ now shows the structure of the file system in the controllere and you can process it as 
usual.  
 
 

6.4.6.2 Telnet server 

 
A Telnet interface is part of the Windows operating system. This is a command line platform similar to 
DOS used to process the file system. 
 
To do so, call 'Run' in the Start menu and enter 'Telnet'. In the Telnet menu connect the system to a 
network system (hostname = IP address of the controllere). 
 
After setup of the connection the following commands are available: 
 
General commands: 
 
admin: 

Syntax: admin 
Enables input of the administrator's username and the corresponding password, and thus activation of 
the administrator mode. 
 
help: 

Syntax: help [general|diagnostic|filesystem] 
If called without argument, the following message is displayed: 
 
General commands: 
 
help - Help with menus 
version - Display version information 
exit - Exit station program 
 
Also try ‘help [general|diagnostic|filesystem]’ 
 
version: 

Syntax: version 
This command shows the version information, serial number and MAC ID of the device. 
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exit: 
Syntax: exit 

Finishes the network connection to the controllere. 
 
 
Diagnostic commands 
 
The following commands are listed with 'help diagnostic'. 
 
arps: 

Syntax: arps 
Shows the ARP status. 
 
iface: 

Syntax: iface 
Shows the interface status. 
 
sockets: 

Syntax: sockets 
Shows the socket list. 
 
routes: 

Syntax: routes 
Shows the IP routing table. 
 
 
File system commands: 
 
Commands with filenames, directory names or paths as argument can be entered with or without 
single inverted commas. However, names with a space must be placed in single inverted commas. 
Relative pathnames with ' ', '\' and '  ' are allowed. 
 
dir: 

Syntax: dir [path] 
Lists the contents of a directory. If no path is specified, the contents of the current directory are listed. 
 
md 

Syntax: md [[path][directory]] 
Creates a directory. If no path is entered, the directory is created under the current directory. 
 
rd: 

Syntax: md [[path][directory]] 
Deletes a directory. Only empty directories can be deleted using this command. 
 
cd: 

Syntax: cd [path] 
Changes the current directory (path = '..' changes to the superior directory). 
 
format: 

Syntax: format 
Formats the file system. This command can only be called in the administrator mode.  
 
Caution: After execution of this command all data stored in the file system of the controllere are 

irretrievably deleted! After power off and on of the controllere the system can no longer be 
addressed via Ethernet due to the missing file 'ethcfg.cfg'. To recreate the file configure the 
system in the visualisation window 'IPConfig' of the plc project 'ETStart9.pro'. 
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del: 
Syntax: del [[path][filename]] 

Deletes a file. If the file 'ethcfg.cfg' was deleted, the important notes given under 'format' also apply! 
 
ren: 

Syntax: ren [[path][old name]] [[path][new name]] 
Renames a file or a directory. 
 
move: 

Syntax: move [[source path][source file]] [[target path]] 
Moves a file or a directory. 
 
copy: 

Syntax: copy [[source path][source file]] [[target path][target file]] 
Copies a file. 
 
type: 

Syntax: type [[path][filename]] 
Lists the contents of a file. 
 
mkfile: 

Syntax: mkfile [[path][filename]] 
Creates an empty file. 
 
append: 

Syntax: append [[path][filename]] ["text to be appended"] 
Appends a text to a file. 
 
 
 

6.4.6.3 HTTP server 

 
With the HTTP protocol (hypertext transfer protocol) most often used on the internet, HTML pages 
(hypertext markup language) stored in the controllere can be shown using a normal internet browser.  
 
As factory preset, the Ethernet can be configured by calling the page 'http://<IP address>/config.htm' 
with the placeholder <IP address> having to be replaced by the IP address of the controllere (e.g. 
http://192.168.0.12/config.htm). 
 
For creating a HTML page a special web design program can be used. Simple results can also be 
achieved with a normal text editor. A wide selection of specialised books with information on the 
creation of HTML pages is available in book shops. 
 
A special feature of the webserver in the controllere is interactive design of the contents of the 
displayed pages. These SSI functions dynamically insert the contents of system variables into the 
contents to be displayed before sending the page. 
 
Example of a call of a SSI function in a HTML page (extract): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

<tr> 
<td>Value of Word: </td> 

 <td> 
  <?--#exec cmd_argument='printf( "%u", InReadUWord( 380) )'--> 
 </td> 
</tr> 
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The following SSI functions are available:  
 
DisplayIP 
This function returns the currently used IP address. 
 
Syntax: 
<?--#exec cmd_argument=’DisplayIP’--> 
 
DisplaySubnet 
This function returns the currently used subnet mask. 
 
Syntax: 
<?--#exec cmd:argument=’DisplaySubnet’--> 
 
DisplayGateway 
This function returns the currently used gateway address. 
 
Syntax: 
<?--#exec cmd_argument=’DisplayGateway’--> 
 
DisplayDhcpState 
This function returns the state of DHCP/BootP (enabled or disabled). 
 
Syntax: 
<?--#exec cmd_argument=’DisplayDhcpState( “Output when ON”, “Output when 
OFF”)’--> 
 
DisplayEmailServer 
This function returns the currently used SMTP server address. 
 
Syntax: 
<?--#exec cmd:argument=’DisplayEmailServer’--> 
 
StoreEtnConfig 
This function stores a given IP configuration to FLASH. 
 
Syntax: 
<?--#exec cmd_argument=’StoreEtnConfig’--> 
Insert this line into an HTML page and transfer this page to a form with new IP settings. 
In this form the following fields are accepted: 

- SetIp 
- SetSubnet 
- SetGateway 
- SetEmailServer 
- SetDhcpState value “on” or “off” 

 
Standard output: 

- Invalid IP address! 
- Invalid Subnet mask! 
- Invalid Gateway address! 
- Invalid IP address or Subnet mask! 
- Invalid Email Server IP address! 
- Configuration stored correctly. 
- Invalid DHCP state! 
- Failed to store the configuration! 

 
More information about SSI outputs is given under 'Redirecting SSI output' following this list of SSI 
functions. 
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printf 
This SSI function inserts a formatted text that can contain data from the plc project in the controllere 
into a website. Text formatting corresponds to that of the standard C function printf(). 
 
Syntax: 
<?--#exec cmd_argument=’printf(“Text:”, Arg1, Arg2, ..., ArgN)’--> 
 
As in the standard C function printf() the "Text:" can contain two object types:  
 
 Simple characters which are copied to the website and 
 
 Placeholders with format indications for the next argument. Each placeholder starts with % and 

ends with a formatting letter. It can be inserted in between: 
 Control character to influence formatting: 

- (Minus) defines a left-aligned output. 
+  (Plus) forces the output of the value with sign. 
 (Space) inserts a space for positive values instead of the sign. 
0  defines the leading zeros for the output of values. 

#  defines an alternative output format. For o the output is octal. For x or X, 0x or 0X the 
representation is hexadecimal. The formats e, E (exponential notation), f (floating decimal 
point without exponent), g and G (floating decimal point, if necessary in exponential 
notation) always contain a decimal point. For g and G attached zeroes are not removed. 

 A number which defines the minimum field length. The character inserted is normally the 
space. 

 A decimal point to separate the field length and the places after the decimal point. 
 A number for the quantity of the places after the decimal point for e, E or F representations or 

the number of the significant places for g or G representations or the minimum represented 
places for integer numbers (leading zeros are inserted if necessary) 

 A length indication h (short or unsigned short), l (small L) or L (long or unsigned long).  
 
The formatting characters and their meaning are described in the following table. % must always be 
followed by a formatting character. 
 
Formatting 
characters 

Argument type, converted into  

d, i  byte short; decimal notation  
o  byte short; octal notation (without leading zero) 
x, X  byte short; hexadecimal notation (without preceding zero 0x or 0X), with abcdef being 

output for 0x or ABCDEF for 0X 
u  byte short; decimal notation  
c  byte short; individual character, after conversion to unsigned char  
s  char*; characters of a string are output until a "\0" or the number of the defined decimal 

places is reached.  
f  float; decimal notation of the format [-]mmm.ddd, with the number of ds being defined 

by the places after the decimal point. The default value for the places after the decimal 
point is 6, a zero as number for the places after the decimal point suppresses the 
decimal point.  

e, E  float; decimal notation of the format [-]m.dddddd e+-xx or [-]m.ddddddE+-xx, with the 
number of ds being defined by the number of the places after the decimal point. The 
default value for the places after the decimal point is 6, a zero as number for the places 
after the decimal point suppresses the decimal point. 

g, G  float; %e or %E is used if the exponent is between –4 and the number of the places 
after the decimal point, otherwise %f is used. Trailing zeros as well as a trailing decimal 
point are not represented. 

%  If no argument is indicated, this is shown by %. 
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Argument  Description 
InReadSByte(offset)  reads a signed byte from the input area with the offset 
InReadUByte(offset)  reads an unsigned byte from the input area with the offset 
InReadSWord(offset)  reads a signed word (short) from the input area with the offset  
InReadUWord(offset)  reads an unsigned word (short) from the input area with the offset  
InReadSLong(offset)  reads a signed longword (long) from the input area with the offset  
InReadULong(offset)  reads an unsigned longword (long) from the input area with the offset 
InReadString(offset)  reads a string (char*) from the input area with the offset  
InReadFloat(offset)  reads a floating point (float) value from the input area with the offset  
OutReadSByte(offset)  reads a signed byte from the output area with the offset  
OutReadUByte(offset)  reads an unsigned byte from the output area with the offset  
OutReadSWord(offset) reads a signed word (short) from the output area with the offset  
OutReadUWord(offset) reads an unsigned word (short) from the output area with the offset  
OutReadSLong(offset)  reads a signed longword (long) from the output area with the offset 
OutReadULong(offset)  reads an unsigned longword (long) from the output area with the offset  
OutReadString(offset)  reads a ZERO terminated string (char*) from the output area with the offset  
OutReadFloat(offset)  reads a floating point (float) value from the output area with the offset  
 
scanf 
This SSI function reads a string generated by a HTML form, interprets it according to the format 
indication and stores the result in the data for the plc project in the controllere. 
The string format corresponds to the standard C function call scanf(). 
 
Syntax: 
<?--#exec cmd_argument=’scanf( “ObjName”, “format”, Arg1, ..., ArgN), 
ErrVal1, ..., ErrvalN’--> 
 
ObjName  - name of the object with the forwarded data string  
format  - defines the format of the data string  
Arg1 - ArgN  - defines the goals of the data  
ErrVal1 - ErrValN  - optional, defines a value or string to be generated in case of a fault  
 
The formatting characters d, i, o, u and x can be supplemented by a small L so that the system 
generates a 'long' value instead of a byte or short. 
 
Standard output: 

- Write succeeded 
- Write failed 
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More information about SSI outputs is given under 'Redirecting SSI output' following this list of SSI 
functions. 
 
Formatting 
characters 

Input data, argument type  

d  decimal number; byte, short 
i  number, byte, short. The number can be octal (leading zero) or hexadecimal (leading 0x 

or 0X).  
o  octal number (with or without leading zero); byte, short 
u  decimal number without sign; unsigned byte, unsigned short 
x  hexadecimal number (with or without leading 0x or 0X ); byte, short 
c  character; char*. The following input characters (default 1) are stored at the specified 

position. The normal space suppression is not active, %1s reads the next character 
(which is not a space).  

s  string array; char*, points to an array of characters completed by "\0".  
e, f, g  floating point number with optional sign, decimal point and exponent; float*  
%  character %; no assignment  
 
Argument  Description 
OutWriteByte(offset)  writes a byte to the address offset in the output area  
OutWriteWord(offset)  writes a word (short) to the address offset in the output area  
OutWriteLong(offset)  writes a long value to the address offset in the output area  
OutWriteString(offset)  writes a string to the address offset in the output area  
OutWriteFloat(offset)  writes a float value to the address offset in the output area  
 
GetText 
This SSI function gets a text from an object and stores it in the output area. 
 
Syntax: 
<?--#exec cmd arbgument=’GetText( “ObjName”, OutWriteString ( offset ),  
n)’--> 
offset defines the offset to the beginning of the output area. 
n (optional) defines the maximum number of the characters to be read. 
Standard output: 

- Write succeeded 
- Write failed 

 
More information about SSI outputs is given under 'Redirecting SSI output' following this list of SSI 
functions. 
 
IncludeFile 
This SSI function integrates the contents of a file into a website. 
 
Syntax: 
<?--#exec cmd_argument=’IncludeFile( “filename” )’--> 
Standard output: 

- <file contents> 
- Failed to open <filename> 

 
More information about SSI outputs is given under 'Redirecting SSI output' following this list of SSI 
functions. 
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SaveToFile 
This SSI function saves the contents of a transferred form in a file. The transferred name/value pair 
separated by the specified separator is added to the file "filename". These data are either appended or 
overwrite the current contents of the file. 
 
Syntax: 
<?--#exec cmd_argument=’SaveToFile( “filename”, “separator”, 
[Append|Overwrite] )’--> 
Standard output: 

- Form saved to file 
- Failed to save form 

 
More information about SSI outputs is given under 'Redirecting SSI output' following this list of SSI 
functions. 
 
Redirecting SSI output 
There are two options to redirect the outputs of SSI functions: 
1. General SSI output redirection by creating a file named "\ssi_str.cfg" as well as the option to 

generate own error messages. 
2. Temporary redirection by calling the SSI function “SSIOutput()”. 
 
The SSI output file 
If the file "\ssi_str.cfg" exists in the file system of the Ethernet interface and complies with the 
specification indicated below, these output strings are used.  
To do so, the file format must be as follows: 
[StoreEtnConfig] 
Success: "Text to be displayed if execution is successful" 
Invalid IP: "Text to be displayed if the IP address is invalid" 
Invalid Subnet: "Text to be displayed if the subnet mask is invalid" 
Invalid Gateway: "Text to be displayed if the gateway address is invalid" 
Invalid Email server: "Text to be displayed if the SMTP address is invalid" 
Invalid IP or Subnet: "Text to be displayed if the IP address and subnet mask are not correct" 
Save Error: "Text to be displayed if saving failed" 
Invalid DHCP state: "Text to be displayed if the DHCP status is invalid" 
[scanf] 
Success: "Text to be displayed if execution is successful" 
Failure: "Text to be displayed if execution has failed" 
[IncludeFile] 
Failure: "Text to be displayed if execution has failed". By inserting the placeholder %s the filename can 

be integrated into the text. 
[SaveToFile] 
Success: "Text to be displayed if execution is successful" 
Failure: "Text to be displayed if execution has failed". By inserting the placeholder %s the filename can 

be integrated into the text. 
[GetText] 
Success: "Text to be displayed if execution is successful" 
Failure: "Text to be displayed if execution has failed" 
 
The contents can be forwarded to a file with any name by entering ‘[File path]’ in the first line of the file 
"\ssi_str.cfg" and in the following line the filename including the path.  
 
Example: 
[File path] 
\user\ssi_strings.cfg 
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Temporary SSI output redirection  
The output of the following SSI function can be redirected by calling the function "SsiOutput()". Only 
the outputs of the next following function are redirected! The allowed length of each of the two 
character strings is max. 128 bytes. 
 
Syntax: 
<?--#exec cmd_argument=’SsiOutput( “success string”, “failure string” )’--> 
 
Example: 
The following example shows the modification of the output of the SSI function scanf: 
<?--#exec cmd_argument=’SsiOutput ( “parameter1 changed”, “error” )’--> 
<?--#exec cmd_argument=”scanf( “parameter1”, “%d”, OutWriteByte(0) )’--> 
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6.4.7 Generation of emails 

 
The controllere can send emails via the optional Ethernet interface. To do so, the IP address of the 
SMTP server in the network must first be determined. Without a valid SMTP address no email can be 
sent. 
 
It is then possible to send predefined email messages to a predefined receiver triggered by an event in 
the input or output area. The data are checked at intervals of 500 ms so that a trigger pulse must also 
be present for at least 500 ms. It is possible to define 10 emails each for the administrator and the 
normal user which can all be triggered by different events. 
 
The emails for normal users must be stored in the directory "\user\email\", the administrator emails in 
the directory "\email". The names must be 'email_1.cfg', 'email_2.cfg' ... 'email_10.cfg'. 
 
The file format must be as follows: 
 

[Register] 
Area, offset, type  
[Register match] 
Comparison value, mask, comparison operation  
[To] 
Receiver  
[From] 
Sender 
[Subject] 
Subject line  
[Headers] 
Special header  
[Message] 
Text message  
 
Parameter description 
Area  - Data area. Possible indications 'IN' (input data) or 'OUT" (output data) 
Offset  - Address offset (decimal or hexadecimal indication possible) 
Type  - Data type. Possible indications: ‘byte’, ‘word’ and ‘long’ 
Comparison value - Value to compare with (decimal or hexadecimal indication possible) 
Mask  - The system carries out a logical 'and' on the data and the mask before the 

comparison is made (decimal or hexadecimal indication possible). 
Comparison operation - This parameter indicates the type of comparison. Possible comparisons: '<' '='  
      and '>' 
Receiver - Email address of the receiver separated by a semicolon 
Sender   - Email address of the sender 
Subject line - Subject of the email (only one line) 
Special header - This parameter is optional and may be interesting for advanced users to send 

HTML emails. 
Text message  - The actual email message 
 
Note: Hexadecimal values must be indicated in the format 0xN with 'N' being the actual hexadecimal 
value.  
 
Note: After changes in the [Register] or [Register match] information the controllere must be reset 
before the changes become effective. All other areas can also be changed during operation. 
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Example: 
[Register] 
IN, 0x0003, byte 
[Register match] 
0x20, 0x7F, > 
[To] 
support@hms-networks.com 
[From] 
AnyBus@hms-networks.com 
[Subject] 
Status 
[Message] 
All data correct. 

 
SSI in emails 
Due to the integration of dynamic SSI data accesses a wide range of different information can be 
generated with a predefined email. This is done similarly to the integration of SSI calls in websites. 
The following SSI commands are supported in emails: 
• DisplayIP 
• DisplaySubnet 
• DisplayGateway 
• DisplayEmailServer 
• printf 
• IncludeFile 
• SsiOutput 
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7 Reference 

7.1 Display messages  

In the controllere display error messages are displayed in two different ways:  
 
1. AS-i system error: 

The messages are displayed instead of the start image. There is no interruption in the menu 
handling, a flashing exclamation mark is displayed in the middle of the bottom line in the 
display instead (only if the configuration mode has been disabled) 
 

2. Handling and internal system errors:  
The message superposes the menu representation and must be confirmed by pressing the 
right button. 

 

7.1.1 AS-i system error (code E10 ... E30 ) 
 

E10 
slave profile incorrect 
The slave was detected in the system but not activated by the master. 
-> The cause is that the slave profile does not correspond with the projected one and that the master is in the 
“Protected Mode”. 
 
N.B.: In the slave Info menu the projected and the detected slave profile can be checked. 
 
E11 
slave not present 
The slave was found in the projection but it was not detected on the AS-i line. 
LPS not identical with LDS. 
 
E12 
slave not projected 
The slave was found on the AS-i line but not in the projection. 
LDS not identical with LPS. 
 
E13 
Periphery fault detected 
The master recognises that there is a periphery fault on at least one slave. 
 
E14 
Safety slave alert 
>> error message not activated at present << 
 
E15 
Analog protocol failure 
>> error message not activated at present << 
 
E20 
ASI Power Fail 
The master is in the “Protected Mode” and detects that the AS-i voltage supply is not greater than 28 V. This 
message is only generated if at least one slave is projected, i.e. the LPS has to be unequal to 0. 
 
E21 
No slave detected 
The master is in the “Projected Mode” and detects that no slave is connected to the AS-i line. This message is 
only generated if at least one slave is projected, i.e. the LPS has to be unequal to 0. 
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E22 
slave 0 detected 
The master is in the “Protected Mode” and detects a slave with the address 0 on the AS-i line. This message is 
only generated if the profile of the missing slave on the AS-i line is identical with the detected one with the 
address 0. 
 
E23 
slave 0 bad profile 
The master is in the “Protected Mode” and detects a slave with the address 0 on the AS-i line. This message is 
only generated if the profile of the missing slave on the AS-i line is not identical with the detected one with the 
address 0. 
 
E24 
Autoaddress not enabled 
The master is in the “Protected Mode” and detects a slave with the address 0 on the AS-i line. This message is 
only generated if the profile of the missing slave on the AS-i line is identical with the detected one with the 
address 0, the “Automatic Addressing” in the master was, however, not activated. 
 
E25 
Config error 
The master is in the “Normal Operating Mode” and detects a projection error. 
Possible causes:  
 The profiles of the detected slaves are not identical with the projected slaves. 
 One or more slaves are additionally detected on the AS-i line. 
 One or several slaves are missing on the AS-i line. 
N.B.:  
In the slave Info menu the projected and the detected slave profile can be checked, 
also the entries of the slaves in the LAS, LDS, LPS.  
 
E26 
Generic Periphery fault 
The master is in the “Normal Operating Mode” and detects that at least one slave on the AS-i line signals a 
periphery fault. 
 
E27 
Normal operation inactive 
The master signals that it is not in the “Normal Operating Mode”. 
Possible causes: 
 
The master detects an AS-i voltage smaller than 22V and therefore changes into the “Offline Mode”. 
The master has received a request from the operating system to change into the “Offline Mode”. 
The master has found a transfer error in the communication with the operating system. 
 
Other causes which can lead to the error message directly after the device has been switched on: 
Initialisation of the master while the device is switched on was not successful. 
The master has not yet received the projection nor the projected parameters from the operating system. 
The master has not yet been started by the operating system. 
 
E28 
Safety slave triggered on channel 1  
>> error message not activated at present << 
 
E29 
Safety slave triggered on channel 2 
>> error message not activated at present << 
 
E30 
Safety slave triggered 
The device has detected a “Safety slave” on the AS-i line and recognises that the inputs of the “Safety slave” are 
switched to constant LOW for a period of time > 64ms. 
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7.1.2 AS-i master command error (code M01 ... M20 
 

M01 
Error on command execution 
An error has occurred during the execution of an AS-i command which has stopped the execution of the 
command. 
More information will follow in another error message. 
 
M02 
slave not found 
The attempt was made to access a slave via an AS-i command which is not on the AS-i line, i.e. the slave is not in 
the LDS.  
 
M03 
slave 0 found 
The master detects a slave with the address 0 on the AS-i line and can therefore not execute the command. 
Example: Attempt to readdress a slave while a slave with the address 0 is on the AS-i line.  
 
M04 
slave with same address found 
During the execution of a command the master detects that there is already a slave at the requested address on 
the AS-i line. 
Example: Attempt to readdress a slave to an address which is already occupied by another slave on the AS-i line. 
 
M05 
Delete of old slave address  
The master detects that the attempt to reprogram a slave to the address 0 is unsuccessful. 
 
Example: AS-i slave has a limited number of readdressing possibilities and this number has now been used up. 
 
M06 
Reading Extended IO Code 1 
The master does not receive any or an invalid answer during the inquiry of the extended IO code 1. 
Example: Attempt to readdress an A/B slave to another address.  
 
M07 
Writing to slave failed 
The attempt by the master to readdress a slave to a new target address is unsuccessful or writing of the extended 
ID code 1 to slave 1 is unsuccessful. 
Example: Attempt to readdress an A/B slave to another address. 
 
M08 
New address temporary stored  
During readdressing of a slave the new address could not be written to slave any more, since it was no longer 
detected on the AS-i line. 
Possible causes: Double addressing, major bus interference.  
 
M09 
Extended ID1 temporary stored 
During writing of the ID code 1 to the slave it could not be written to the slave since it was no longer detected on 
the AS-i line. 
Possible causes: Double addressing, major bus interference. 
 
M10 
slave not in LAS 
The master detects that a slave has not been activated. 
Possible causes: The slave profile in the projection data is not identical with that of the detected slave and the 
master is in the “Protected Mode”.  
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M11 
slave data invalid 
This error message has a multiple meaning and thus depends on the requested command: 
1) slave readdressing 
Address 32 = 0B was indicated as target address. 
2) Write parameters 
The attempt has been made to write a value greater than 0x7 to an A/B slave, ID=0xA. 
 
M12 
7.4 slave toggle/sequence failure 
During transfer to the “7.4 slave protocol” the master detected an error in the triple sequence of the slave.  
Possible causes:  Interference on the bus, software error in the AS-i slave. 
 
M13 
Host timeout on 7.4 
During transfer to the “7.4 slave protocol” the master detected a time-out in the communication with the operating 
system.  
Possible causes:  
Long plc cycle which slows down the transfer of the individual 7.4 segments of the operating system / plc to the 
master to an unacceptable degree, t > 1 sec. 
If this case occurs, the master will end the 7.4 transfer started last and will again enter into normal data exchange 
with the respective slave.  
 
M14 
Invalid address 
This error message has a multiple meaning and thus depends on the requested command: 
1. The attempt was made to write a parameter to slave 0. 
2. For readdressing, the address 0B or the address 0 was indicated as start and target address. 
3. During the attempt to write the extended ID code 1 the address 0 was used. 
 
M15 
slave aborted 7.4 
The addressed 7.4 slave has stopped the transfer. 
Possible cause: Error in the 7.4 data of the plc. 
Interference on the bus, software error in the AS-i slave. 
 
M16 
slave deleted while 7.4 runs 
During a running 7.4 protocol transfer the slave was deleted from the list of active slaves by the master.  
Possible cause: Interference on the bus 
 
M17 
7.4 transfer busy 
The attempt was made to start a new 7.4 transfer during a running 7.4 protocol transfer. 
 
M18 
7.4 Host sequence failure 
The sequence bit was set to 1 by the host / the plc although a value smaller than 30 was indicated in the Dlen 
data field.  
 
M19 
Invalid data length (no MOD 3 separation) 
The indicated data length Dlen does not necessarily mean that it is a multiple of factor 3.  
A 7.4 protocol transfer always consists of several data triples. 
 
M20 
Invalid command 
The host / plc has tried to send a command to the master which is unknown to it. 
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7.1.3 Flash error (code F00 ... F10) 
 

F00 
General flash failure  
This error message contains all unsuccessful operations which have to do with the integrated flash device. More 
details can be seen in the following error messages. 
 
F01 
Bad flash command 
The operating system has received an invalid command for the flash function block. 
Possible cause: Error in the command from the plc. 
 
F02 
Flash sector erasure failed 
The flash device has not executed the command to erase a flash sector. 
Possible cause: Access to the flash device while it is in the command execution. 
Rectification: Repeat command.  
 
F03 
Flash write verify failed 
The data which were to be stored by the flash device could not be verified. 
Possible cause: Access to the flash device while it is in the command execution. Rectification: Repeat command. 
 
F04 
Flash device: timeout 
The flash device reports a timeout during a command execution. 
Possible cause: Access to the flash device while it is in the command execution. Rectification: Repeat command. 
 
F05 
Flash device: command 
The flash device has received an invalid command. 
Possible cause: Software error in the operating system. 
 
F06 
Flash system timeout 
The operating system has found a timeout during the execution of a flash command. 
Possible cause: Access to the flash device while it is in the command execution. Rectification: Repeat command. 
 
F07 
Erasure PLC sectors in Flash 
The attempt to delete the sectors in which the plc program is stored was unsuccessful. 
Possible causes: The sectors were blocked against overwriting (AC1325 and AC1326). 
Access to the flash device while it is in the command execution. Flash device defective. Rectification: Repeat 
command. 
 
F08 
Storage PLCPRG in flash 
Storing of the plc program in the flash device was unsuccessful. 
Possible causes: The sectors were blocked against overwriting (AC1325 and AC1326). 
Access to the flash device while it is in the command execution. Flash device defective. Rectification: Repeat 
command. 
 
F09 
Storage NV in flash 
Storing of the non-volatile data in the flash device was unsuccessful (%MB...  Retain var). 
Possible cause: Access to the flash device while it is in the command execution. Flash device defective. 
Rectification: Repeat command. 
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F10 
PLC write protection 
The attempt to store the plc program in the flash device was unsuccessful.  
Possible cause: The plc program was protected against overwriting. 
Rectification: Disable write protection via program “freeflash-pro”. 
 
 

7.1.4 Timeout error (code T00 ... T11) 
 

T00 
Timeout communication master 
The operating system has detected a timeout during communication with the master. 
Possible causes: Unacceptable interference on the 24V power supply.  
Unacceptable interference on the AS-i power supply. Unacceptably high electrostatic charges and 
electromagnetic fields in close proximity of the device. 
Rectification: Ground the device via the DIN rail, connection of the FE terminal to the plant ground. 
Use a switched-mode power supply to supply the device. 
 
T01 
Timeout system cycle 
The operating system has found a timeout during the execution of a system cycle. 
Possible cause: Parts of the operating system in SRAM have been overwritten by the plc. 
 
T02 
Timeout ASI1 cmd channel 1 
T03 
Timeout ASI1 cmd channel 2 
T04 
Timeout ASI2 cmd channel 1 
T05 
Timeout ASI2 cmd channel 2 
The operating system has found a timeout during the execution of a command to the master on the respective 
channel. 
Possible cause: The status information of the command channel has been overwritten by the plc. 
 
T06 
Timeout PLC cycle  
The operating system has found a timeout during the execution of a plc cycle. 
Possible cause: Closed loop within the plc. 
 
T07 
Timeout command channel 
During the execution of a command started by the plc a timeout was found. 
Possible causes: The status information of the command channel has been overwritten by the plc or the 
integrated field bus, e.g. Profibus DP. 
 
T08 
Timeout command channel request 
During the attempt to start a command on the command channel a timeout was found. Possible causes: The 
status information of the command channel has been overwritten by the plc. Permanent use of the command 
channel by the integrated field bus, e.g. Profibus DP. 
 
T09 
Timeout Fieldbus communication 
A timeout was found during the communication of the device with the connected field bus, e.g. Profibus DP. This 
monitoring is running after a first communication of the device via the connected field bus.  
Possible cause: Field bus master has stopped communication, wire break on the connection cable. 
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T10 
Timeout on master mode 
Unsuccessful change of the master into another operating mode, e.g. “Projection Mode”, “Protected Mode”. 
Possible cause: During change into the “Protected Mode” the master has detected a slave 0 and can thus not 
change into this operating mode.  
 
T11  
Timeout MUX actualisation 
A timeout was found during the update of the MUX fields, e.g.: analogue values slaves 1..31. Possible causes: 
Parts of the operating system have been overwritten by the plc. 
Interference on the 24V power supply cable. Rectification: Use a switched-mode power supply to supply the 
device. 
 
 

7.1.5 Boot error (code B00... B08) 
 

B00 
Controller boot error 
After the device has been switched on, an error was found during initialization of the individual device 
components.  For further details we refer you to the error list. 
 
B01 
master initalization 
B02 
master2 initalization 
Unsuccessful initialization of the master.  
Possible causes: Unacceptable interference on the 24V power supply.  
Unacceptable interference on the AS-i power supply. Unacceptably high electrostatic charges and 
electromagnetic fields in close proximity of the device. 
Rectification: Grounding of  the device via the DIN rail, connection of the FE terminal to the plant ground. 
Use a switched-mode power supply to supply the device. 
 
B03 
General FAT failure 
An error was found in the data field of the FAT, “File Allocation Table”. 
For further details we refer you to the error list. 
 
B04 
Only one master detected 
The operating system could only detect one master in the system although it should be possible to address two 
masters in the device. 
Possible cause: Defective hardware 
 
B05 
Two master detected 
The operating system could detect two masters in the system although it should be possible to address only one 
master in the device. 
Possible cause: Defective hardware 
 
B06 
Fieldbus type not expected 
During automatic detection of the integrated field bus no released field bus module could be detected. 
Possible cause: Defective hardware 
 
B07 
Number of master mismatch 
During inquiry about the version releases of the masters some invalid information was received. 
Possible cause: Defective hardware 
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B08 
Exec. of PLC blocked by User 
When the device was started the automatic start of the plc program was automatically interrupted by the user. 
The left button of the button was activated during the switch-on operation. 
 
 

7.1.6 FAT error (code F01 ... F10) 

(storage management): (File Allocation Table) 
 

F01 
Bad FAT checksum 
The checksum of the FAT contains an invalid value.  
Possible cause: Unacceptable interference on the 24V power supply cable during the storage operation of the 
data in the flash device. 
 
F02 
Bad FAT header 
The code in the header of the FAT contains an invalid entry. 
Possible cause: Unacceptable interference on the 24V power supply cable during the storage operation of the 
data in the flash device. 
 
F03 
Bad FAT ID 
The field code of a FAT area contains an invalid value. 
Possible cause: Unacceptable interference on the 24V power supply cable during the storage operation of the 
data in the flash device. 
 
F04 
Virgin FAT found 
The FAT does not contain an entry.  
Possible cause: Complete erasure of the flash device by the user. 
 
F05 
Bad NV field checksum 
The checksum of the non-volatile data within the FAT contain an invalid value.  
Possible cause: Unacceptable interference on the 24V power supply cable during the storage operation of the 
data in the flash device. 
 
F06 
Bad NV field ID 
The field code of the non-volatile data contains an invalid value. 
Possible cause: Unacceptable interference on the 24V power supply cable during the storage operation of the 
data in the flash device. 
 
F07 
NV pointer invalid range 
The start address of the non-volatile data is outside the permitted area. 
Possible cause: Unacceptable interference on the 24V power supply cable during the storage operation of the 
data in the flash device. 
 
F08 
FAT storage 
An error has occurred during the storage of the FAT.  
Possible cause: Unacceptable interference on the 24V power supply cable during the storage operation of the 
data in the flash device. 
 
F09 
NV field storage 
An error has occurred during the storage of the non-volatile data.  
Possible cause: Unacceptable interference on the 24V power supply cable during the storage operation of the 
data in the flash device. Rectification: Repeat command. 
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F10 
General NV mirror switching 
During the change to the mirror range of the non-volatile data an error has occurred. 
Possible cause: Unacceptable interference on the 24V power supply cable during the storage operation of the 
data in the flash device. Rectification: Repeat command. 
 
 

7.1.7 General RTS error (code R01 ... R30) 

 
R01 
Unknown RTS operating mode 
The set operating mode of the device, "RUN"/"STOP"/"GATEWAY", is unknown to the operating system.  
Possible cause: Modification of the device from a gateway variant into a device with plc support. 
Rectification: Switch the device off and keep the left button pressed during the switch-on operation. 
 
R02 
master1: MUX field failure 
R02 
master2: MUX field failure 
R03 
master1: Protocol Error (EDET) 
R04 
master2: Protocol Error (EDET) 
During transfer of the MUX fields from the operating system the master detected an invalid field number, the 
master has detected a protocol error during transfer of the data fields. 
Possible cause: Parts of the operating system have been overwritten by the plc. Unacceptable interference on the 
24V cable. 
 
R06 
General RTS program failure 
The operating system has found an invalid state in the process of the internal program processing. 
Possible cause: Operating system software error. 
 
R07 
Projecting mode not active 
The attempt was made to execute an AS-i command which is only permitted in the “Projection Mode”. 
Rectification: Switching the master into the “Projection Mode” operating mode in the "master Setup"-> "Operating 
Mode" menu. 
 
R08 
No PLC program loaded 
The attempt was made to start a plc program although none had been loaded in the device. 
Rectification: Programming a plc program into the device via “CodeSys”. 
 
R09 
RS-232 frame error (Baudrate) 
The hardware of the integrated serial interface chip has found a transfer error in the RS-232 data flow.  
Possible cause: The baud rate setting on the connected PC shows another setting than that on the device. 
Rectification: Adapting the baud rate in the "System Setup"->"Baud Rate" menu. 
 
R10 
RS-232 buffer overflow 
A buffer overflow was found in the serial receive buffer of the RS-232 interface. 
Possible cause: DOS via RS-232, defective RS-232 cable.  
 
R11 
RS-232 parity check 
The parity check of the serial data flow of the RS-232 interface was unsuccessful. 
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R12 
ASC0 handler switched 
The decoding of the serial data flow was switched over. 
Possible cause: Command within the serial data flow to switch over the device into the Test Mode / Normal 
Operating Mode. 
 
R13 
24V power unstable 
During normal operation voltage dips below 18V were found on the 24V power supply cable. 
Rectification: Stabilisation of the 24V operating voltage permanently greater than 20V, use of a switched-mode 
power supply. 
 
R14 
24V power fail restart 
The voltage failure of the 24V power supply cable caused the device to start again. The user has to acknowledge 
this message, then the normal operating mode will start again. 
Rectification: Stabilisation of the 24V operating voltage permanently greater than 20V, use of a switched-mode 
power supply. 
 
R15 
C165 Watchdog timeout 
The main processor has found a timeout.  
Possible cause: Unacceptable interference on the AS-i power supply. Unacceptably high electrostatic charges 
and electromagnetic fields in close proximity of the device. 
Rectification: Grounding of  the device via the DIN rail, connection of the FE terminal to the plant ground. 
Use a switched-mode power supply to supply the device. Hardware / operating system software error. 
 
R16 
Software restart 
The main processor has detected a restart of the device which was not caused by a voltage failure. 
 
R17 
Wait for 24V power good  
After the device was switched on an unacceptably low 24V power supply was detected, <18V.  The device is 
waiting for a stable voltage supply and the acknowledgement of the error message by the user.  
 
R18 
master: Host WDT failure 
During the continuous communication of the master with the operating system it has found a timeout. 
Possible causes: Voltage dips on the 24V power supply cable, operating system software error. 
 
R19 
>> error message not activated at present << 
 
R20 
Profibus DP configuration 
The configuration of the Profibus master for the device is not valid. 
Possible causes: Incorrect module lengths, incorrect number of modules, sum of the data length across all 
modules too high. 
The received data lengths can be checked in the “Fieldbus Setup” menu.  
 
R21 
No ifm DP interface detected 
A Profibus DP card is expected in the device, however, it has not been detected. 
Possible cause: Wrong operating system in the device, e.g.: AC1325 operating system software in an AC1311. 
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R22 
DP parameter invalid 
The parameter setting of the Profibus master for the device is not valid. 
Possible causes: Setup of the parameter field is incorrect, length of the parameter field is not correct, the coding 
of the individual parameters corresponds to the possible settings. 
Rectification: Adopt parameter field from the GSD file and modify it according to the specification. 
 
R23 
DP parameter download 
The attempt to download the current / projected parameters of the AS-i slaves via the Profibus was unsuccessful. 
Possible cause: The slave to which the parameter was to be written was deleted from the list of detected slaves. 
A timeout was found during the execution of the AS-i command “Write Parameter”. 
Rectification: Rewrite the Profibus parameters by separating the connection to the Profibus master. 
 
R24 
Missing positive CPTE edge 
During communication with the master a change in the state of the control signal was not detected. 
Possible cause: Operating system software error. 
 
R25 
master: Unnormal operation 
The master reports that it is not in the “Normal Operating Mode”. 
Possible causes: 
The master detects an AS-i voltage smaller than 22V and therefore changes into the “Offline Mode”. 
The master has received a request from the operating system to change into the “Offline Mode”. 
The master has found a transfer error in the communication with the operating system. 
With the AS-i power supply connected the master detects that no slave is connected to the AS-i line.  
Other causes which can lead to the error message directly after the device has been switched on: 
Initialization of the master while the device is switched on was not successful. 
The master has not yet received the projection nor the projected parameters from the operating system. 
The master has not yet been started by the operating system. 
 
R26 
>> error message not activated at present << 
 
R27 
Profibus PLC access violation 
The plc has tried to access the protected address range of the Profibus DAP ASIC. 
Possible cause: A plc project was loaded into an AC1305/06/25/26 with the support of an Anybus fieldbus card.  
Rectification: Remove functions from the plc project which control an Anybus card. 
 
R28 
Execution password protected 
A functionality of the device was requested which is not allowed with the current password. 
Rectification: Setting a higher password access in the "System Setup" -> "Password" menu. 
 
R29 
PC command unknown 
An unknown command was received In the “Test Mode” operating mode of the device. 
Rectification: Sending a specified test command.  
 
R30 
PC checksum failure 
An invalid checksum in the data flow was detected in the “Test Mode” operating mode of the device. 
Rectification: Configuration of the data flow according to the specification. 
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7.1.8 Hardware error ( --- exception error --- ) 
 

--- Exception Error --- 
 STKOV: STKUN: 
 Seg: Off: 
 SP: R0: 
 CP: TFR: 
The main processor has detected an exception error. 
All current activities are interrupted. To exit this operating mode the device has to be switched off. 
 
N.B.:  
Should this error message appear directly after the device has been switched on the execution of the plc program 
can be prevented if the left button on the device is pressed during the switch-on operation. Thus the plc program 
is declared “invalid”, it is no longer initialized and no longer executed.  
 
The following entries in the TFR register give further details about the error cause: 
 

TFR Register 
D15 D14 D13 D12 D11 D10 D9 D8 D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0 
NMI STK

OF 
STK
UF 

- - - - - UND 
OPC 

- - - PRT
FLT 

ILLO
PA 

ILL 
INA 

ILLB
US 

 
 
Bit Name Possible error source  
NMI: interrupt cannot be masked hardware 
STKOF:  stack overflow plc program / hardware 
STKUF: stack underflow plc program / hardware 
UNDOPC: unknown machine command plc program / hardware 
PRTFLT: 32-bit execution code error plc program / hardware 
ILLOPA: invalid access to 16-bit operand plc program / hardware 
ILLINA invalid jump address plc program / hardware 
ILLBUS invalid access to external bus hardware 
 
Examples: 
TFR 0004  -> invalid access to 16-bit operand, e.g. by the plc 
TFR 0002 ->  invalid jump address, e.g. by the plc 
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Fonts 
In the controllere there are 3 different fonts implemented to be used in the menu: 
 16 pixel height proportional font 
 8 pixel height proportional font 
 8 pixel height, 6 pixel width font for tables  
 
Character list: 
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7.2 Address overview 

 
General information: 

Start:  Address definitions always start with % 

Data type: Inputs are defined with I 

  Outputs are defined with Q 
Markers are defined with M. 

 

Data length: Bit information is defined with X 

  Bytes are defined with B 
Words are defined with W. 

 
As the processor in the controllere is a 16 bit type the memory is organized word-wise. For this reason 
the index of a bit in this word is between 0 and 15. In the case of binary AS-i inputs or outputs the 
organization is byte-wise and therefore the index runs between 0 and 3. 
 
 
Binary Single- or A-slaves: 
 

Definitions: all 4 bits in a byte:  %QB1.22 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 one single bit:  %IX2.24.3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Binary B-slaves: 
 

Definitions: all 4 bits in a byte:  %IB11.22 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 one single bit:  %IX12.24.3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

master number: 1 or 2 
slave number: 1 .. 31 

master number: 1 or 2 
slave number: 1 .. 31 

bit number: 0 .. 3 

master number + 10 

master number + 10 
slave number: 1 .. 31 

slave number: 1 .. 31 

bit number: 0 .. 3 
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Analogue slaves: 
 

Definitions: Analogue integer value: %IW21.31.2 
 
 
 
 
 

 Bit in an analogue value: %IX21.31.2.0 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Valid and Overflow Bits: %IX21.31.4.3 
 
 
 
 
 
Definitions of word in channel no. 4: 
15..9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
reserved Analogu

e 
transfer 
valid 

Overflow 
Channel
3 

Valid 
Channel
3 

Overflow 
Channel
2 

Valid 
Channel
2 

Overflow 
Channel
1 

Valid 
Channel
1 

Overflow 
Channel
0 

Valid 
Channel
0 

 
 
Markers: 
 

Definitions: marker word access:  %MW21 
 
 

 marker bit access:   %MX21.12 
 
 
 
 
 

 marker byte access:  %MB42 
 
A marker word consists of two marker bytes so that %MW21 is equal to %MB42 and %MB43. 
 
 
 

7.3 System POU overview 

 
In addition to the CoDeSys standard libraries two additional system libraries for the controllere are 
included on the CD:  
 
ecoasi20.lib replaces the library ecoasi.lib of the AS-i controller family. This library should be 
integrated if existing asisys projects for the AS-i controller are to be converted into projects with 
CoDeSys and controllere. In addition different drivers for special AS-i slaves (e.g. 7.1 analogue slaves) 
were included in the library. 

channel number: 0 .. 3 

master number + 20 
slave number: 1 .. 31 

master number + 20 slave number: 1 .. 31 
channel number: 0 .. 3 

bit number: 0 .. 15 

master number + 20 slave number: 1 .. 31 
channel number must be 4 

bit number: 0 .. 8 

marker word number   
0 .. 79 remanent 
80 .. 127 not remanent 

marker word number  
0 .. 79 remanent 
80 .. 127 not remanent 

bit number: 0 .. 15 

marker byte number  
0 .. 159 remanent 
160 .. 255 not remanent 
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The library ecoasi21.lib contains the POUs required for the use of AS-i version 2.1 slaves. In new 
projects the components of this library should be used for access to AS-i system information. 
 

7.3.1 ecoasi20.lib POU  

 
Read the current ID code of an AS-i slave.  

  
Read the current I/O configuration of an AS-i slave 

  
Read the current parameters of an AS-i slave. 

  
Update of the current parameters of all slaves when the start input changes to TRUE, terminated 
when Start1 is TRUE. 

 
Change the current parameters of a slave when the start input changes to TRUE, terminated when 
Start1 is TRUE. 

 
Execution of an AS-i command  (for possible commands see description command channel in the 
paragraph "System variables") 
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Read the AS-i slave inputs. 

 
Update of the current configuration of all slaves when the start input changes to TRUE, terminated 
when Start2 is TRUE. 

 
The output is TRUE when slave is activated (LAS ) 

 
The output is TRUE when slave is detected (LDS  ) 

 
The output is TRUE when the slave detects an external periphery fault (LPF ) 

 
The output is TRUE when slave is projected (LPS  ) 

 
Change the outputs of an AS-i slave to "Wert" 

 
Read the projected ID code of an AS-i slave. 
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Read the projected I/O configuration of an AS-i slave 

 
Read the projected parameters of an AS-i slave. 

 
Change the projected parameters of an AS-i slave to "Wert" when "Start" changes to TRUE 

 
Change the slave address from "alteAdr" to "neueAdr" when "Start" changes to TRUE 
 
 
 

7.3.2 ecoasi21.lib modules  

 

 
Change the slave address from "oldAddress" to "newAddress" when "Start" changes to TRUE 

 
Execution of an AS-i command  (for possible commands see description command channel in the 
paragraph "System variables") 
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Read the current configuration information of a connected AS-i slave 

 
Read the current input values of an AS-i slave 

 
Read the current output values of an AS-i slave 

 
Read the current parameters of an AS-i slave. 

 
Update of the global slave lists 

 
Read the list of active slaves  

 
Read the list of detected slaves  

 
Read the list of slaves detecting an external periphery fault  
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Read the list of projected slaves  

 
Read the current status of the AS-i master flag  

 
Read the projected configuration information of an AS-i slave. 

 
Read the projected parameter values of an AS-i slave. 

 
Read the current number of faulty AS-i messages detected for a connected AS-i slave 

 
The output is TRUE if an external periphery fault has been detected for a slave.  

 
Teach in of the AS-i configuration when "Start" changes to TRUE 

 
When one or several parameters of AS-i slaves are changed, the parameter image must be updated 
by a positive edge at "Start" 
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Set the outputs of a slave to "Value" 

 
Set the current parameters of a slave when "Start" changes to TRUE 

 
Selection of the operating mode of an AS-i master (1 = projection mode, 0 = protected mode) 

 
Set the projected parameters of an AS-i slave. 

 
The output is TRUE when AS-i slave is activated 

 
The output is TRUE when AS-i slave is detected 

 
The output is TRUE when AS-i slave is projected 
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7.4 Technical data 

 

General: 

Operating voltage 20..30V DC (PELV) 
Current consumption < 0.5A (depending on implemented options) 
Operating temperature 0..+60°C 
Storage temperature -20..+70°C 
Protection to DIN 40050 IP 20 
Housing material aluminium 

Mounting on DIN rail 35mm 

Housing dimensions 106.3mm x 85.5mm x 123.6 mm 

AS-i master: 

Number of AS-i masters 1 or 2 (optional) 
AS-interface profile M3 according to version 3.0 
AS-interface voltage 26.5 .. 31.6V (special AS-i power supply) 
AS-i current consumption  0.1 A / master 
Microcontroller Infinion C161 microcontroller  
Supported V2.1 features  A/B slaves,  

 periphery fault detection,  
 analogue Plug+Play (7.3 profile),  
 ext. ID codes 

Additional features  AS-i cycle counter,  
 communication error counter per slave,  
 Config error counter,  
 change into protected mode without AS-i reset,  
 easy start up 

Serial RS232C port: 

Baud rates 9600, 19200, 38400, 57600, 115200 bits/s 
Communication parameters 8 data bits, no start bit, 1 stop bit, no parity 
Connector RJ11 Western socket, 6 poles 
Protocol Automation alliance standard protocol 

opt. Profibus DP slave: 

Baud rates 9.6 .. 12MBaud 
Connector SUB D 9 
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PLC: 

Microcontroller Infinion C165 microcontroller  
SRAM 512 KWord 
Flash memory 512 KWord 
PLC memory 112 KWord 
Program size up to 19000 commands in IL (simple bin. commands) 
Data memory 122 KWord 
Remanent markers 160 Bytes 
Retain area 2 KBytes (stored with PLC command) 
Real time clock yes, but not battery buffered 
Programming languages   Instruction List,  

 Function Block Diagram,  
 Ladder Diagram,  
 Sequential Function Chart,  
 Continuous Function Chart,  
 Structured Text,  
all according to IEC 61131-3 

Programming organisation units  Programs,  
 Functions,  
 Function blocks 

Operations  Binary combinations,  
 Arithmetics,  
 Shift and rotations,  
 Compare functions,  
 math. functions,  
 string functions,  
 jump and return 

Data types  binary,  
 integer (byte, word, Dword),  
 floating point,  
 strings,  
 arrays,  
 structures,  
 pointer 
 date and time 

Operating times < 1s for simple bit or integer operations  
Markers 4096 bits (=256 words), 1280 remanent (80 words)  
Timer more than 300 
Counter more than 300 
Binary inputs (AS-i) max. 496 
Binary outputs (AS-i) max. 372 
Analogue I/O‘s (AS-i) max. 248 
  
  
 

7.5 Programming port protocol 

 
The controllere provides two kinds of programming ports: 
 
Communication with the CoDeSys 

• via RS232 (standard COM port of a PC system) 
• via Ethernet (option) 

 
The ports are using the Automation Alliance standards (see www.automation-alliance.com). 
 

http://www.automation-alliance.com)/�
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7.6 Troubleshooting 

 

1. Install new Target file: 
 
If CoDeSys for automation alliance is already installed on your PC, you only have to install the 
controllere target: 
 Start the tool InstallTarget (Start/Programs/CoDeSys) 

 
 Open a new target file (included on the CD) 

 
 select Controllere target and click install: 

 
 
 

2. Marker bits different to asisys project for AS-i controller: 
 
The controllere has different marker bit addresses than the controller: 
Controller : MX4.0 is the first bit in MB4, the bit index can be 0..7 
Controllere : MX4.0 is the first bit in MW4 or MB8, the bit index can be 0..15 

 
3. Reset of the controllere: 
 
It is possible to reset the operating system of the controllere and to stop the plc processing by pressing 
the left button while power up. 
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